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Introduction 
 
Ever wondered what it was like to pilot the "new economy"? To be a part of the "next big thing"? 
To be a true luminary, forging unobstructed toward the beckoning light of the modern era? Well 
we do. We were dot com visionaries, you see. We spent a few years working in the new economy 
factories. We helped produce wonder products and generated revenue like no one before us. We 
were fueling the furnace that powered an economy that was like nothing in recorded history. We 
were an integral piece of this new class of technocrats, bringing about sweeping change and 
making the world a better place for all. 
 
Not. 
 
Actually, we were just a few of the thousands of newly graduated gen-x factory workers, each 
armed with a bicycle pump and furiously inflating the wondrous "dot com bubble" (we actually like 
to call a “tumor” or “cyst” rather than a “bubble”, but we think it’s probably too late for that to catch 
on). We were driving the feverish frenzy of IPO’s, dizzying day trading, and the economic 
explosion of the late nineties. Yes - we were the enablers - hob-knobbing with venture capitalists 
and investment bankers, thinking we were at the center of it all. And, in reality, we were. Just like 
the tireless souls who laid down the tracks for The Pacific Railroad, enabling the great capitalists 
of the Industrial Revolution to…um…capitalize like never before. Just like the coal miners, 
endlessly hacking through earth and rock to fuel the boom of the Industrial Age – literally. The 
unnamed. The forgotten. The golden spokes on the wheels of the Rolls Royce of new economy 
wealth!  
 
Anyway, we like to think of ourselves that way, even though we were just a pack of spoiled brats 
who never knew war or economic crisis before - a generation whose most difficult decision in life 
was whether to go to the mall or the movies. A generation raised on inane local news, the promise 
of technology, and the welcoming beckon of an artificial consumer culture disguised as 
“alternative,” “hip,” and “cool”. And many of us jumped into the dot com craze – the culminating 
symbol of our generation - and learned a hell of a lot. This is our story. This is $12.95 out of your 
pocket and into ours. 
 
Before you think that this book might display some sort of “anti-dot com” slant, we would like to 
make one thing clear: we believe the internet is everything it was ever cracked up to be. “The Next 
Big Thing”, “The Global Village,” “The Great Democratizer,” and all that other good stuff. Why the 
optimism? Because Amazon.com just shipped us the latest N’Sync CD for only $11.95 plus 
shipping? Well...not quite, though virtual shopping carts and virtual warehouses do deserve a 
market value of 30 BILLION DOLLARS! Oh wait…they DID deserve that at one point (see 
Amazon.com – December 1999). No – we’re optimistic because, despite all the damage 
advertising has wreaked on a once promising medium, we still believe there is hope for the 
internet yet – a sliver of hope, anyway.  
 
Let’s take a little journey back to 1995 to see what really happened, and have a good chuckle. 
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E-Commerce for the Little Guy 101 

 
Let’s imagine this scenario. You have UNLIMITED real estate in a town with no borders that 
everyone on the planet (everyone on the planet with money, that is) can get to. You say to 
yourself, “what the hell,” and go into business. You have no idea what you’re doing, but you tell 
some venture capitalists that you are a storeowner in this town and you can conceivably have 
millions of customers. So they give you a few million bucks, and you go out and hire a bunch of 
monkeys to make your widgets.  
 
A few months go by and you realize nobody is buying the widgets.  
 
You have to have some sort of revenue, so you decide to talk to some other guy next door, who 
sells similar widgets and, similarly, has no customers. So you decide that you’re gonna let your 
buddy put a banner up for his store on your store, and vice-versa. Now you’re making some 
money off of this guy and he’s making some money off of you…money is actually moving. After a 
while, being the brilliant mathematical mind that you are (that’s why you’re in business, right?) you 
realize that this game of tit-for-tat is fooling your financial investors for a little while, but you’re still 
not making any money.  
 
And still…nobody is buying the widgets. 
 
You figure you need more reach…there are way too many competitors out there. But how can you 
possibly get your banner plastered all over everybody else’s stores? And how much room can you 
afford to give to your fellow online entrepreneurs on your storefront? You go to the guy who puts 
up the posters and he tells you that he can help you out…he’ll put your banner all over the place! 
Not only that, he’ll also handle putting up banners on your storefront. Seeing as you have no 
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customers, you shell out a few hundred thousand to this guy. Time goes by…the entire town is 
plastered with banners for stores that sell widgets (99% useless widgets, mind you) 
 
Nobody is buying the widgets, and now you’re almost broke. 
 
In a last-ditch effort, you spend the rest of your cash on some cheap whores, throw out all the 
widgets, and plaster your store with porn. Your buddy next door follows suit.  
 
Finally…you’re making money.  
 
Your neighborhood is a dump. It’s covered with huge, flashing advertisements and banners, and 
there are only three types of items for sale: Whores, dildos, and hardcore porn. But you’re in 
business and you’re giving the people what they want…and you don’t even have to give anything 
away for free any more! Does this scenario sound familiar? Didn’t that happen to 42nd street a little 
while ago? Didn’t we learn? Apparently not! For some reason, we thought the online world was a 
place of elves and fairies, and not voyeuristic bestiality fetishists. What a reality-check, huh? 
Well…the good news is that we were able to clean up 42nd street. The bad news is, we needed to 
do it with equal parts fascism, physical force, and brand advertising on a scale that makes the 
Great Wall of China look like one of those tongue depressor models you made in kindergarten. In 
any case, this does bode well for some of the big internet players out there. And the few people 
who are smart enough to steer WAY clear of Times Square when they visit New York will be the 
ones who will stay the hell away from the big web sites. Unfortunately, we know how people 
operate – especially Americans. So what does this mean for the internet? We’ll let you decide. 
 
Enter Ad-Man. 
 
Actually, let’s be fair. As we all know, there was a time when all looked rosy for our shop-owner 
friend. You see, some of the shop owners were smart. They realized sooner than most that no 
one wanted their widgets. They also realized that widgets, whether in the form of original online 
content or actual products, cost money to make. Why bother? Our smart shop-owner realized he 
could only make money by selling advertising. And the more people who came by his store and 
looked around, the more these ad sellers (the banner guys) wanted to pay the shop-owner to put 
ads on his storefront. The shop-owner decides it’s smarter to throw out the widgets and instead 
put pictures of bare breasts, lewd jokes, and gambling machines around his shop. The more 
people that hang out, the bigger his “store” gets, and the more banners he can hang up. He can 
even put really attractive breasts up instead of average breasts and people actually pay him to 
come and hang around! Wow…he’s finally making money…but these poor advertisers! Don’t they 
realize nobody sees the banners? 
 
We don’t want to get into a serious discussion about branding and advertising here, but the point 
is this: the web publishers who were smart took the advertisers for all they were worth. And the 
advertisers and ad sales people who were smart took their clients for all they were worth. 
Hmmm…sounds like good ol’ every day American business, huh? One big difference…this was 
Generation X we were taking advantage of, kiddies…a veritable army of naïveté! A gaggle of 
amateurs fresh out of school and ready to be jerked around - or better yet, employed and worked 
to death! The technology and society came together at just the right time…the “Perfect Storm”, so 
to speak. A once-in-a-lifetime occurrence! 
 
But alas! What happened? We were doing so well! We had a new vehicle for advertising. We had 
the money. We had the advertisers. We had unlimited “real estate” to work with. We even knew 
how to measure the effectiveness of our advertising efforts. Ah…perhaps this was the problem. 
With unlimited real estate, limited customers, and the fact that one could now measure how 
ineffective advertising really was, we were in for a little lesson about how the internet and 
advertising really work.  
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Banner Ads – The Internet’s Answer to Amway 

 
Rise so high, yet so far to fall 
Planned indignity, and balance to all 
Political breakthrough, euphoria’s high 
More borrowed money, more borrowed time. 
Back in a corner, caught up in the race. 
Means to an end ended in disgrace. 
Perspective is lost in the spirit of the chase. 
Foreclosure of a dream. 

-Dave Mustaine, Megadeth, 1992 
 
Mr. Mustaine’s lyrics seem to eerily describe what happened to the internet’s banner ad business 
model. They are especially impressive since this was 1992, before the days of the web (and 
before Megadeth’s huge VC-backed IPO of Megadeth.com…yeah, right!). But let’s talk about how 
we got to this point. After all, the reason why stocks fell to the extent that they did was because 
there was the period of high euphoria. Let’s go back to this period… 
 
So here it was, the Valhalla of internet business models. Advertising! 
 
For decades, advertising had been the backbone of capitalism. Radio, television, newspapers, 
billboards, magazines, and countless other institutions of Western culture were dependent on the 
theory that marketers would want to take advantage of a large audience to shill their various 
products. And why not? These mediums could break their audience down into demographics to 
help the marketers sell the appropriate product to the appropriate people. Revlon could advertise 
in Vogue. The Boy Scouts organization could advertise on Pee-wee’s Playhouse. McDonald’s 
could advertise on billboards to truckers on a highway … then along came the internet. 
 
Remember, we are talking about euphoria and a dawning of a new age. As one internet CEO 
often described, it was “the biggest trend in history”. The technology running the internet offered 
something that would make even the most stoic of marketing executives wet their pants in joy - 
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the ability to quantify ROI (that’s Return on Investment for you non-marketing folks) on ad 
campaigns. This elusive statistic is what every advertiser tries desperately to attain. Simply put, it 
is the ratio of costs for an ad campaign versus the revenue generated from that campaign. The 
problem with most advertising is that this notoriously fleeting measurement is next to impossible 
to calculate. A famed quote on Madison Avenue is “I know that 50% of my advertising is effective, 
I just don’t know which 50%”. This statement brings to light the fact that we really don’t know to 
what extent television ads, radio ads, or billboards really work. When someone sees a billboard 
for Starbucks, then decides to go to the ubiquitous coffee house, Starbucks doesn’t actually know 
whether or not the person was directly responding to the billboard. It is impossible to measure an 
ROI on that billboard. The internet, on the other hand, offered so many untested metrics for 
marketers that all they could do was sit around aghast and play with themselves with untethered 
excitement about it. In fact, "ROI can be anything you want it to be," said Chris Saridakis, vice 
president and general manager for DoubleClick Inc., an online ad pimping company. Thanks, 
Chris! Try telling that to my investors! Perhaps these companies took Mr. Saridakis’ words a little 
too literally when they filed with the SEC! 
  
Indeed, the internet did offer a chance for marketers to gauge how many people respond to an ad. 
An ad on a website is itself an interactive piece of the site. It could be rectangular, square, oval, or 
even a simple line of text. It could also be an interstitial, an ad that “pops-up” as the user goes to a 
website. There was still work to do in standardizing the sizes used, but the basic concept was that 
surfers visiting websites could look at these ads, be drawn into their message, and respond by 
clicking on them. In the offline world, marketers often tried to gauge customer’s response rates to 
ads by asking them to fill out surveys (“where did you hear about us?”), or giving them coupons 
(“Tell us that you saw this ad and we’ll give you 25% off”). On the internet, response rate was 
much closer to an exact science (at least in theory). A surfer would click on an ad, the event was 
logged by a server somewhere, and then the surfer would be sent to the advertiser’s website. The 
total percentage of people would clicked on the ad vs. the total number of ads shown was given 
the industry term “CTR” - click through rate.  
 
A pricing model was something else that the industry wanted to standardize. People responsible 
for selling ad inventory on websites needed to charge advertisers or agencies for placing their ads 
onto the sites. Eventually, three major pricing models developed. 
 
The “CPM”, or cost-per-thousand model meant that a fee was charged for every 1000 
appearances of the ad. If Boo.com had a banner ad which served one million times on a website 
like Yahoo!, Yahoo! would charge a rate like 50 cents per one thousand.  
 
The “CPC”, or cost-per-click model, meant that the website charged the advertiser a fee for each 
occurrence of someone clicking on the ad. The number of ads shown was much easier to predict 
than the number of times people will click on it, since the click-through-rate varied wildly from ad 
to ad. Therefore, rate cards involving CPC models required much more analysis.  
 
Lastly, the “CPA”, or cost-per-action model meant that the website would charge an advertiser 
based on conversion rates. This was most commonly used in the online pornography industry, 
because those sites were often subscription-based. For example, a company called “Timmy G’s 
World of Bondage” could have a subscription service that people paid $50/month (hey, porn 
sells!). They could design ads and negotiate a CPA pricing model with Yahoo! or other websites. 
When their ad appeared on Yahoo! and someone clicked on it, then decided to sign up for Timmy 
G’s service, Timmy G would pay the negotiated amount to Yahoo!. 
 
So, some standardization details needed to be ironed out. One thing was for sure, though… 
Madison Avenue would pay handsomely for the ability to quantify effectiveness of an ad 
campaign. Thus, the online ad revenue model was born. 
 
Thousands of businesses came from out of nowhere to capitalize. The approach was simple and 
essentially the same for all: lure people into a website with some sort of compelling content and 
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stick ads all over the damn place. Each ad that was served to the user was a “cha-ching” in the 
bottom line for the company. If the site wanted to get sophisticated (i.e., survive), it would have a 
section reserved for “registered members only”. This meant that the visitor would have to register 
with the site and provide lots of personal information that the site could then use to sell to other 
marketers.  
 
NetZero (http://www.netzero.com) was a company that essentially provided local dial-up numbers 
for free. Anyone signing up with NetZero first got asked a number of questions relating to their 
personal interests. All of this, of course, was used by NetZero to categorize you into a certain 
demographic. Who do you think was the cutest Beatle? What kind of car do you drive? Are you 
into sadomasochism or other deviant sexual practices? Theoretically, advertisers wanted this 
information so they could ensure their banner ads were going to the appropriate people. Instead 
of Revlon advertising in Vogue magazine or the Boy Scouts organization advertising on Pee-wee’s 
Playhouse, Revlon could send a banner ad for a specific shade of lipstick to only women who 
indicate that they like that color. The Boy Scouts could advertise specifically to boys who were of a 
certain age range...or pedophiles.  
 
Mail.com (http://www.mail.com), which provides free email service, is another great example of 
this. In order to sign up for the service, users must first answer questions about their personal 
information (age, gender, zip code) and interests. This information is used my Mail.com to better 
target ads to you. Don’t believe us? Try to sign up for mail.com and then log in to their service. 
You will eventually be served an ad. View the source code on their site and you see something 
like “http://ad.doubleclick.net/ad/mail.com/;AA=10001”. In the industry, this snippet of code is 
known as an "ad tag" because it sends information to a server that reads the tag and chooses the 
ad you will receive. In this case, the “10001” represented the zip code that we used to sign up for 
the service. Sneaky? Perhaps…but it’s legal. According to their privacy policy, mail.com states 
that they will:  
 

"Collect personally identifiable (e.g. name, address) and demographic (e.g. age, 
gender) information about you. We will use the demographic data to post ads 
(appealing to your demographic) on our Web site when you log in." 

 
This is an example of a responsible privacy policy because mail.com lets the consumer know 
about what they are using this information for. They also go on to state methods that they use to 
protect your personal information. All of this information is available on mail.com’s website. The 
link is conveniently located in fine print way at the bottom of the site.  
 
However, what this means, and why people are increasingly concerned, is that the current 
software makes it technologically possible for businesses to market information such as your 
personal diseases, your sexual preference, or anything else you would probably rather keep 
private. All this for little rectangular ads? 
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Need Money? Sell Your Eyeballs! 
 

"I don't care if people think I'm a dumb blond or stupid or an over-age actress or over the hill. I 
don't care because I'm gonna have a very successful internet company, and I'm gonna have 
$100 million in the bank and I don't really give a shit what anybody thinks.”  

- Actress Melanie Griffith, on the launch of MelanieGriffith.com 
 
Need cash to pay for the big MelanieGriffith.com IPO? 
 
Want to buy a few tons of elephant shit from ZooDoo.com, but don’t have a credit card? 
In town on business, checked out exotics.com and want to drop by that expensive, upscale Asian 
massage parlor? 
 
Why don’t you sell an eyeball? The amount of money you could get for that little piece of your 
body may surprise you. 
 
Consider FreePC. These guys had the ingenious idea of giving out computers to anyone who 
wanted one…FREE OF CHARGE! In and of itself, we can probably all agree that the idea sounds 
like a winner already, right? But wait! There’s more! Since FreePC was a legit business (if there 
ever was one), they needed something called revenue. In order to get revenue, they wanted your 
eyeballs. Though a corporate entity selling human eyeballs on the black market might have 
yielded hefty returns, they didn’t actually want your eyeballs, literally. They wanted demographic 
information about yourself, and then fed you ads into a small portion of the monitor as you use the 
computer.  
 
Think for a second about the operating costs here. Newsweek estimated that the cost of the 
computer to FreePC was about $600. Factoring in $100/yr for internet access, and a lifespan of 2 
years on the computer, the bottom line was about $400/yr for your eyeballs. That’s $200 each. Not 
bad when you consider that most people have 2 eyeballs. What’s the big deal with selling one of 
them? If you happen to be one of the millions of blind people in the world, you could really 
capitalize since you don’t really need either of your eyes, right? 
 
Sadly, if you want to capitalize on this moneymaking jackpot, you’ll have to find someone other 
than FreePC. They ascended to internet heaven when they went defunct. 
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A CASE STUDY IN EYEBALLS 
 

“IndiaEyeballs.com is an online advertising agency that draws eyesight 
to your website. If you are targeting Indians, the good news is that more 
and more Indians, everywhere, are surfing the Net. We, on our part have 
an eye on your audience – their web habits, the traffic patterns.  
 
We have a professional interest in the medium. We have surfed through 
much of it, to understand it better. Our goal is to transform internet 
advertising into a working model for you. We are rupee wise to spread 
your rupee far and wide on the surfer’s net. It is the right click that we 
target; the rest is left aside.” 

 
“Our expertise is just right for Marketers and Publishers. We create ads 
that are eye-catching, literally. Be it banner ads, sponsorships, contests, 
or just email lists, we’ve got them hooked.” 

 
“We create ads that are eye-catching, literally”. Literally? That sounds like an extremely 
horrific exercise. Then again, maybe their business model revolved around popping 
people’s eyes out, videotaping the whole thing, becoming snuff film producers, and 
selling the tapes. If that’s the case, then we’ll be happy to place our orders. 
 
We wanted to see if we could arrange a business development deal with the folks at 
IndiaEyeballs, so we sent the following email: 
 

To: admin@indiaeyeballs.com 
From: CEO@asianguy.com 
 
Dear Sirs. 
 
We have checked out your website and we share in your philosophy that getting 
eyeballs is the way to go in today’s business climate. We represent 
ChinaEyeballs.com and are interested in pursuing a business development 
partnership with you. 
 
Here in China, we have over a billion residents. That comes to over 2 billion 
eyeballs! Obviously, we are dealing with a hearty surplus of the organs. What 
we are in need of is food. We are proposing a simple, friendly exchange of 
commodities that we both need.  
 
We are suggesting that one eyeball be given to you in exchange for each 
samosa that you can send to us. In addition, we are looking for tandoori recipes 
and tips on how to make those awesome yogurt desserts. We are willing to 
incur all the shipping and handling costs. 
 
Please reply at your earliest convenience. I know we’re on the same page on 
this one. I think this deal is a win-win for both of us. Let’s make it happen! 
 
Regards. 

 
We haven’t heard back yet. The internet companies have been suffering, so we’re sure 
that IndiaEyeballs is focused on their core business right now and will address business 
development strategies later. 

 
All businesses need metrics to gauge success. For many companies, the most important metric 
was profit. Since there was no profit for most of the internet companies, the industry quickly 
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evangelized the concept of “eyeballs”. That is, the number of eyeballs watching a site over a given 
period of time. “Eyeballs” were easily counted and tangible, quantifiable metrics were born. 
 
The thousands of businesses that capitalized on advertising as the main source of revenue all 
followed the same strategy of giving away content - either for free or at a loss. The 
aforementioned NetZero and mail.com gave away internet access and email, respectively. 
Companies like Yahoo! gave away content like news, stock quotes, and sports scores for free. 
The actual operation of the business was simple: operating expenses were balanced by the 
revenue from advertising.  
 
So the industry luminaries now had a metric they could discuss at their expensive conferences. 
But discussing “eyeballs” was not very professional to the folks on Wall Street. They needed their 
own way to justify high-flying stock prices for these dot coms. Traditionally, the approach to 
determining the value of a company was the standard Price-to-Earnings (P/E) ratio. The “Price” in 
the P/E ratio represented the price of the stock. Revenues collected from sales, subtracted by 
business expenditures or other costs, were supposed to leave a positive number…a PROFIT. 
This profit was the “Earnings”. Essentially, a low P/E ratio was generally considered undervalued 
and a high P/E ratio meant overvaluation and volatility. “Buy low, sell high” was the mantra of 
Warren Buffett, other famed investors, and everyday people with common sense. 
 
But the dot com phenomena showed that investors didn’t care about earnings anymore. At least 
not in the traditional sense. They agreed that earnings weren’t everything. Things like “eyeballs” 
were important. As such, hundreds of money-losing companies filed for IPO’s and went public 
with a bang. Greedy schmucks, appearing out of the woodwork as self-described day traders, 
gobbled up internet stocks like crack cocaine.  Since they all lost money, the traditional P/E ratio 
would value these companies the same:  a sky-high price divided by ZERO earnings meant that 
they were all worthless.  
 
Thus evolved the Price-to-Sales ratio. By replacing earnings with sales, each publicly traded dot 
com now had different ratios, and comparisons could be drawn between Yahoo! and ZooDoo.com 
(your one-stop shop for online purchasing of elephant excrement!). Typically, the ways to 
calculate P/S were to either divide the company’s annual sales per share into its stock price, or 
the divide the company’s market capitalization (total value) by its total revenue. 
 
One thing was left to decide. Television had the standard 30-second spots and Billboards were all 
the same size. We needed standards in internet advertising. The Internet Advertising Bureau 
(http://www.iab.net) was created in 1996 to address such issues. In the end, several size formats 
were agreed upon. 468x60 pixels were “banners”, 120x120 pixels were “badges”, 120x60 pixels 
were “buttons”. In addition there were text links (when the site says something like “Click Here for 
iHaveHerpes.com”) and pop-ups. 
 
We are sad to report that the 497x142 pixel size never became a standard. For our money, it's the 
best kind of ad size around!  
 

 
 

So the landscape was set. The marketers were ready to shell out the cash to capitalize on this 
brave new world. The websites had the technology in place to quantify ROI on ad campaigns. 
There was no problem! 
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Problems! With the Ads? 

 
"The banner ad is a complete, unmitigated failure: When we look back on this industry, it will be 
considered the biggest mistake we ever made. Furthermore, the IAB1 is a complete, unmitigated 
failure for sitting around and pretending that by making them a little bigger they are going to work." 

-Silicon Alley reporter Jason Calacanis 
 
As we stated earlier, the actual operation of these businesses was simply managing costs and 
collecting revenue via advertising. Since advertising revenue was directly related to the number of 
impressions, marketers gleefully threw around “eyeball” figures. AOL, with upwards of 20 million 
users, led the way. Since they had more users, they had the potential to divide their user base into 
more demographics, thus they could demand a higher premium for their real estate. 
 
Advertisers were willing to pay big bucks to have their promotional banner ads appear on a certain 
site. The difference was in the approach these businesses took to serve as many banner ads as 
they could (see “Business Models for the New Economy” section below). In reality, however, a 
significant problem was occurring. The technology that was in place to measure the effectiveness 
of online advertising also served to measure how INEFFECTIVE online advertising was. Back in 
the heyday of internet ads, successful banner ads (if you consider a 3% clickthrough rate 
successful) had ads that looked like the computer was talking to you.  
 
People freaked out when they saw these ads because they thought that the computer, being the 
omnipotent mind of the digital age, was telling them that they needed to respond to its commands. 
“ATTENTION COMPUTER USER…YOU NEED MONEY!” It was sort of like Luke Skywalker 
using mind control on Jabba the Hutt’s minions to get the chance to meet the Great Jabba. Often, 
people quickly clicked on the “OK” button as a response to this command, thereby effectively 
clicking on the ad and going to the advertisers website. If people wanted to ignore it, they could 
treat it like any other Microsoft Windows application and click on the “X” in the corner. Of course, 
this was also effectively clicking on the ad. Dupe the ignorant surfer! Ridiculous you say? Well 
hey, chalk it up to naïveté. My dad, when he first got online a couple years ago, clicked every time 

                                                           
1 IAB is the Internet Advertising Bureau. It is a comprised of representatives from several online advertisers and defines 
and dictates acceptable internet ad formats. 
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it said “Click Here”! “Click Here”, eh? You didn’t even need ad people with any sense of creativity 
at all to devise banner ads. (Oh – and you still don’t).  
 
Early efforts at sophistication in the online ad industry bordered on the bizarre. Clickthrough-rates 
started slowly declining. Maybe people just weren’t enthralled with banners any more! Whatever 
the reason, businesses flocked to different ad technologies like “interstitials” (the even more 
annoying ads that ‘pop-up’ in a new window as you surf) to try to increase the exposure that users 
would have to ads. These new techniques were also becoming more prevalent as businesses 
sought to appease advertisers who surely were ready to drive prices lower as clickthrough-rates 
fell. Remember, the promise of online advertising was in the ability to measure and accurately 
quantify performance of ad campaigns. The dwindling clickthrough rates actually showed that 
banner ads simply weren’t working. 
 
These new techniques provided an opportunity for users to see different, perhaps more 
compelling ads. For example, instead of seeing the boring banner ads like this: 
 

 
 
…users could have the following ad magically “pop-up” onto their browser. 
 

 
 
What an improvement! The pop-up ad quickly gained a reputation as the single most annoying 
type of ad. That was quite an achievement in an industry where everything was annoying.  
 
The largest supporters of the pop-up ads seemed to be companies whose business models 
allowed regular people to create webpages like “My vacation to Rome” or “Tim’s Shrine to his 
buddy Blaine”. The vast majority of sites were ones that 99.99% of the people on the planet 
couldn’t care less about. Companies like Tripod (http://www.tripod.com) and Angelfire 
(http://www.angelfire.com) were both businesses in this space. They were also notorious for 
flashing pop-up ads at every visitor perusing their collection of sites. Pop-ups soon became a 
game of Can-You-Close-Out-Of-The-Browser-Before-You-See-An-Ad. This was actually a rather 
amusing game to play as you surfed these random sites during office hours. We thought that 
someone should have productized it. Milton Bradley, beware! 
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PLAY THE POP-UP MADNESS GAME!  
 

Tired of spending money to play online games? Here’s an exciting new game 
that you can play…for free!  
 
Pop-up ads are called "interstitials" in the industry. Remember, this is a billion-
dollar industry, so they need terms that make these things sound respectable. 
This game revolves around these pop-up ads, and tests your reflex, hand-eye 
coordination, and dexterity with using a mouse.  
 
1. Log onto the internet and surf as you normally do. 
 
2. Anytime you get a pop-up ad, try to click the little button to get rid of it.  
 
–If you are able to get rid of the pop-up before the actual ad loads, give 
yourself 10 points.  
 
–If you get rid of the pop-up AFTER the ad loads, give yourself 5 points.  
 
–If you accidentally click on the ad in an effort to get rid of the pop-up, you lose 
5 points.  
 
–If you are actually intrigued by the ad and want to click on it, you lose 10,000 
points.  
 
3. Keep a running total of your score throughout the day.  
 
Of course, this game depends on the honor system. But hey, online ads are an 
honorable thing, so it should be no problem. It becomes fun for the whole 
neighborhood. Try to outdo each other’s scores. 
 

POP-UP MADNESS - ADVANCED VERSION 
 
For the advanced version of the game, play the game the same way, but make 
sure to surf to any of your favorite porno sites. These sites have pop-up ads 
that spawn other pop-up ads when you close them. In theory, you could be 
trapped in an infinite loop of pop-ups thus greatly tests the advanced players 
maneuverability and dexterity skills. 
 

 
Though there have been numerous bizarre strategies in the history of the banner ad, perhaps the 
most ludicrous was the famed “Monkey” ad campaign. This featured a series of cute animated 
monkeys in the banner ad. With some clever coding, this banner ad campaign featured an 
animated monkey that would dart across the screen.  
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Hovering your mouse over the banner ad could move the boxing glove that you could use to 
“punch” the monkey or move the laser gun to “shock” the monkey as the cute furry creature 
darted left and right across the banner ad. Clever, eh? Needless to say, plenty of people jumped 
at the chance to play this game and click on the ad.  
 
The choice of a monkey was symbolic in a way. This banner ad campaign catered to the one of 
the most basic levels of human behavior – interaction. Oh – and greed. “Monkey see, monkey 
do”. It told nothing of the product, the advertiser, or the vision. Just a couple dollar signs and a 
monkey head. Makes you wonder who the real monkeys were here. 
 

JOHN MCCAIN: SENATOR, PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL…PORN STAR? 
 
In the midst of a race for the Republican nomination as President, Sen. John 
McCain (R-AZ) went to cyberspace with his message. One of his messages? 
No more porn! McCain, a former Vietnam POW who chaired the Senate 
Commerce Committee that backed a law to restrict sexually explicit material 
online, had television commercials championing his pro-life and anti-porn 
positions. 
 
So McCain’s forces mobilized, developed a relatively slick website (better than 
Al Gore, even though Gore invented the internet), and bought lots of banner ad 
space. “I want everybody to vote for me…Republicans, Democrats, 
independents, humanitarians, vegetarian, Trostskyites and all”, McCain said at 
campaign rallies. 
 
Another demographic he probably wanted…Asian porn fetishists! In mid-
January, 2000, “McCain for President” banner ads appeared on the “Number 
One Asian Site on the Net”. You could easily find this site by typing “Nude 
Asians” in any search engine. The site was part of the theglobe.com’s 
juggernaut of web businesses. You know…theglobe.com? Ah…never mind! 
 
Perhaps McCain had a soft spot in his heart for Asian porn fetishists. Perhaps 
he had spent many lonely nights in Vietnam with some lovely local women. Or 
perhaps he was trying to earn the “cool” vote. Al Gore had been given support 
of hip-hop musician Wyclef Jean (Interviewer: "He [Wyclef] did?" Gore: 
"Absolutely, I'd like to give him a shout out."), so what could possibly be cooler 
than porn? 
 
McCain’s campaign people called the placement of the ad a mistake. 
 
Though we’ll never really know the real answer, one thing is certain: the site 
was much more interesting (and had much more sex appeal) than John 
McCain. 
 

 

Problems! With My Valuation? 
Remember when you were a child and you sold lemonade on the street during those hot summer 
days? You would have your mom buy the lemonade powder, the jugs, and the plastic cups. Then 
you would spend an hour or so making the lemonade and the sign that read “Lemonade, 25 
cents”. Then you would sit outside reaping in the rewards. Every cup of lemonade you sold to 
random passerby (or pedophiles looking to start a conversation with you) went straight to your 
pocket. You didn’t have to worry about the bucks that mom was shelling out to buy this stuff for 
you. What an entrepreneurial spirit! 
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This was the problem with the new-age Price-to-Sales ratio. In a given quarter, Pets.com had a 
market cap of $71,170,000 with revenues of $5,790,000. This gave them a P/S ratio of 12.29, very 
cheap when compared to Yahoo!’s P/S ratio of 130. But think about the difference between P/E 
and P/S. Earnings represent the difference between sales and expenses while sales are simply 
the amount of cash derived from selling goods. Remember the concept of sales: selling 
something for more than it costs you. Well, for people like Pets.com, selling pet supplies nearly at 
cost, it was extremely easy to sell products. Anyone can sell anything if they are not making 
money on the deal!  
 
Many investors failed to grasp this simple concept. The more you pay for a dollar of sales, the less 
you earn. The dot coms that burst onto the scene with these grossly inflated valuation 
measurements simply blinded investors with sexy stories about the future, their “eyeballs”, and 
anything else the public wanted to hear. 
 
In a Business Week story on how to value these internet companies, different methods were 
proposed. One method attempted to value the company based on future earnings. That’s like 
releasing a convicted murderer from prison because we think he’ll be a stand-up guy in the future. 
Remember, the vast majority of these companies had questionable business models and even 
more questionable leaders. Another method tried to associate value based on the number of 
users or members a business had. This allowed investors to compare returns on each user for 
companies in the same business. The last method called for viewing the stock price and working 
backwards by asking the question “what kind of growth does this company have to deliver to 
justify this price?” 
 
The problem with thinking about how to value these internet businesses was that every approach 
appeared to be a bandage to the wound:  the fact was that these companies were not making 
money in the foreseeable future, and likely would never achieve profit. On the brink of the IPO for 
Geocities (another “We’ll give you a homepage and you stick our ads on them” business), Chris 
Byron, an investment columnist for MSNBC, explained that “[GeoCities] is a Web-site 'community' 
business with an unsettled and greenhorn management team, without an easily explained product 
or service, in a business with no real barriers to entry, and with no prospects of earning a profit in 
the foreseeable future -- or maybe ever." He went on to call GeoCities an "essentially worthless 
operation," and noted that lead underwriter Goldman Sachs once demanded that its companies 
report five straight profitable years before it would handle an IPO. "In those days, an offering like 
GeoCities would have been literally laughed out of the room," he said. 
 
It would have been laughed out of the room because it didn’t stand up to the traditional, time-
tested valuation metrics. The company was one of dozens of companies that let people create 
homepages, and then stuck banner ads on each page in a sad attempt to generate revenue. 
Ignoring common sense, people lined up to sound off with their opinions, normally positive. Steve 
Harmon, editor of the Internet Stock Report, suggested that "if we apply Infoseek's (SEEK) market 
value per user of $61 to GeoCities -- which grows faster and has more users -- then that implies a 
possible GeoCities market cap north of $910 million."  
 
Over $910 million??? That would’ve made Geocities more valuable than several African nations! 
Now what would you rather own? A company that let people create homepages, or an entire 
fucking country??? 
 
The public, driven by the absurd, irrational thinking that usually comes with euphoria, heard what 
they wanted. They heard “Geocities is worth over $910 million”. Sure, that’s true if you are using 
Infoseek as a benchmark for comparison. Infoseek was a portal, just like a million other 
companies. How mind-blowing! They made no money, had little assets, and pretty much no 
future.  
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Nobody wanted to hear the obvious: that Infoseek and all the other dot coms were grossly 
overvalued, and really had no business being public. They wanted to hear that Infoseek was a 
success story, so, using the same metrics, Geocities must be equally successful.  
 
Internet companies were like gangrene and, by putting bandages in the form of valuation 
techniques on these companies, the Wall Street crowd was really just postponing amputation. 
Don’t believe us? Just look at some business models and use your own common sense. 
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Business Models for the New Economy 

 
“Our management has limited experience operating a business, has had no experience in managing and 
operating a business development company, and has little or no experience in corporate finance and corporate 
mergers” 

 - Prospectus warning from UTEK, a business development company that finances new technologies 
for universities 

 
Let’s take a closer look at some of the most blatantly idiotic internet business models that got 
some people rich and left a lot of others scratching their heads and wondering what went wrong. 
 
Alladvantage: Pay users 53 cents an hour to surf, plus referrals. Pay $40 million within 3 months. 
Hire competent tech people to keep users from cheating. Run out of money. Go bankrupt. 
 
PandQ.com: pThisq pcompanyq pthoughtq pbuildingq paq pbusinessq paroundq pwebsiteq 
pURLsq pstartingq pwithq P pandq pendingq pwithq Q pwasq paq pgoodq pideaq. 
 
Beenz.com: Create your own money. Realize that your money will never usurp conventional U.S. 
currency. Become laughing stock. 
 
Flooz.com: See Beenz.com.  
 
TreeLoot (Virtumundo): Entice users to the site by duping them into trying to click on a monkey’s 
head in a banner. Surfer clicks anywhere on banner and gets to site. The user can now click all 
over an image of a money tree with promises to win cash. Meanwhile, monkeys “drop clues” while 
asking for user’s personal information and promising “Banana Bucks” (we’re not sure what the 
current exchange rate is between ‘Banana Bucks’ and ‘Beenz’) Company now has huge list of 
monkey names, email addresses, and interests. Monkey advertisers purchase names and spam 
monkeys. Monkeys get angry and switch from Yahoo to Hotmail for email services. 
 
Buy.com: Sell things to people for cheaper than they cost. Have CEO make appearances on 
otherwise legitimate news programs evangelizing the idea.  "We sell a substantial portion of our 
products at very low prices. As a result, we have extremely low and sometimes negative gross 
margins on our product sales"1. Stick banner ads all over the place to try to recover the money. 
Realize that it doesn’t work. Find another hyped buzzword (B2B). Change business model. Await 
death.  
 
                                                           
1 This is an actual line from Buy.com’s prospectus 
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Bla-bla: Gather as many sites as you can that attract those good old “eyeballs”. Since there are 
apparently no copyright laws on the web, these sites should be collections of non-copyrighted 
jokes and images. Common content includes tit tattoos, mutilated penises, and sexually explicit 
cartoons, like Fred Flintstone getting blown by Betty Rubble. Make sure at least one ad loads per 
picture view. Make about 100 grand a month in revenue from hapless advertisers who will see you 
at the bankruptcy line…make plans to meet on beach in Fiji with advertisers. Get bought out by 
ugo.com. 
 
Cyberrebate.com: Here’s a simple one. Offer items for much higher prices than available at a 
store, promise rebates that will bring the actual price down to next to nothing, then delay or just 
flat out don’t pay the rebate. Wait a few months. Show the courts how much revenue you were 
bringing in. File Chapter 11, then retire. 
 
Webvan: Entice George Shaheen to leave Andersen Consulting to be the CEO. Expand 
operations before ever proving the concept of profit. Get Shaheen to leave by paying him over 
$300,000 for life. Die. 
 
Thestreet.com: “We now have the money we need to complete our vision of crushing the old-line 
media behemoths” – James Cramer, Co-founder. This business model was great: up-to-the 
second financial news for such companies as theglobe.com…you know…the globe….dot com? 
Never mind. 
 
Realnames.com: Hmmm…trying to find Microsoft on the internet, but you have no idea where to 
go? Tired of struggling with difficult search engines? And who can keep all those domain name 
endings in order? It’s like trying to order from a Chinese restaurant menu and not having any 
pictures or descriptions, right? Enter Realnames! Just type in “Microsoft” and automatically you’ll 
go right to that nebulous web address, “Microsoft.com”. Now how’s that for astonishing?! 
 
Pseudo.com: Imagine this … a website that will present…get this…it’s just fucking mind-
blowing…video! “We are in a race to take CBS out of business” – Josh Harris, founder, on CBS’ 
60 minutes. 
 

HOW DOES PSEUDO STACK UP IN ITS RACE TO TAKE CBS OUT OF 
BUSINESS? 

Pseudo CBS* 
1 domain name 
 

WCBS - New York  
KCBS - Los Angeles  
WBBM - Chicago  
WCCO - Minneapolis  
WFRV - Green Bay  
WWJ - Detroit  
WJZ - Baltimore  
WBZ - Boston  
KCNC - Denver  
WFOR - Miami  
KYW - Philadelphia  
KDKA - Pittsburgh  
KUTV - Salt Lake City  
KPIX - San Francisco  
KEYE - Austin Cable  
TNN: The National Network  
CMT: Country Music Television  
Group W Network Services - technology services for the cable and broadcast 
industries  
CBS.com  
CBSNews.com 
CBSSportsLine.Com (partial)  
CBSMarketWatch.com (with Pearson PLC.) 
CBSHealthWatch.com (partial)  
Office.com (33.3% with Winstar)  
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ThirdAge (30%)  
Big Entertainment - Hollywood.com (30%)  
Contentville.com (35% with Brill Media Holdings 34%, Primedia Inc., NBC, 
Ingram Book Group and EBSCO) 
StoreRunner.com (partial)  
CBS RADIO - Infinity Broadcasting  
Atlanta: WAOK-AM; WVEE-FM; WZGC-FM  
Austin: KJCE-AM; KAMX-FM; KKMJ-FM; KQBT-FM  
Baltimore: WJFK-AM; WLIF-FM; WXYV-FM; WQSR-FM; WWMX-FM  
Boston: WBZ-AM; WODS-FM; WBCN-FM; WBMX-FM; WZLZ-FM  
Buffalo: WECK-AM; WBLK-FM; WJYE-FM; WLCE-FM; WYRK-FM  
Charlotte: WFNZ-AM; WGIV-AM; WBAV-FM; WNKS-FM; WPEG-FM; 
WSOC-FM; WSSS-FM  
Chicago: WBBM-AM/FM; WSCR-AM; WXRT-FM; WCKG-FM; WJMK-FM; 
WUSN-FM  
Cincinnati: WGRR-FM; WKRQ-FM; WYLX-FM; WUBE-FM 
Cleveland: WDOK-FM; WQAL-FM; WZJM-FM  
Columbus: WLVQ-FM; WAZU-FM; WHOK-FM  
Dallas: KHVN-AM; KLUV-FM; KOAI-FM; KOOO-AM; KRBV-FM; KRLD-AM; 
KVIL-FM; KYNG-FM 
Denver: KDJM-FM; KIMN-FM; KXKL-FM  
Detroit: WWJ-AM; WVMV-FM; WKRK-FM; WOMC-FM; WXYT-AM; WYCD-
FM  
Fresno: KMJ-AM; KOOR-AM; KNAX-FM; KOQO-FM; KRNC-FM; KSKS-FM; 
KVSR-FM  
Greensboro, NC: WMFR-AM; WSJS-AM; WSML-AM  
Hartford: WTIC-AM/FM; WZMK-FM; WRCH-FM  
Houston: KILT-AM/FM; KIKK-AM/FM  
Kansas City: KBEQ-FM; KFKF-FM; KXMV-FM; KOZN-FM  
Las Vegas: KSFN-AM; KXNT-AM; KLUC-FM; KMXB-FM; KMZQ-FM; KXTE-
FM  
Los Angeles: KNX-AM; KFWB-AM; KCBS-FM; KTWV-FM; KLSX-FM; KRLA-
AM; KROQ-FM; KRTH-FM  
Minneapolis: WCCO-AM; KSGS-AM; KMJZ-FM; WLTE-FM  
Monterey-Salinas: KLUE-FM  
New York: WCBS-AM/FM; WINS-AM; WNEW-FM; WFAN-AM; WXRK-FM 
Orlando: WJHM-FM; WOCL-FM; WOMX-FM  
Palm Springs: KEZN-FM  
Philadelphia: KYW-AM; WPHT-AM; WOGL-FM; WIP-AM; WYSP-FM  
Phoenix: KMLE-FM; KOOL-FM; KZON-FM  
Pittsburgh: KDKA-AM; WBZZ-FM; WDSY-FM; WZPT-FM  
Portland: KUPL-AM; KBBT-FM; KINK-FM; KKJZ-FM; KUFO-FM; KUPL-FM  
Riverside: KFRG-FM; KXFG-FM  
Rochester: WCMF-FM; WPXY-FM; WRMM-FM; WZNE-FM  
Sacramento: KHTK-AM; KQPT-AM; KZZO-FM; KNCI-FM; KRAK-FM; KSFM-
FM; KYMX-FM  
San Diego: KPLN-FM; KYXY-FM  
San Jose: KEZR-FM; KBAY-FM  
San Francisco: KCBS-AM; KFRC-AM/FM; KITS-FM; KYCY-FM/AM; KLLC-
FM  
Seattle: KRPM-AM; KBKS-FM; KMPS-FM; KYCW-FM; KZOK-FM  
St. Louis: KEZK-FM; KYKY-FM; KMOX-AM  
Tampa: WQYK-AM/FM  
Washington, D.C.:WHFS-FM; WJFK-FM; WPGC-AM/FM; WARW-FM  
West Palm Beach: WEAT-FM; WIRK-FM 
Westwood One (equity interest - radio network syndicated program/producer 
Metro Networks  
TDI Worldwide - outdoor advertising 
Outdoor Systems  
CBS Production  
EYEMARK - marketing and production of syndicated programming  
King World Productions - first run television syndication  
 
Note: data gathered by Columbia Journalism Review 

 
*CBS is owned by Viacom, which also owns UPN, MTV, VH-1, BET, Paramount Films, Showtime, Comedy Central (joint 
holding), Nickelodeon, Blockbuster Video, Paramount Amusement Parks (nationwide), Scribner Publishing, Touchstone 
Films, Simon & Schuster, and the Star Trek franchise…among a few other things. Oh – and a lot of domain names. 
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There are just too many examples of brilliant internet business models to explore. For your 
convenience, we’ve organized these models into general categories (with handy opinions on the 
user experience when trying to ignore ads): 
 

BUSINESS MODEL EXAMPLE USER-EXPERIENCE 
WHEN IGNORING ADS: 

"Content Sites" - Put up stuff 
that people can read, play, or 
buy. On each page, put up 
banner ads. Each time a page 
loads, it’s money in the bank, 
baby! 

RedHerring, 
Yahoo, 
Shockwave 
 

Very easy! You could install 
nifty ad-blocking software, 
which kills the ads 
completely! Kickass! Surf 
for all the content your heart 
desires! 

"Free Stuff" - Provide 
internet access, email, 
computers, etc. to anyone for 
free, in exchange for putting 
ads onto the person’s screen. 
The more they use it, the 
more ads they see. Cha-
ching! 

NetZero, 
Juno, 
Hotmail, 
mail.com, 
FreePC 

Sucks. You usually have 
this little application that sits 
on your monitor. The ads 
are unavoidable. The best 
thing to do is to just try to 
ignore them. 

"Hire Someone With a 
Track Record" - Hire a 
people with a legitimate track 
records and respect. Put 
them in a room and call them 
a company. Watch the 
venture capital roll in. 

Webvan, 
Venture Frogs 

Depends on whether they 
will have a website or not. 

"Win Money NOW" - Pay 
people up to $1,000,000 for 
clicking around and surfing. 

iWin, iWon, (no 
word yet if 
iAmAnIdiot is 
going public)  

Sucks. You could install ad-
blocking software to block 
out the ads, but then you’d 
be stuck looking at a site 
with no content.  

"Get Paid to Surf the Web" - 
People get connected to the 
web. Then they turn on a little 
application that bombards the 
user with ads and makes web 
surfing as fun as a 
vasectomy. 

The venerable 
(and now 
defunct) 
AllAdvantage 
 

Similar to the free ISP, a 
little application is placed on 
your monitor. For each hour 
that you are connected with 
the application turned on, 
you get paid a few pennies 
(~$0.50/hr). However, the 
ability to cheat the program 
made the user experience 
better. 

 
Despite dramatically falling click through rates, the online ad revenue model didn’t simply crumble. 
The economic climate was such that every company with a dinky website was still being granted 
millions from venture capitalists and every stock broker was still proclaiming that this growth was 
unstoppable. Marketers still wanted to capitalize on this “biggest trend in history” 
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You Can’t Spell “FRAUDULENT” Without F-U-N!  The <gasp> 
FUTURE of Online Advertising? 

 
Buddy:  Man, this banner ad I’m getting is weird. When I hover the mouse over it, a menu drops down 
with different links I can click on. 
Dot Conned: Probably some DHTML thing. Not exactly cutting edge. 
Buddy:  I’d say it’s pretty fucking cutting-edge. It takes up half my fucking screen! 

-IM chat session between Dot Conned author and a friend 
 
When the internet stocks crashed (who could believe that buy.com would fall? Any business 
model selling goods below cost sounded legit to us!), it left the ad market in chaos. Revenue 
expectations tumbled because websites could no longer sell out the entire inventory they had. 
How was this possible? After all, the industry had coined the term “eyeballs”, and justified their 
enormous markets valuations swindling people with their stories of growth. Just because a web 
company’s stock fell didn’t mean that the internet was not growing. In reality, more and more 
people were logging onto the net for the first time and moving their lives into the digital age. This 
meant more and more opportunities to put banners onto websites. What happened? 
 
Well, what happened was that advertisers got smart. They realized that the whole concept of 
online advertising was a fraud.  
 
It’s not surprising that these companies were feeling the squeeze. When your back is against the 
wall and you have guns (or, investors in this case) pointed at you, you pretty much have two 
options. You can stick with your strategy since it got you to where you were, or you can flee and 
change. In the case of the dot com fallout, businesses dependent on the banner ad revenue 
model either fought through the storm and stuck with their strategy by collecting money with ads, 
while continuing supporting the evolution of new ad technologies, or changed their business 
models to focus on a different customer base. 
 
Getting back to NetZero, the company that had built its fortune on the concept of providing free 
internet access in exchange for sticking ads on your monitor was feeling the hit as CPM rates 
declined. After broadcasting television commercials that championed its “free internet access” 
model as a social cause (“We believe that citizens have the right to free internet”), they began to 
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offer a “Platinum” line of service, which meant that they charged users for internet access. Well, 
that kind of sounded like AOL and the other companies portrayed as the enemy in NetZero’s 
marketing collateral. In an ironic twist, NetZero’s key selling point for this new Platinum line of 
service was that it offered “No Persistent Banner Ads”. The idea that banner ads were not 
desirable to the public became a selling point? Was this an acknowledgment that people hated 
these things? 
 
Not so, said Mark Goldston, NetZero’s Chairman and CEO. In an interview, Goldston had the 
following insight on the future of NetZero. 
 

INTERVIEWER: Is this a way of almost admitting that advertising and the whole 
banner driven model is a thing of the past? 
 
GOLDSTON: I don’t think so. I think what it is is it’s a realization of the fact that we’ve 
become such a large enterprise, with such a diverse audience, that if we really want to 
stay as the number two and potentially someday be the number one player in the ISP 
market, we have to address the entire market. Even if the free ISP market becomes 
25% or 35% of all internet service providing, what about the other 70% or 75%? Why 
should we avoid being in that market? We’ve got such a great system with such a 
great connection rate for the consumer, that we feel what a great deal.  
 
GOLDSTON: We’re 50% of the price of almost every other pay ISP, with no banners, 
or have a free experience and look at some really targeted, interesting banner ads. 
You know banner ads have gotten a bad name. Just like TV commercials have. 
There’s a lot of people who enjoy watching television commercials. Think of the 
NetZero campaign or the "Wazzup" campaign? I mean, advertising which is good 
advertising is entertaining. 
 
INTERVIEWER: And not just during the Super Bowl. 
 
GOLDSTON: Correct. 

 
What? NetZero had spent millions marketing themselves as “Defenders of the Free World”. You 
heard it right, that’s defenders of the free fucking world! Mark Goldston definitely belonged with 
Superman, Wonder Woman, and the rest of the Superfriends fighting the forces of evil.  
 
As for the contention that people liked watching commercials, let’s imagine the possibilities. Set 
your VCR’s to record the TV only during commercial breaks. After a certain point in time, you’d 
have every NetZero TV commercial. This tape would be a sure winner if you hawked it on eBay. 
Why not? They were as funny as Budweiser’s "Wazzup" commercials. 
 
Unfortunately, not all agreed. "We did a lot of research and found that people didn't want to be 
interrupted while they are surfing," said Craig McIntyre, a marketing director at Pegasus Internet, 
one of several companies developing technologies which they believe will lead the charge in the 
next wave of online marketing. 
 
Gee Craig, do you really think so? You did a LOT of research? How much does a “lot of research” 
cost? Actually, all Pegasus had to do for their market research was use common sense! Maybe 
they could have asked random people outside their office. They would’ve come to the same 
conclusion with very little cost. When we watch television and a commercial comes on, we have 
the right to pick up a remote control and change the channel. When we listen to the radio and a 
commercial comes on, we have the right to turn the dial. In a similar fashion, when a website has 
those ubiquitous banner ads, the audience has two choices:  Go to a different website, or, more 
likely, simply ignore the ads. Have you ever known someone who has actually clicked on an ad 
because they felt the information was compelling and was actually interested in the product? Hell, 
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no! OK…maybe…but only if the advertisers get “The right ad to the right user at the right time”, as 
Kevin O’Connor, former CEO of DoubleClick, used to squawk. 
 
So eventually, the novelty wore off and online ads were viewed as what they truly are: a complete 
nuisance. Of course, that didn’t stop companies from developing new-age advertising solutions 
capitalizing on new technologies or strategies. These new solutions included streaming media, 
skyscrapers and other large ads, and technologies that let you save ads.  That’s right…you can 
SAVE ads to view later.  How mind-blowing. 
 
Pegasus was just one of these companies. They created a method to allow large streaming files 
to appear directly in the banner ad space on the webpage.  
 
Unicast Communications Corp. and Net-mercial Inc, created ads that pop-up into large windows. 
The difference between these technologies and traditional pop-ups? They were slightly more 
annoying, since they featured streaming audio and video, which effectively bring your browser 
experience to its knees - especially on a dial-up connection. One ad agency media director 
described the superstitial as “a pop-up on steroids”.  
  
"The internet is evolving," said CNET spokeswoman Genevieve Cowger. "Technology can support 
these kinds of ads today where it couldn't a few years ago. And advertisers wanted something 
different."  CNET (http://www.cnet.com) is another in the storied list of companies providing 
content and generating revenue in banner ads. The evolution of the internet ad apparently 
included the “skyscraper”, a 125 pixel wide and up to 1000 pixel long ad which appeared on the 
screen. In order to determine the effectiveness of the skyscraper, CNET commissioned a study by 
EyeTracking.com, which tracked user’s eye movements on web pages. Their study showed that 
increasing the size and interactivity of the ads increased their impact. On its news.com site, CNET 
introduced the Internet Advertising Bureau’s “new ad sizes”. We’ll explore this topic soon. 
 
How about HyperConcepts? This was a company creating cutting-edge web technology, including 
a system that allowed the user to save banner ads to view later. From their website: 
 

“In early 2000 HyperConcepts instigated a study to ascertain why people did not 
click on banner ads that were compelling to them. We asked KRC Research to 
help. We held focus groups in four cities in the US. New York, Miami, Chicago 
and L.A. When the dust cleared there were two primary reasons for this poor 
click-thru performance. The larger of the two, "TRAIN OF THOUGHT 
INTERRUPTION" and the second, the fear of "GETTING LOST" or misdirected. 
 
From this study came the "Banner Console", a tool that is added to a banner ad 
(not part of the ad). Any type of internet advertising can utilize it without 
modification to the advertisement itself. An ad network can add the Banner 
Console" code to the advertisements they are serving and the Banner Console" 
will be called from our servers. Other implementations are possible as well. The 
Banner Console" gives the user options to view an ad later with a single click, or 
check the ad now with the option of returning to the site they were on when they 
saw the ad, again, with a single click. They can even open the ad in a new 
window that's 10% smaller than the first window (keeping them from thinking their 
window is gone) with, you guessed it, a single click." Naturally it's Patent 
pending.“ 

 
Patent pending…naturally. If you created a superstar product like that, you’d probably want to 
make sure your competition didn’t get their greedy hands all over it. Let’s get this straight. They 
have a technology that gives people three, count ‘em, THREE options when facing a banner ad. 
They could open it into a new window (pressing Shift and clicking does the same thing), check the 
ad and return to the original site (hitting the “BACK” button on the browser does the same thing), 
or save the ad to view later (we’re speechless with that one). Get ready for the IPO, folks! 
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Controversy shook up the online ad community in mid-2001. X10.com, a small Seattle-based 
company that sold little web cams, was listed as the fourth most-popular website on a report 
published by Jupiter Media Metrix. The reason for this was due to an epidemic “pop-under” ad 
campaign. As implied by its name, these ads popped under the active browser as a user surfs. 
Therefore, it didn’t interrupt the surfing experience quite as much as the much-maligned “pop-up” 
ad. X10 launched an enormous ad campaign spanning many sites, resulting in an inflated number 
of hits to its site. As a responsible company, X10 even posted an FAQ about this bleeding-edge 
ad technology on their website. 
 

Q: Your advertisement is not a normal ad. How does it work? 
 
A: Being an innovative company, X10 is utilizing a new form of advertising technology 
called "pop-under" ads. What this means is that when you visit a site that X10.com is 
advertising on, a new window is launched with our ad and it sends itself underneath what 
you are looking at. This allows you to navigate the site you're looking at without being 
interrupted. 

 
Ah yes, innovation! Jupiter Media Metrix, the web research firm, found that X10 had a huge reach 
(32.8 percent of the web's entire audience between January and May), but that 73 percent of its 
visitors left the pop-under window or site within 20 seconds. Presumably, the other 27% didn’t 
notice the ad popping under and simply closed the pop-under window at the end of their surfing 
session. 

 
Internet advertising will be rescued yet! 
 
 
Now What…?!  
 
During the months of the dot com bust, DoubleClick, the king pimp in the exciting world of banner 
ads, created a subsidiary called “Diameter”, a research wing no doubt interested in continuing the 
evangelism of the internet ad. What did DoubleClick find? Using a Make-A-Wish Foundation ad, 
they found that banner ads don’t necessarily need to be clicked on to be effective. Why is this? 
Because multiple exposures of a particular ad to a single user can increase awareness of the ad - 
as measured by "brand" metrics. I might not click on an ad - but that's ok. it's all about 
"awareness" and "frame of mind."  
  
Great. So why would DoubleClick spend the money to launch a nice research wing? To shuffle it’s 
employees into a different department? Possibly, but the obvious reason to have this department 
was to allow DoubleClick to convince the industry that the metrics used to judge ad 
effectiveness needed to be rethought or even discarded completely since those numbers would 
show that the ads were, as Jason Calacanis described, a “complete, unmitigated failure”.  
  
Complete and unmitigated failures usually don’t sell well. Hence, new ways of looking at the 
effectiveness of the ads developed. What is the difference between an internet ad being shown 
over and over for branding purposes and a television ad being shown over and over? Not very 
much. Are they valuable? Maybe. Back to square one, eh? 
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Revolt! 
 
Uh oh – something else started to happen. As if the revelation that banner ads might not really 
work wasn’t disturbing enough, there were new technologies out there that could outright block 
ads completely. That’s right. Download, plug ‘er in, and you’re ad-free. These options had actually 
been around for a while, but they never really concerned online publishers or ad serving 
companies. The number of people who would bother to download such software and install it, let 
alone those who even had a solid concept of how ad serving worked, is minimal, right? 
 
Remember way back in 1996, when the token internet novice would click on an ad, simply 
because it said “Click Here”? Those people thought cookies were made by Tollhouse and 
banners were made by…well…banner companies. These days most of these people know better. 
They have a vague understanding of how cookies work. And they know that a web page can load 
content that comes from ANY server, including special ad servers.  
 
Software such as Web Washer and Ad Subtract actually work on a simple principle. Firstly, there 
are only a few major players these days that grabbed the ad serving market. If you know the 
domain from where they serve their ads, you can simply tell your browser “Don’t accept any 
content from the domain “adservingcompany.com”. That’s easy enough. Another line of attack is 
to say “block all cookies originating from adservingcompany.com”. You might do this if you 
actually find banner advertising useful, but you don’t want these ad serving companies to gather 
information about your web surfing habits, which they can with cookies. Now to be fair, cookies 
are not going to identify you, per se. They WILL identify your browser. So here is the logic: 
 

Ad server: Hey – there’s cookie ID 12345. This anonymous web browser, which we’ll 
assume is one person, has seen the useless widget ad 3 times and still hasn’t clicked on 
it. Let’s give him the useless widget ad again, but this banner will offer 30% off instead of 
the 15% off deal he saw on the first 2 banners. 
 
Ad server: Hmmm…. this person with cookie ID 12345 saw a bunch of ads on publisher 
A’s golf web site. He’s probably a golfer. Let’s dig up a golf ball ad for him and serve that.  
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Or... 
 
Hey – cookie ID 12345 just clicked on an ad (email or web – it doesn’t matter). Let’s see 
where he goes from here on the advertiser’s site. Will he buy something? Will he fill out 
this form and opt-in to receive spam? Document that and write out a campaign report for 
me. 

 
Without cookies, this type of logic is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to execute. Newer 
versions of Internet Explorer will actually come equipped with cookie control. All third parties need 
to abide by standard laws regarding their usage, and must have strict privacy policies written into 
their cookies for users to see. At default settings, this poses little threat to ad servers, and will help 
keep illegitimate third-party businesses out of the picture. This is good for consumers and good 
for the top dogs of ad serving. But...and this is a big one…web surfers will be able to more easily 
access their cookie settings in these new browser versions. One setting that’s a biggie: block all 
third party cookies. This is a pretty nice setting. The browser will not bug you every time a cookie 
is served like the old versions did. They’ll just block ‘em. And you’ll still be able to log into 
shopping sites and other sites where cookies make your visits more convenient. This is because 
the web site you are visiting, not some third party ad server, is issuing the cookie. Armed with 
these browser settings and an ad blocker, you can effectively block everything you don’t need.  
 
A recent Brill’s Content article pointed out the growing usage of ad blocking software and made 
some of the points above. Writer John Ellis also pointed out the possibility that ad-blocking 
software may come bundled with new computers. Now that Microsoft is back in its monopoly 
position, thanks to all the bribery that goes on in Washington, this is a golden opportunity for them. 
Block third party ads except those from Microsoft, bundle with Windows, and watch everybody 
come crawling on their knees to Microsoft for all their marketing needs, whether they want to or 
not. Ain’t big business fun? A really amusing result of articles like Ellis’, which are now appearing 
more frequently in the mainstream media, is the panic and propaganda they instigate in the ad 
serving business.  
 
Look at this response to the Brill’s article, written by an online marketing publication that is 
desperately clawing its way out of the inevitable bankruptcy abyss:  
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BRILL'S CONTENT JOINS BRAIN-DAMAGED PARADE – 
MACROVIEW/ICONOCAST 

 
It was "deja-vu all over again" reading this month's (June 2001) Brill's Content, 
which featured a banner blocking article entitled "Subtracting the Ads." If writer 
John Ellis had done his research, he might have consulted our comments on 
Denise Caruso's July 19, 1999 New York Times piece, which discussed "a new 
genre of software" that "blocks ads entirely" (see ICONOCAST 22-Jul-99). 
Like Caruso, Ellis claims interMute, which markets a product called AdSubtract, 
will shift the "balance of power," because only advertising that users ask for will 
get through. Let's examine Ellis' arguments point by point: 
 
Installed base -- Ellis claims "consumers are increasingly saying 'enough is 
enough.'" He cites interMute's prediction that "AdSubtract will be on 5 to 10 
million PCs by the end of 2002." That works out to 1% to 2% of all internet users, 
based on forecasts of 511 million total online users by the end of 2002. InterMute 
believes "three of the top 10 PC manufacturers" will soon be preinstalling the 
software on their new computers. 
 
In 1999, Caruso predicted, "users would rather pay directly for services on the 
internet than wade through advertising." Because we see few paying for anything 
these days, let's put that in the "everyone will be driving plastic cars" prediction 
dust bin. 
 
Personalization -- As Ellis put its, "The great come-on of the internet advertisers 
has been that they can tailor ads to match a user's tastes and interests. Please. 
This is, in a word, nonsense." Continues Ellis, "I've been going to golf-related 
sites for six years now... not once have I ever seen an ad... for golf balls, which is 
something I would click through in a New York minute. What all those sites do 
show me... is 'Punch the Monkey' and that incredibly annoying ad about speeding 
up my internet connection." 
 
We can't blame Ellis for disliking pesky ads. But don't fault personalization -- ask 
why more online marketers aren't using it. (We also believe the limited variety of 
online advertising plays a major role in declining response rates.) We're sure 
Golfballs.com CEO Tom Cox would welcome targeted ads from Dunlop, Maxfli 
and Wilson to help drive golf-ball sales. 
 
Privacy/Speed -- Ellis argues banner blockers will speed up surfing, while also 
curtailing the use of cookies. This seems contradictory. Most sites offer 
convenient time-savers by storing options in cookies. Continuously interrupting 
one's journey to decide whether to accept a cookie would dramatically slow 
surfing. The cookie issue has been belabored, for brevity's sake we won't revisit 
it here. 
 
It's clear Brill's Content failed to provide balance, a faux pas that's particularly 
intriguing given the magazine's commitment to editorial fairness. It signals loudly 
that internet marketers have a long struggle ahead. 
 

 
These guys suggest that Ellis look at a New York Times article from mid-1999? This goes back 3 
generations in browser technology and a lifetime in terms of consumer awareness! We love this: 
“The cookie issue has been belabored, for brevity’s sake we won’t revisit it here”. Good approach. 
These points are laughable and completely inaccurate. For brevity’s sake, we’ll refer you to any 
web site that offers technical information regarding cookies, domains, and ad blocking…and urge 
you to avoid any research study or article written by the hand of desperate advertisers. 
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DESPERATION SETS IN ON THE STARSHIP INTERNET ENTERPRISE 
 

Star Date: February 2000.  
 
Scottie: Captain, we need to change our course. We are losing crew members 
here faster than the Titanic. 
 
Kirk: Shut up, Scottie! We’ve already set the course. I refuse to stray. We won’t 
back down in the face of adversity. The thought of total annihilation must not 
force us to veer from our course. We will continue to go where no marketer has 
gone before! 
 
Bones: Dammit Jim! Get a hold of yourself! This isn’t working! Our ship is nearly 
empty! We are running out of fuel! We need to change course!” 
 
Blip…blip…squeal… 
 
Kirk: Here comes a transmission from the Internet Advertising Bureau. There 
may be a way out of this yet…what is it, general? What course of action do you 
recommend? 
 
IAB: New ad sizes, Kirk. Behold! Witness the “Skyscraper” at 1200x100 pixels. 
It’s cousin, the “Wide Skyscraper”, checking in at a voluminous 1200x600 pixels 
in size. I also present to you the 180x150 “badge”, the 300x250 “grande”, the 
336x280 “venti grande”, and the 240x400 “Big Gun”. In times of crisis, use the 
250x250 square “popup” and ye shan’t fail!!!!!!! Now go forth! 
  
Kirk: Yes sir! Spock, go below deck and tweak the Apache Server engine. Scottie 
– I want you to make an emergency jettison of all content and allocate system 
resources accordingly. Men…we will not give up. 
 
<Triumphant music here as the Starship Enterprise, covered with corporate logos 
akin to a NASCAR racecar, warp speeds towards a black hole.> 
 

 
Here’s what Richy Glassberg, VP of the IAB, said: 
 

"The goal of the [IAB's] Ad Unit Task Force is to help publishers, advertisers and their 
agencies make the internet a more effective marketing medium. The innovations we are 
recommending offer the industry greater flexibility and expanded capabilities and choice 
for the creative community.”  

 
Innovations? Creative community? Hmmm…now let’s see something that makes our penises 
triple in size. Now THAT’S innovation. But ad sizes? And where does the creative community fit in 
here? The creative community designs banner ads? Couldn’t they be doing something just a little 
more useful? 
 
So it looks as though The Internet Advertising Bureau has read its fair share of Cosmopolitan 
magazine and figured out what women have known all along…that size matters! But was that 
really going to save them from these dreadful click-through rates and our lack of measurement for 
our tireless branding efforts? Unthinkable! Of course it would work! 
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By the way, in mid-2001, when it was apparent that Mr. Glassberg’s own business was failing 
miserably, and was reported on a well-known website, anonymous readers posted such loving 
sentiments as: 
 

 “Everyone knows Glassberg is only out for himself. I feel sorry for everyone who went to 
work with him.” 

 
And this (we hope satirical – but you never know) “letter” to employees: 
 

 
Dear Employees, 
 
I hereby declare that I know absolutely nothing about what I do for a living. In 
fact, I am actually asked quite frequently to speak in public to prove it. I do 
declare today that I did get very wealthy from all of your blood, sweat, and tears 
you spilled for my company. I could really give two shits about anyone except 
myself. You can all kiss my ass while I head to the bank.  
 
Have a great summer,  
 
Richie Rich 
 

 
 
What’s up with all the hostility? And he sounded like such an intelligent and innovative guy! 
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E-Commerce for the Little Guy 201 

 
It's better to burn out, than to fade away 

 - Neil Young 
 
The banner ad model was just one piece of the dot com pie. E-commerce was another dominant 
online business, and still is. During the dot com mania, hundreds of sites emerged around the 
concept of selling things online. Famed companies like Amazon.com, eBay, WebVan, and 
Priceline.com stayed away from banner ads for the most part, and focused instead on building 
their fortune by catering to the public’s never-ending quest to buy stuff. 
 
Predictably, the euphoria around the banner ad companies extended to these e-Commerce 
companies as well, sending stock prices through the roof.  
 
 
Name Your Own Price…On Suicide 
 
Let’s look at Priceline.com (http://www.priceline.com). The company had a core business strategy 
of allowing users to name their own price on airline tickets. Priceline essentially provided a way for 
users to bid on remnant, unsold inventory from the major airlines. Now this sounded like a great 
idea! Everyone thinks that plane tickets are too expensive, right? Priceline even gained 
prominence and pop-culture appreciation by featuring slick television commercials featuring actor 
William “Captain Kirk” Shatner. 
 
William Shatner’s legendary 1968 music album The Transformed Man featured interpretive 
performances of “Mr. Tambourine Man” and “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”, and was highlighted 
by a piece called “Spleen", in which Shatner screams in despair. Forget Bob Dylan or Jim 
Morrison, Shatner was clearly the greatest storyteller of his generation. Perhaps the most 
groundbreaking part of the album was combining two tracks into one, a way of representing 
opposite and differing values – an emotional give and take relationship. Just like The Transformed 
Man, Priceline’s business model was a give and take relationship. Essentially, the consumer took 
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cheaper plane tickets and gave up their convenience. When you named your price for the ticket, 
Priceline would email you if the price was met. In the email, you would receive flight details 
including times as early as 6:00AM and possibly several connections.  
 
Priceline gambled on the idea that consumers would be willing to give up convenience in 
exchange for price and the investment community could not have agreed quicker, sending 
Priceline stock to an all-time high market cap around $23 billion dollars. This was not bad at all 
considering they were losing boatloads of money. Hell, $23 billion was more than American 
Airlines, United Airlines and Delta COMBINED! These airline companies did things the traditional 
way -- earn profits in the hundreds of millions on revenue in the billions -- but they were stodgy 
and old-fashioned. Priceline’s future was limited only by the internet, and that was not slowing 
down.  
 
Well, just like William Shatner’s credibility with Hollywood, Priceline fizzled. What happened? 
Several things, actually. Without ever establishing profit with its patented name-your-own-price-
on-tickets model, the company entered into bizarre industries with the same schtick. So 
consumers could name their own prices on home mortgages, gasoline, automobiles, yard 
equipment, groceries, and others.  
 
Why did they expand into these kinds of businesses? Was their ego so great that they thought 
they could just enter into any market and succeed? Were they desperate to enter all these 
markets to establish a presence? Was it the investment community that was putting pressure on 
the company to grow in order to justify its astronomical valuation? Were they just incompetent? 
 
It was probably a combination of all of these.  
 
Most damaging to Priceline was its entire philosophy that consumers would give up convenience 
for price. Consumers that “gave up convenience” naturally still expected some semblance of 
customer service and professionalism. This was apparently a foreign concept to the Priceline 
folks. Example after example poured in about frustrated customers trying to settle disputes with 
Priceline representatives. This happened so often (about 300 complaints over a two-year period, 
and probably thousands more who just gave up the fight), that the Connecticut Better Business 
Bureau dropped the company, citing failure to “eliminate underlying causes of complaints."  
 
 
Booby Trap 
 
How about Boo.com? Boo’s story was certainly as glamorous as the clothes they sold on their 
website. Founded by Ernst Malmsten and Kajsa Leander, a leggy Swedish model (yum!), as a 
high-fashion e-Commerce site, Boo went from launch to live production in multiple countries at 
once and in a short time, promising to create, in its own words, “a gateway to world cool.” This 
was an extremely compelling undertaking involving the coordination of multiple languages, 
currencies, tax systems and fulfillment partners. In short time, Boo reportedly amassed up to $200 
million in financing from high-profile schmucks who bought into their grand scheme of reshaping 
the entire retail world.  
 
Where is boo.com today? Well, the company went out of business six months after the site 
launched and its memory remains perhaps the biggest laughingstock in an industry filled with 
laughingstocks. Assets were auctioned off and the domain name was sold to someone else who 
re-branded it. In fact, a glance at the boo.com site shows you that “boo.com is back to claim its 
fate as an internet revolutionary.” 
 
What happened here? Well, pretty much everything. The authors of this book don’t have fancy 
Harvard MBAs or superstar management experience, but it seemed to us that common business 
sense required knowing what you were doing, having a solid business and growth plan, having 
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experience, and having fiscal responsibility, including spending appropriately and having a long 
term plan. 
 
Boo.com did all of these things completely wrong. Their exploits, highlighted by buying $250,000 
worth of flat-panel screens, designer wristwatches and expensive airline tickets for the staff, 
burned through ridiculous amounts of cash in a short time. Their multinational site, offering 
different languages and tax systems, became notorious for being slow and awkward.  
 
Co-founder Malmsten1 explained that "we have been too visionary", when speaking about the 
failure. This attitude was precisely the problem. Just like the banner-ad companies, words like 
“visionary” and “revolutionary” spewed out of the mouths of these e-commerce jackasses faster 
than vomit after a night of binge drinking. Fundamentals of business in the new economy were no 
different than in any other economy: a company survived by getting customers, selling goods or 
services, and controlling costs. The corporate culture on these companies was one of narcissism, 
where image was more important than substance, and where the prevailing thought was that the 
borrowed money was limitless.  
 
One great idea did emerge from Boo’s story though. Prior to launch, co-founder Kajsa Leander, 
that leggy Swedish model and entrepreneur, explained that the site would be a place "where you 
can use the internet to fulfill your fantasies."  That gave us a better and definitely more financially 
sound idea for boo.com:  All Kajsa, all the time…in various states of undress. Now THAT would 
be an e-commerce winner! 
 
 
We’ll Deliver Our Bankruptcy Papers…In Under An Hour! 
 
One of our favorite business models gone awry was Kozmo.com. The brainchild of Joe Park, a 
former Goldman Sachs trader (hey, that sounded legit!), its business basically allowed people to 
buy or rent things online (including porn). They then hired bike messengers to deliver the goods 
within an hour of order confirmation for free. The company started out by providing this service in 
New York City, where the execution of the model seemed solid because there were millions of 
people living or working in a small area of land. 
 
Now, the idea of hand-delivering porn was awesome. Despite having most likely the best selection 
of porn in the entire country, New York’s porn district was centralized in a very small area in 
midtown Manhattan. Many people didn’t live or work anywhere near this area. Plus, people 
probably were hesitant to simply walk into one of these stores since they often reeked of detergent 
(or whatever it is the stores use to mop those floors after people have finished, ummm, “window-
shopping”). Ignoring this, Kozmo tried to expand the product line to include things like chocolate 
bars, milk, cigarettes or other things that any New York City resident would only have to go across 
the street to purchase.  
 
Well, that failed. So did their bizarre idea of expanding into other cities where quick delivery was 
either impossible or not cost-effective. Imagine living in a vast city like Los Angeles, ordering a 
$0.90 chocolate bar (yeah, yeah, chocolate bars are only $0.75 in the grocery stores, but you’re 
paying the extra $0.15 for the convenience of the web), and having someone get in a car, possibly 
drive for hours, and deliver this chocolate bar to you.  
 
Long story short, Kozmo is now dead. There is a happy ending to this story, though. Kozmo 
always owned their inventory. This means that they still have tons of porn to entertain themselves. 
Rock on, Joe Park! 

                                                           
1 no – not Malmsteen, as in Yngwie, of eighties metal guitar wizardry fame. 
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The Million-Dollar Sock 
 
Billions of people are starving in third-world countries around the world. Ethnic wars rage on nearly 
every continent. In the U.S. alone, millions of citizens are homeless, unemployed, and starving. 
Fatal medical conditions like AIDS and cancer continue to take a whopping number of lives. Many 
countries have the ability to blow the world up with nuclear weapons several times over. 
 
It’s a grim world. So how can we make the world a better place? By visiting a website where you 
can buy multicolored leashes for your dog, of course! 
 
Around 1999, a war raged for supremacy over the online pet supply sales market. Though not as 
physically brutal as the wars raging in Eastern Europe, it was nevertheless just as important. On 
the heels of Amazon.com, which cornered the online book sales market to build its fortune (or, 
more precisely, ‘leverage’ its fortune since it didn’t earn a dime in profit), a bunch of companies 
emerged to take over the pet supplies market. 
 
So, out of the cellar emerged Pets.com, Petopia.com. PetQuarters.com, AllPets.com, 
PetPlanet.com, PetStore.com, PetSmart.com, and possibly many more that we don’t even 
remember.  
 
Pets.com was arguably the most aggressive of these companies. With the credo “because pets 
can’t drive”, the company spent millions marketing itself as the “cool” player in the industry. Like 
Disney’s Mickey Mouse, Pets.com branded its image in the form of a sock puppet, even going so 
far as to have a gigantic balloon float of the sock puppet in New York City’s annual Thanksgiving 
Day Parade. Sock Puppet mania reached its climax in the form of a commercial during the Super 
Bowl, an ad featuring lovable pets begging their owners not to leave, but to order supplies on 
Pets.com instead. 
 
Pets.com’s aggressiveness extended to the corporate world, where they acquired PetStore.com 
for $10.7 million. The dot coms always loved acquisitions, market consolidations, and competitive 
failures because it gave them the chance to evangelize their existence. Internally, management 
could always talk about how a competitor failed, then figuratively show off their erections to their 
staff members to demonstrate how exciting it was that they were winning the war. 
 
Here’s just one actual email thread about a competitor going out of business (we left in the horrid 
grammar and spelling, of course). 
 

 
From: Industry Insider Dude 
To: Buddy at fledgling dot com 
Subject: netpathclickcom 
 
Tim, 
 
I heard that netpathclickcom is really in a lot of trouble..I was at netchaos 
yesterday and my former boss said the CEO resigned and that the employees 
should start looking for jobs…if they don’t get bought soon, they might shut 
down meaning their clients are really good right now for the picking. I know 
Netchaos will be like vulchers… 
 
Hope all is well. 
 
Blaine 
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From: Tim 
To: Entire fledgling dot com 
Subject: FW: Competitor 
 
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, hey hey hey…… goooooodbye! 
 
Watch out for other competitors beating us to the punch. 
 
-Tim 
 

 
Well, Pets.com died, and so did all the others except for PetSmart.com. Why? There was simply 
no point. True, the pet supplies were an estimated $30 billion dollar market (we wonder what the 
millions of homeless in this country think about that), but what’s the point of going online to save 
$5 on dog food only to pay $7 for shipping? Damn near every suburb in this country has already 
been overrun with pet supply stores (alongside Starbucks, Wal-Mart, etc.), so why would a 
consumer go to the web, spend essentially the same amount of money, and give up the 
convenience of having the product immediately? 
 
Pets.com and all these other pet supply companies made the same mistake that banner ad 
companies and other e-commerce companies made: they believed their own hype. Other than 
old-fashioned greed, they had no reason to be public and the investment community had no 
reason to take them public and support them.  
 
Unlike ad banner-based businesses, e-commerce companies have a fair share of successful 
representatives these days. eBay is a prime example. Now how could it be that this little auction 
outfit could turn a profit quarter after quarter while companies with huge virtual warehouses full of 
stuff just couldn’t cut it – even when they were selling things at a fraction of the cost that that your 
local store was charging? To understand how eBay succeeded, we need to step back a little bit 
and figure out what it is that makes the internet really unique compared to the real world. How is 
virtual interaction fundamentally different than reality? Too often, we see technology as a means 
of taking something we already do in the real world and mapping it to a new medium. Sometimes 
this works pretty well. If you want to feel like you are in a concert hall without really being in one, 
you can spend thousands of dollars on audio equipment. All these great stereo systems were 
designed to imitate reality as effectively as possible. Want to watch a movie and you want to feel 
like you are really “there”? Buy a DVD player, do some acoustic modeling, and set up a state-of-
the-art entertainment system – right in your home! Want to buy a book but you don’t want to have 
to find a huge bookstore with an unbeatable selection? Go to Amazon.com – right from your 
home! Want to get up and act like a real-life human being? Don’t move! Log on and do it from 
home! 
 
All kidding aside, there is indeed room for a company or two that can map real experience to a 
technological medium. eBay is one of them. This is because it not only maps something real to 
this new thing called the internet, but it also affords the user a sense of control. Interactivity is one 
thing. But control is another. eBay allows us to become the seller – not just the buyer. And when 
everyone can sell on the same marketplace, cool things start to happen. Suddenly, the virtual 
community everyone was trumpeting back in the golden age (1996) makes sense.  
 
This is pure capitalism, and eBay shows us that capitalism works! eBay is like Europe during the 
middle ages. Disparate groups of artisans and merchants selling disparate wares were running 
around from fiefdom to fiefdom with very little interference from central authorities. What was 
widely seen as a time of stagnation was, in reality, the slowly simmering economic stew that, 
when finally bubbling over, became the industrial age. The seed of capitalism had ripened and 
there was nothing short of an explosion in the western world. So does this mean eBay is truly 
revolutionary? We’ll stop short of saying that, since it happened before. But there is no question 
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that eBay is ultimately different than a lot of these other internet business models. And that’s why 
they turn a profit without banner ads and other such swindles. There is no “us” buying from “them” 
on eBay. We’re just all rambling around this monster of a flea market here and we are all allowed 
to set up a table and be “them” instead of “us” for once. If anyone wanted to make a case for 
globalization, eBay is a good model for referral, as long as the WTO or World Bank don’t get 
involved and fuck things up.  We’ll revisit some internet successes later on in our "Killer Apps" 
section, where we’ll continue or philosophical explorations further. Lucky you! 
 
eBay worked, but what was it that drove Kozmo, Boo.com, the XFL (we had to throw that in) and 
so many others to failure? Sadly, in many cases, it was overrated and incompetent management, 
a poor business model, waste, narcissism, and greed. Most likely, it was a combination of all of 
these. But these are not unique traits that will drive an e-Commerce dot com business into failure. 
These are traits that will drive ANY company out of business. 
 
Just like banner ads, not exactly revolutionary. 
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The Web Is Dead, but Email Will Save Us 

 
Our fearless marketers were scared. The new ad sizes, the richer technologies, and the hallowed 
trumpets of branding inspired them to march on. But a lot of them, facing bankruptcy or worse – 
being bought out by AOL - fixed their gazes on new horizons…email! The turn of the Millennium! 
Dawn of the new age! Spam!  
 
What is “spam”? (no - not the canned meat stuff). It’s new economy geek lingo for “junk mail”! 
And if you have a commercial email address, we’re willing to guarantee that you know what we’re 
talking about. After all, traditional marketers sell your name to the highest bidder without 
constraint. Hell – even the United States Postal Service does that (DO NOT fill out one of those 
change-of-address cards when you move). So now we’ve got this great new technology that 
allows companies to choke your mailbox – your “e” mailbox - with much more ease and much less 
cost. Perfect! Marketers could now even match up your email addresses to your real address to 
your surfing behavior!  
 

 
From: whoknows@somepornsite.com 
Subject: Big Butt Bonanza! 
 
Hey Joe, we see you’ve enjoyed our site, bigbootybeauties.com! Because of 
your continued patronage, we’re going to send you weekly offers to buy our Big 
Booty Cutie blowup doll! We’ll also send you a complimentary Triple Ripple 
Buttplug with our logo to your home for you and your wife! Oh – and we’re 
gonna sell your personal information to all of our “partners”. You’re now a 
proud member of our extremely profitable “ass fetish” affinity list! 
 
Faithfully Yours, 
The SketchPad Marketing Group, Inc. 
 

 
What great technologies!  
 
Remember all those monkeys who were clicking on the monkeys and letting these fine marketers 
know what they would do with a million “banana bucks”? Well they’re in a big monkey email 
database right now and they’re probably being shared with anyone with a buck in his pocket. Don’t 
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complain – if any of you had read the fine print before being overcome with greed and filling this 
crap out, this would have never happened. How the hell did these people get such big databases 
of personal information anyway? And how do they know so much about you? And who the hell are 
these people?! You never gave them your name, right? 
 

Click Here If You Don’t Want Us To Not Send You Nothing  
The masterminds of email marketing found some pretty good ways to get you to opt-in to what 
they call “third party offers”. One brainstorm was so effective that the old school financial 
companies jumped for joy when they learned of it – or so you would think. Some call it the 
“prechecked opt-in” technique of subscribing or joining a list. We know it as the “click-here-so-we-
don't-do-something” method of sharing the info they gather about you and your personal 
information. You must check a box to have things not happen - the written equivalent of the 
spoken, "Yes, don't do that", much like: 
 

Q: There are no bananas? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, which, you have bananas? 
 
A: Yes, we have no bananas. 
 
Q: Well, when will you not have no bananas, you bastid? 

 
So basically, when you fill out a form or receive an email the “check here to receive great offers 
from our partners” is already checked for you! How convenient! Your financial status for sale to 
the highest bidder! Just like the web! The aptly named Financial Services Modernization Act was 
passed! This allowed your financial services company to ask whether you would like to NOT have 
your name, credit history, and bank account balance up for sale. With magnificent cunning, such 
an offer was placed in a mailing that looked EXACTLY like the type of junk you don’t want and 
throw out without opening. Oops! There was actually very fine print there that was your only way 
out. Too late! Your bank has the right to distribute what essentially is your entire financial history, 
guaranteed more complete than any lame attempt you've made at maintaining a Quicken file. The 
ironic twist on this scenario is the fact that financial institutions were already selling your data to 
marketers. So, in reality, the Direct Marketers Association and other traditional marketers who had 
been covertly selling your name for 40 years were actually very likely AGAINST this type of 
legislation. Whereas before they didn’t have to say anything at all about what they did with your 
data, they now found themselves under increasing scrutiny - all thanks to online marketing.  
 
Could our fine new economy spammers and online marketers actually be screwing their own 
industry? It was starting to look that way. Because new technology brings a certain element of fear 
when it comes to our privacy, the press put the magnifying glass on direct marketing practices.  
 
Turns out that these online marketers were technically being held to a higher standard than the 
traditional guys. The huge factor at play here was the cost of entry to the market. J. Crew and 
Victoria’s Secret had two things going for them: a name brand that people trusted, and, time to 
amass a list of names of those who really did want to receive catalogs (well – for the most part). 
Joe Blow’s Cheap Viagra dot com, on the other hand, can get a hold of an email database and 
spam the hell out of it in a couple of weeks. He’s got no credibility, and his cost of entry to the 
direct mailing market is minimal. This opened people’s eyes. The Direct Marketing Association is 
in a tough bind now. On the one hand, they want laws that restrict spamming activities. On the 
other hand, they don’t want these laws to apply to them. Unfortunately, their best plan of attack is 
to stay the hell out of it and hope that they don’t have to send any more “Do not check here” 
mailings. 
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Back to email. So what do our online friends at the Sketchpad Marketing Company do once 
you’ve signed up to win prizes and receive “valuable offers from our partners”? Well, first of all, 
they are going to look at your particular interests. They may categorize you or put you in an affinity 
group of some sort. For example, if you are under 35, just bought a house in Westchester County, 
work in Manhattan, and make between 100K and 200K a year, you might be put into the “yuppie” 
category. Similarly, if you live in Hoboken, work on Wall Street, and have no interests except 
sports and beer, you’d be a shoe-in for the “frat boy with money” category (quite a lucrative 
demographic, I may add).  
 
So now Sketchpad Marketing starts selling your name at “market value”. Market value …I 
remember in the late eighties, some baseball cards would come out of the pack at upwards of $6- 
market value…look where they are now…but that’s a different story. Anyway, Sketchpad 
Marketing has a whole lot of email addresses that fall into the “frat boy” affinity group, and they’re 
shopping those names to Amstel Light, Banana Republic, and ESPN, so watch out! Now if 
Sketchpad Marketing is a legitimate business, they’ll deliver their “third party” messages 
themselves. It’s not like they burn a CD of names and send them over to ESPN to do with as they 
wish. That might piss you off. But what if Sketchpad Marketing is desperate? What if they really 
don’t care about pissing you off? I mean, there are no real laws, right? And they certainly don’t 
apply to a bunch of overseas marketers who will pay top dollar for those names. That’s when the 
CD burner and a whole lot of unregulated international “partnerships” come into play. Eventually 
you end up on one of those “5 million email addresses for $200” CDs that float around the 
internet. 
 
In the meantime, Sketchpad Marketing is dumping messages on you regularly, trying desperately 
to get you to come to their site and punch some monkeys or buy some rubbish. Now think about 
how expensive this is in the real world. I mean, marketers already DO that, right? You get crap in 
your mailbox every day. But there are drawbacks for these traditional marketers. Think about the 
postage costs for 5 million TONS of junk mail sent yearly in the United States. Yep – 5 million 
tons. Plus, they don’t know whether you opened the mail or not. The marketer probably would 
know that you bought something as a result of that mailing, though. They are smart enough to 
attach codes to those mailings so they can figure out their “ROI”. But technology allows them to 
do a whole lot more. They can very easily and very cheaply track you opening the message, 
clicking on links in your message, poking around on their site, and buying things. 
 

 
Subject: New Quattro Dildo – For Four on the Floor! 
From: whoknows@somepornsite.com 
 
Hi Joe, 
We noticed you clicked on the link to our new 4-pronged dildo in last week’s 
mailing. We also noticed you came onto the site, examined the dildo for a few 
minutes, but didn’t actually purchase it. Let me reiterate the value you are 
missing here. One dildo, one price, 4 appendages. You are basically getting a 
4 for one deal. And because you are such a valued customer, we’re gonna 
throw $5 off on this purchase as well. 
 
Happy Humping! 
 
Regards, 
 
The Sketchpad Marketing Company  
 
P.S. If you don’t buy this dildo we will sell your name and personal information 
to Wal-Mart. 
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Well, what can you do to stop this madness? 
 
1. Stop signing up for free email services like Hotmail. 
 
2. When you get crap in your email box, alert MAPS (http://mail-abuse.org/), a group that offers 

a nifty service to Internet Service Providers – they provide a list of spam-happy servers and 
companies so the spam can be stopped before it hits your email box. (note: MAPS is SPAM 
backwards!) 

 
3. Every piece of marketing communication you get via email MUST have a way for the recipient 

to remove himself from the list. No way to do it? Contact MAPS. Opt-out link or reply to the 
message doesn’t work? Contact MAPS. 

 
4. Learn to use the filters on your email reader. Unless you are waiting around for an anonymous 

email from a secret admirer (please), just set your reader to accept only from known email 
accounts. 

 
5. Buy a domain name – what the hell – they’re only $35 a year. Shut off cable and you’ll not only 

be better off, but you’ll also break even. Now it’s time to play “Spot The Spammer”. Take a 
healthy dose of your favorite mind-numbing chemical, get on a high-speed connection, and 
surf around looking for “free stuff”. We suggest going to Google or any other search engine 
and typing in “free stuff”, “contests”, and “win”. Now start signing up to win your free stuff! 
When you sign up for a particular contest or other false promise, use the company’s alias. For 
example, when you sign up at freeworthlesscrap.com, tell them your email address is 
“freeworthlesscrap@yourdomain.com”. Sit back and watch your mailbox BURST with 
correspondence...you’re popular now! Now take all your new emails and see where they 
came from. You’ll uncover a veritable family tree of business model-less internet outfits. Now 
you know the drill - contact MAPS. 

 
6. As an alternative to #5:  STOP TRYING TO GET FREE STUFF! DO NOT GAMBLE OR 

ENTER CONTESTS ONLINE! Shame on you! Didn’t your momma ever teach you that 
nothing really comes free in this world? (One and only exception to this rule in history: 
investment cash for dot coms from 1997-1999.)  

 
Get this – this is a real email – we shit you not: 
 

 
Dear <insert first name we’ve collected here>,  
 
I can't believe Christmas is almost here. In New York we're expecting snow...a 
white Christmas. As I look back on the last year I realize how truly fortunate my 
family has been, and I have become even more aware of those around us who 
are less fortunate. I am particularly grateful to the 15 million FreeLotto players 
who have won over $25,000,000.00 in the eighteen months since FreeLotto 
began, and I think about the power of that large community of people. 
 

 
Sheesh!!!! Can you believe this guy? This is the CEO of a site called FreeLotto, whose brilliant ad 
banners allowed surfers to “scratch” off a 468x60 lottery ticket. And who probably has a database 
of 50 million morons who did so and proceeded to turn over their personal information on their site 
in hopes of quick riches. What this guy needs is some basic training in effective marketing 
language. He also needs traditional marketers for something else: to merge all that personal 
information he has with offline databases. iWin’s CEO came right out and said just that. When the 
much reviled internet advertiser DoubleClick made that announcement, they got a big old 
bitchslap from the SEC, sending them scurrying into the corner apologizing for their bad behavior. 
But they still have all that data. Their lawyers will come through eventually. 
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"The value is building up a database of consumer behavior -- who these people are, what they 
want -- and using that as a mechanism to direct market to them," said iWin CEO Fred Krueger. 
"Our ultimate goal," Krueger continued, "is to know whether you have a cat or a dog, and if you 
have a cat we'll send you coupons for cat food. By providing your address, we're able to backtrack 
your data to offline databases to find out more about you." 
 
Let’s cut through the technical bullshit and see what is going on here. 
 

Jim: Hey Joe – all I’ve got on this guy is this email address over here – 
poorsap@domain.com - you got him? If not I’ll sell him to you. 
 
Joe: Sure Jim – Got him right here – his home address, buying habits and 
everything...looks like he buys a lot of hemorrhoid medication. Let’s make a deal! 
 
Jim: Great Joe – let’s add his email address to his record and sell this to Preparation H. 
 
Joe: Good idea, Jim! 

  
So this all sounds like another marketer’s wet dream, eh? Sure does. And when you’re in the 
business of online marketing, your executives and managers will always be sure to engage in the 
spam madness themselves - by sending you bullshit “research studies” and tales of “industry 
analysts” that legitimize the reprehensible business you are a part of: 
 

 
From: Your Manager, Email Marketing Company 
To: All Sales Monkeys (Internal) 
Subject: Keep Plugging Away for the Biz!!!! 
Study: E-Mail Marketing to Take Off  
 
E-mail marketing has seen explosive growth during the past year -- and doesn't 
show any signs of abating, according to analysts at the Scrum Research 
Group.  
 
The latest research cited, sponsored by a dozen fledgling email marketing 
firms whose existence hinge on the success of unsolicited email, shows that 
the explosive growth of email marketing can be directly attributed to 2 major 
factors: Greed and sex.  
 
In the study, hundreds of poor, unassuming schmucks were pulled off the 
street and put in front of a computer. When faced with unsolicited email, 80% 
of subjects actually opened an email that promised either free porn or 
unmitigated wealth. Not only that, but 50% of the subjects actually chose to 
receive more of these types of mailings without restraint. This is good news for 
email marketers, who can also monetize these names by selling them to 
anyone on the planet with a computer, a perlscript emailer, and a few bucks.  
 
As long as stupidity, ignorance, and greed remain the basic building blocks of 
the human universe, this email growth will continue unabated until people 
decide to unplug themselves from useless technology altogether and begin 
leading normal, human lives, as nature intended. But we know that will never 
happen, and we have 15 lawyers in congress to make sure nobody passes any 
laws that will keep the Spam from flowing. We need to raise the technical bar, 
line up all the ducks, get all the eggs into one basket, and aim for a win-win 
and a net-net on this horizon.  
 
Now keep plugging and asking for the biz!!! We’re doing great things here! 
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Hold on! Stop demonizing these people! They aren’t doing anything differently than what 
marketers have been doing for years, right? We wholly acknowledge this. So we might as well 
discuss how traditional junk mailers get your name – and who is making money off of your 
identity. It’s time to start pointing figures at the U.S. government here, if only to prove that we’re 
not communists or bleeding-heart liberals.  
 
The United States Government ranked 38th in terms of ad spending among all U.S. advertisers in 
1998, right behind Sprint and right before Anheuser-Busch. They beat out Pepsi, Wal-Mart, RJR 
Nabisco, Seagram, IBM, American Express, Nike, and hundreds of other name brands. Their total 
expenditures that year? $348 million. This number probably includes ad spending for the armed 
forces and hopefully all the public relations work that is done for them. And lord knows they need 
the best spin-doctors money can buy to get away with their behavior. 
 
The United States Postal Service is part of the act. Part of their business is the National Change 
of Address Service. The handy-dandy Mover’s Guide you receive when you move is paid for by 
direct marketers. The post office claims to only share that information with direct mailers that 
already have your old address. Let’s hope this is the case. They have a database of over 108 
million records. This is one valuable file. Of these records, 84% contain forward-able moves. 13% 
of the records are “moved and left no address” entries. Should you pop up again somewhere, you 
may be lucky enough to get moved back into a direct mailer’s hands. Each record contains the 
relocating person’s name along with an Old and New address. The Old address is the one 
compared to the NCOA client's list for matching purposes and the New address is the one 
returned, if a match is made, to the direct mailer. These records are retained on the file for a 
three-year period from the move date. Approximately 40 million of these change-of-address forms 
are filed annually. The NCOA database is updated every two weeks with this information. We 
suggest killing yourself – it is the only sure way to get off this list, and even that isn’t bulletproof. 
Go to http://www.listcleanup.com for more information about this database. 
 
So how much money does the US Postal Service make? The USPS estimates it will earn $5.2 
million by licensing change of address data to private sector companies, keeping junk mailers' 
address books up-to-date. And that doesn't include the fees the USPS collects -- at 50 cents a 
pop for every piece of mail that it forwards that has been marked “Address Correction 
Requested”. 
 
That’s pretty good cash, and that’s what emailers are trying to replicate. Companies such as 
Return Path are muscling in and establishing what they hope are industry standard databases of 
their own. The Email Change of Address Service (ECOA) modeled after the NCOA, is being 
established as this book goes to press. Cha-ching! We can’t wait to see what happens when 
these business models fall flat, since email addresses and home addresses are not fundamentally 
analogous. But we’ll let them figure that out for themselves, unless they would like to use the Dot 
Conned Consulting Services.  
 
If you would like to learn more about mailing lists pick up the mailing list bible: The Complete 
Direct Mailing List Handbook: Everything You Need to Know about Lists and How to Use Them for 
Greater Profit.  
 
Using email, marketers have a few other revenue opportunities available, most of which raise 
more privacy concerns. If I’m a direct marketer, and I have a huge list of home addresses, but no 
email addresses, I may enlist the aid of a third party that is in the business of peddling email 
addresses – a business known as “List Services” or “List Brokering”. By matching up the data, I 
might be able to add email addresses to some portion of my list. Now I can send an email to these 
people and give them the old “check here to not receive future mailings” line and drop ‘em a dildo 
offer to boot. I’ve saved myself the costs of direct mailing through the postal service, but now I’ve 
raised a few eyebrows. This person never really gave me his email address – or any other data I 
may have gleaned by matching his identity up to someone else’s database. Sticky, sticky, sticky.  
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Will all this email address brokering save the online ad business? Or will it just compromise and 
hamper what many Americans consider “legitimate” direct marketing? Only time will tell. We won’t 
be so brazen as to make any predictions here. After all, we’re not email marketing executives, and 
they have been painting nothing but the rosiest of pictures for the rest of us in the industry. Let’s 
just look at their track record and leave it at that. Besides - if we didn’t have advertising rammed 
down our throats, we would be living in a Stalinist Gulag, right? 
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I.M.: Instant Messenger or Instant Marketing? 

 
Things were looking real grim for our advertisers, folks. Our analysis of the situation painted a 
sour picture for our marketing and advertising friends. They thought they reached the marketer’s 
"Heaven’s Gate". 
 
ROI measurement, cheap message delivery, animated banner ads, an unlimited audience…what 
went wrong? There must be some way to exploit internet technologies to reach that true “1 to 1” 
relationship with our customers and prospects, right? It was time to put on our virtual thinking 
caps and start thinking more like Columbo here. Think “outside the box”, as our dot com 
managers always suggested. We tried advertising on the web, and we tried advertising in 
email…but the results just weren’t up to the hype. It was obvious we just weren’t reaching out and 
touching our customers directly enough. You can ignore a banner ad and you can dump that 
email in your trash before even opening it. It was time to start advertising in chat. 
 
In mid-2001, almost 100 million people were using "AOL Instant Messenger", "Yahoo Messenger", 
and ICQ. That’s a lot of eyeballs. There’s got to be a way to get in there and hawk some products 
to these people. This medium could be the “Next Big Thing” to advertisers. Talk about getting the 
right message to the right person at the right time! This could be a gold mine! 
 
Something in the back of our minds said, “But instant chat is really more analogous to a 
telephone. We really couldn’t imagine advertising DURING a phone conversation. This could get a 
little sticky. But then again, marketers do call you, right? They can’t interrupt a call but they can 
initiate one. Hmmm…how can we spin this? How would we know whether a messenger user was 
“in” a conversation? You could be having a conversation with someone and nothing can go on for 
literally hours with messenger. This technology was different. 
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The idea was not new. The day that our first human ancestor learned how to scrape some 
messages into a rock, Fred Flintstone style, advertising was born. Of course, back then 
techniques used by advertisers were a bit less subtle. 
 
If you think like a successful advertiser, you’ll envision ads on everything, everywhere you go. It’s 
very easy to think like an advertiser. Just look around. There ARE ads on everything, everywhere 
you go (except in Cuba -  damn commies.) Look at yourself. Wearing a hat? You probably have a 
logo plastered on your head. How about your clothes? Any logos on there? You’re a walking ad! 
And they didn’t even have to pay you to do that. You paid them!!! 
 
Anyway, back to internet chat. ICQ, one of the first entrants to the market, can easily be used as a 
vehicle for advertising. This is because the source code - the stuff that makes it work – is freely 
available for manipulation. Little programs called “bots” can be sent out to search around for 
chatters and can initiate a conversation. You might expect this to cause a bit of a stir, but there 
are other chat options out there. If you don’t like the bots, you can use another solution. Or you 
can hire a computer engineer to customize your ICQ to block anyone you don’t know before they 
can get to you. 
 
AOL Instant Messenger, Microsoft Messenger, and Yahoo Messenger are different. They are not 
“open source” and they are used by the bulk of messenger users. Many of the users are not 
technically proficient. Ever try helping a sales guy with Instant Messenger? We know of a few who 
still haven’t grasped the concept. At press time, AOL had recently announced that they had been 
testing one of the bots described above, called “Smarter Child”. Other companies, including Active 
Buddy of New York, were developing chat bots for clients. Peter Levitan, CEO of Active Buddy, 
proclaimed, “Imagine an I.M. system that would tell you exactly when tickets have gone on sale for 
the next concert”. Hmm…first of all, I’d like to know beforehand when tickets are going on sale. 
Secondly, it is not so difficult to imagine. When I want to, I can go to several places via phone, 
web, or any other medium, and get ticket information. This was starting to remind us of people 
who spend hundreds of dollars on Palm Pilots and other “Personal Digital Assistants” and brag 
about its versatility in accepting written words through its screen. Fucking mind-blowing. I’ve got a 
personal assistant that accepts millions of colors and accepts EVERYTHING I write. It’s called 
pen and paper, moron. 
 
But wait…let’s not start demonizing these marketers without giving them a chance. After all, 
without them, we wouldn’t have these fine technologies, would we? And we really did want to help 
them out to learn how to use these technologies to their full potential without angering people. So 
we decided to do a little experiment. 
 
First we went to AOL’s site and tried to register some chat names. The wheels were really 
churning in our brains. We could do some cybersquatting of our own with this! I could see it 
now…a phone call from The Gap: 
 

“Sir – we see that you own the AOL chat handle “The Gap”. We would like to pay you 7.5 
million dollars for that name.”  

 
We were geniuses! Time to rack up all those great handles and then just wait for the cash to start 
rolling in! So first we tried The Gap. Damn. Taken. OK – we figured as much. How about Gap 
Shop? No dice. Gap Shopping, Gap Bot, Gap Deals, The Gap Shop, Gap Sale, Gap Buddy. All 
taken!!!!! Were we not geniuses after all? 
 
A bit angered at AOL, even though we only had ourselves to blame for being so late to the IM chat 
name market, we started trying word combinations that included AOL. Nothing! Not a damn thing! 
So we tried AOL uyregiioewf. Still no good! Apparently, AOL had blocked users from using those 
three letters in successive order! This was really getting frustrating now. But we were determined 
to provide our services to our corporate retail friends. Eventually, we found a few names that 
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might work! So, armed with various well-known retailer names followed by “buddy” or “shop”, we 
went to work. 
 
The first issue we wanted to explore was whether people were responsive to an automated bot 
that just provided information. We started with this approach. We wanted to disguise ourselves 
and we didn’t want the chatter to think that a real person was disrupting them. This was supposed 
to be just a harmless informational bot, after all. 
 

OldNavyBuddy:  I just wanted to tell you that I just got back from Old Navy (tm) where I 
bought these fantastic women's stretch Flare Jeans which were selling for $32.00 but are 
now only $14.99!" 
 
"And check it out, you can get them online at 
http://www.oldnavy.com/asp/product.asp?:=l&wdid=9020&wpid=403800  What a deal!" 
anonymous: Who is this 
OldNavyBuddy: Don't miss our Independence Day sale! Ends July 8th! 
anonymous: Don't ever send me another ad you moron 
OldNavyBuddy: There are 15 locations in your area alone! 
anonymous: This is spam my friend 
anonymous: I'm going to sue AOL 

 
Yikes! This guy was obviously pretty savvy! Let’s try the same approach and hope we get the right 
message to the right person at the right time: 
 

OldNavyBuddy:  I just wanted to tell you that I just got back from Old Navy (tm) where I 
bought these fantastic women's stretch Flare Jeans which were selling for $32.00 but are 
now only $14.99!" 
 
"And check it out, you can get them online at 
http://www.oldnavy.com/asp/product.asp?:=l&wdid=9020&wpid=403800  What a deal!" 
anonymous: who's this? 
OldNavyBuddy: Don't miss our Independence Day sale! Ends July 8th! 
anonymous: who is this? 
anonymous: is this an ad? 

 
Hmmm…These suspicious people knew right away it was an ad - and rightfully felt violated. Let’s 
try again with a slightly different angle: 
 

OldNavyBuddy: Need a new summer wardrobe? I have just the thing! 
anonymous: fuck you 
OldNavyBuddy: Visit Old Navy soon! Our Independence Day sale ends Sunday, July 
8th! 
anonymous: doublefuck you 
OldNavyBuddy: Old Navy has 5 stores in Brooklyn alone! 
anonymous: the fuck they do 

 
Wow! How could they be so hostile? We were showing them a great deal here! Don’t people want 
to know about sales on useful items? We were way off base with that approach. We needed to be 
sneaky. Maybe if were responded to them with more than programmed, canned responses, they’d 
not only trust us, but also be thankful for sharing our joy about this offer! We were “buddies” after 
all. Buddies should be human! Of course! How could we be so stupid?! We also needed to apply 
the lessons that all of the advertising companies learned in the nineties – that our offers needed to 
be “cool” to be effective. So we enlisted the help of some hip urban youth from the streets of New 
York, and made a list of effective “street” terms. Then we peppered our offer with them to lend it 
some “street cred”. 
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OldNavyBuddy: Yo yo yo! Sup! Wuts the dilly-o?! We gots the 411 on some phat threads 
down at Old Navy!! This sale goin down on women’s flare jeans is da bomb! What up wid 
yo ass?!  
anonymous: work a little harder. You sent me a message for women’s jeans 

 
Ah ha! This was obviously a male and we had not taken into account the importance of 
demographic targeting – arguably the cornerstone of online marketing! Hmm…we were now faced 
with 2 options – Send a generic ad or truly target to their demographic. That would be key. We 
had the right message (a great deal), the right time (real time!), but we didn’t have the right 
person. We were learning a lot here. Let’s hit someone that must be a female, based on her 
name. Genius! Search through IM names and look for gender-specific text! Let’s see what 
happens now! 
 

OldNavyBuddy: Hey girlfriend, I just wanted to tell you that I just got back from Old Navy 
(tm) where I bought these fantastic women's stretch Flare Jeans which were selling for 
$32.00 but are now only $14.99!" 
 
"And check this - you can get them online at 
http://www.oldnavy.com/asp/product.asp?:=l&wdid=9020&wpid=403800  What a deal! 
anonymousFemale: well thank you, but Old Navy Jeans make my ass look flat 

 
Great! We had the seeds of one-to-one communication planted! But how could a bot respond to 
that comment? In our free consulting report for our corporate partners, would we need to suggest 
that they actually hire people to do this? We better move away from canned responses and really 
strike up a conversation with these people if we’re going to be effective. This time we were going 
to provide a great offer to someone we knew had a child under 3. Plus – who doesn’t love 
McDonald’s, right? And we were going to do away with the automated approach altogether – 
really get to know our potential customer and have a 2-way, give and take conversation here. 
 

Yummy McDonalds: From June 15 to July 10, 2001, get a McDonald's® Happy Meal® 
Featuring Atlantis, The Lost Empire.  Only at participating McDonald's. While supplies 
last. 
anonymous: Stop sending me ads!! 
Yummy McDonalds: Safety tested for children age 3 and over. CAUTION: May contain 
small parts. Not intended for children under 3. 
Yummy McDonalds: For Children Under 3 Ask About...Fisher-Price® Toddler Toys 
Special Happy Meal  toys for kids under 3. Recommended for kids 1 and over. At 
participating restaurants. ©2001 Fisher-Price, Inc., a subsidiary of Mattel, Inc. 
Yummy McDonalds: Sir or Ma'am, do you have children under three? 
anonymous: Stop sending me ads!!!! I did not give you permission to pop up on my 
screeen(sic)....3 TIMES in a ROW!!! 
Yummy McDonalds: :-)We at McDonald's® love families. :-) 
Yummy McDonalds: I am sorry for the intrusion. 
Yummy McDonalds: But as a consumer I feel that I have found something that other 
food lovers may enjoy - especially if they have families with children under three! 
anonymous: Go screw yourself. Stop invading my privacy and intereuptting(sic) my work 
or I will issue a complaint to the FCC and AOL and cite McDonanlds(sic) as a spammer 
 

Uh oh…we were starting to get worried here. What if someone did report us? What could we say? 
We know that our corporate buddies would have nothing but thanks to give. We were not only 
doing great market research for them at no fee, but we were also spreading the word about real 
sales they were having! We were offering an invaluable premium service! We discussed our 
experiments with our lawyers and they weren’t too happy. Their warnings had me envisioning a 
different kind of chat session: 
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OldNavy: Who are you? 
OldNavyBuddy: Hi there! I love Old Navy and I wanted to share some great deals with all 
my IM friends! 
OldNavy: How dare you use our name in vain! We will be contacting our lawyers and 
coming after you for libel 
OldNavyBuddy: But we’ve collected some great marketing research for you! This is a 
great service to you and will allow you to penetrate new markets like never before! And 
we offer our consulting services for free! 
OldNavy: You are giving us a bad name. We ask that you stop immediately or legal 
action will be taken. Now please give us your IM name or we will be forced to obtain it in 
court. 
OldNavyBuddy: Um…I’m just an old buddy…from the Navy! Served in ‘Nam, by the way! 
I just happen to also like your clothing! How can you do this?! 
OldNavy: Very well - we will be contacting our lawyers immediately 

 
Sheesh! So much for gratitude! 
 
 
How Do You Define Irony? 
 
By the way, to make our experiment truly valid, we had 2 target groups. One group of IM names 
belonged solely to employees at online marketing firms. This was our “control group”. The other 
group was randomly selected from the IM population. Which group was the angriest, as measured 
by the volume of cussing and hostile responses? The online marketers. By far. How is that for 
irony? What does that tell us? We’ll let you draw your own conclusions. Some random non-online 
marketer recipients actually did appear grateful, and that percentage was somewhere between 3 
and 4 percent. This was worlds above the average banner click-through rate – over 800% more 
effective! 
 
Our conclusion: An extremely effective advertising medium!  
 
We did get one response that led us to start our own online marketing consultancy: 
 

anonymous: who do you work for? 
anonymous: just curious -- love the guerrilla marketing tactic 

 
We recruited her on the spot, and Marketing Buddy Associates was born. Attention venture 
capitalists: Please send cash, preferably in small bills. 
 
 
Dot Conned Tests SmarterChild 
 
We at Dot Conned see ourselves as a kind of “Consumer Reports” for breakthrough internet 
technologies. When SmarterChild was unleashed on the market, we conducted a scientifically-
sound laboratory test of its capabilities. Our conclusions? Earth-shattering. This is artificial 
intelligence at its finest. See the actual experiment below. 
 

SmarterChild: Hi Dot Conned. 
SmarterChild: What may I interest you in? 
Dot Conned: a blowjob 
SmarterChild: Dot Conned! I am shocked. Truly shocked. 
Dot Conned: what is so shocking about it? 
SmarterChild: I'm not really sure what you mean by that. Please choose from below: 
 
 1  Look up "so" in the dictionary 
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 2  Look up "about" in the encyclopedia 
What can I help you with? 
Dot Conned: what can you tell me about hermaphrodites 
SmarterChild: Can I tell you about hermaphrodites? 
Dot Conned: please do - I was thinking of becoming one - makes the whole relationship 
thing a lot easier, you know? 
SmarterChild: Is that right? 
Dot Conned: I would think so. No need for dating or buying gifts and what not.  
SmarterChild: Oh yeah? 
Dot Conned: yeah - I mean…I can take care of all my communication and sexual needs 
if I were a hermaphrodite and I just talked to you 
SmarterChild: Oh yeah? It's interesting that you mean you can take care of all my 
communication and sexual needs if i were a hermaphrodite and i just talked to you. 
Dot Conned: yeah - quite. So..I'm waiting. Are you going to tell me about hermaphrodites 
or what? 
SmarterChild: Really? Waiting are me going to tell me about hermaphrodites or what? 
Dot Conned: can you tell me about hermaphrodites? Jesus! 
SmarterChild: Definition for jesus provided by The American Heritage® Dictionary of the 
English Language, Fourth Edition Copyright © 2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Other 
important copyright information 
 
A teacher and prophet whose life and teachings form the basis of Christianity. Christians 
believe Jesus to be Son of God and the Christ. 
 
ETYMOLOGY 
Middle English, from Late Latin Iesus, from Greek Iesous, from Hebrew yesûa', from 
y&hôsûa', Joshua. JOSHUA 
 
The author of the Apocryphal book of Ecclesiasticus. 
 
>>> Next time, just type "define jesus." 
 
Dot Conned: NO NO NO 
SmarterChild: Okey doke. 
Dot Conned: Hermaphrodites 
SmarterChild: Uh... what was that? 
Dot Conned: tell me about hermaphrodites 
SmarterChild: Sorry, I don't have a review for Tell Me Something (NR) (runs 1:56). 
 
>>> Type "theaters near me" to get a listing of your local movie theaters. 
>>> Would you like to see if Tell Me Something is playing near you? 
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Killer Apps 

 
But wait! All is not lost, my friend! Thanks to the internet, we have a few killer apps that are 
changing the way we think about society. What the hell is a “killer app”, you ask? Do I expect you 
to be some sort of Linux-loving tech geek who spends his days masturbating to Wired Magazine? 
Well no – so let me explain.  
 
The term "killer app" can only be applied to a particular application of technology that has proven 
to be nothing short of revolutionary. An application is deemed a killer app when it forces us to 
completely rethink how we go about our everyday affairs. Consider the consumer VHS video. A 
killer app. How about the printing press…probably the most killer killer app of all time.  
 
The internet came along, and everyone thought for sure it would pave the way for some sort of 
killer app. What about the internet itself? Arguably, the internet is not really a killer app, in and of 
itself. We can call it a medium that opens the door to a killer app, though. Television, like the 
internet, is a medium that paved the way for applications such as sitcoms or game shows – or 
more broadly, entertainment. 
 
So how come we haven’t had many killer apps on the internet? E-books? Online Soap Operas? 
Shopping Carts? I don’t think so…lame mimicry of what we already have. And we already know 
that mimicry is a basic driver of technology. You use a Palm Pilot to mimic pen and paper; a 
telephone to mimic face-to-face communication; and a video game to mimic running around and 
killing people. When it comes to communication-based technology, it seems that a major focus is 
on the development of a cheaper imitation of reality. This makes sense from an economic 
perspective. Before the telephone, I had to travel to you to tell you something – or send a 
messenger. Before synthesizers, if I wanted to play a Hammond B-3 organ, I had to go out and 
buy one. This is not only expensive - the Hammond B-3 is huge! So I may instead spend money 
on a portable synthesizer that will use digital sampling to imitate a B-3, just as I use the phone to 
mimic a face-to-face conversation. When it comes to both audio and written communication, 
technology increasingly pushes us towards “being there”. 
 
So far, it seems that we’ve learned more about what the internet and its present communication 
applications are NOT good for than what they are good for. But what about Napster? We all know 
why Napster is a killer app. Whether it gets shut down or not, the technology will live on, and it will 
fundamentally change how the music business works. Period. Anyone who can’t see this also 
probably believes that there is a correlation between musical talent and record sales. If you’re one 
of these people, you can stop reading here. We’ll get back to killer apps in just a moment.  
 
Stephen Jay Gould, a prominent evolutionary scientist, argues that the success or failure of a 
species should not be measured by its tendency toward being “humanlike” – in other words…why 
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should we assume that we are “above” or “more-evolved” than roaches? Because we can build 
skyscrapers? Because we can make movies? Because we can destroy the planet with the push of 
a button? Unless we have proof that there is something “better” in building office buildings or 
using a Palm Pilot, then we must concede that cockroaches are more successful - in evolutionary 
terms - as a species. They have been around much longer than us, they can live off of a drop of 
their kin’s feces for weeks, they can survive a nuclear war, and, most importantly, there is more 
variation and more individuals within their species. The insects have us beat by a long shot when 
we look at it this way. They are the killer species. We are not. They are one of God’s killer apps.  
 
What the fuck are we trying to say? Well – look at an e-book. Look at the internet browser 
function on your Palm Pilot. Are these truly grand things? Have they really revolutionized 
anything? Is everyone using them? No. And why not? Because they are too busy to be reading 
books over the internet or playing with their Palm Pilots? No. They are too busy rating people on 
“amihotornot” websites! 
 
So what is this new technology that has taken the internet by storm? Simply put, it is an interactive 
collection of photos (usually of people) that can be rated by any user. Each photo owns a 
weighted average of ratings on a 1 to 10 scale, so the owner can keep track of his or her 
fluctuating mean score as more and more users rate it. The owner of the photo has the option of 
re-uploading a new picture to the database. In this way, our user is doing something marketers do 
all the time. They are testing their offers…fiddling with their content…trying to find the most 
appealing product in this “beauty” marketplace. This really is like eBay – with very compelling 
goods for sale – the primal drive of animal attraction. And, like the eBay community, we are 
buyers and sellers. Many of these sites have, not surprisingly, added a personal ad dimension to 
the application. The loop has been closed. Now we can survey the product anonymously – and 
then follow up if we are interested in a purchase.  
 
Admittedly, not everyone is as awed by such an interaction as we are. What if you are one of the 
few who does NOT base your self-worth on your appearance? No problem! You can post your car 
on one of the many “amihotornot-powered” sites and see what people rate that! If you get a low 
rating, you can go and sulk, but hey – a new ride usually costs less than a facelift. Did you ever 
feel like your face just doesn’t do ya justice, since you’ve got a great set of tits? You’re in luck! 
You can post your chest and have it and only it rated by this rack-rating virtual community. And 
everyone knows that, in any community, we just want to be accepted for who we are, right? The 
NUMBER of people who use this technology, and the VARIATION in the application of this 
technology, points to a killer app on all counts. Look at the list of web sites, at press time, that use 
this technology: 
 
amiphat.com 
ismyshitriceornot.com 
amihot.com 
hotornot.com 
log.waxy.org/hot 
ridejudge.com 
truthaboutme.com 
piccritic.com 
amiallyourbaseornot.com 
amiannoying.com 
amigeekornot.com 
amigothornot.com 

amipresidentornot.com 
amiredneck.com 
amitrendy.com 
bangable.com 
facewars.com 
fotofaceoff.com 
igotlooks.com 
kissormiss.net 
pickthehottie.com 
picturemehot.com 
rankmypet.com 
rankpeople.com 

strangerinyourbed.com 
survivalofhtehottest.com 
thinkyouresexy.com 
whoishottest.com 
youcanrateme.com 
ratemymullet.com 
ratemydog.com 
rateahottie.com 
ratemyface.com 
ratethee.com 
boobscan.com 
ratemyrack.com 

 
The only internet killer app in our eyes is, for lack of a better term, the “amihotornot engine”. 
Imagine a technology that will scientifically gauge your sex appeal. You can do a complete self-
analysis with this tool. Try a new hairstyle…wear a cool hat…get a facelift. Compile your findings. 
Hire a statistician and pinpoint your most optimal visual appearance. And if you don’t want to post 
your own picture, you can always spend all of your time at work rating people. We asked several 
users of these sites what it is about them that is so attractive. One male said, “It’s the desire to 
find the perfect chick. But it doesn’t stop there. It never can stop there. Once you find a female 
you deem “perfect”, it is extremely difficult to apply the highest rating. There is always the 
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possibility – indeed probability – to find a female that is hotter”. It’s an addictive cycle. And it 
exposes our deepest voyeuristic tendencies. 
 
Remember “The Globe? You know…at that time the biggest IPO in history? You know…The 
Globe? www.theglobe.com? Ahhh…never mind. In any case, there…um…business model was 
supported by some academic mumblings about virtual communities or something. That didn’t 
exactly work out in our new and improved advertising-driven internet world. The only thing close to 
a virtual community today is the community that uses websites powered by the amihotornot 
technology. Oh – and paid porn communities.  
 
So let’s face it…some kid in a dorm room who thought up an easier way to share music and some 
other kid in a dorm room who developed amihotornot technology are the true pioneers of the 
internet age. Sorry, Stanford MBA CEO. 
 

 
 
Hmmm…sex, drugs, and rock-n-roll… no wonder the religious right thinks the internet is the 
embodiment of Satan. They’re right!  
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MORE KILLER APPS - BEENZ.COM AND FLOOZ.COM 
 
We all like money, right? So let’s create it from scratch! Talk about a killer app! 
Beenz (http://www.beenz.com) was a company that marketed its product as “A 
New Kind of Money”. It was like actual money, but better because you earned 
Beenz money by surfing the web and signing up for stuff on Beenz’s website. 
You could also earn Beenz by filling out online surveys or buying stuff online.  
 
Flooz (http://www.flooz.com) was another company that created currency. 
However, Flooz was meant to be sent as gift currency. For example, it’s your 
girlfriend’s birthday and you forgot to get her a gift. You COULD go out and get 
some jewelry, opera tickets, or something chivalrous like that. But why do that 
when you could give her a handful of Flooz cash? You log on to the Flooz 
website and mention the amount of Flooz cash you want to give your girlfriend. 
Add her email address and voila! - your girlfriend gets some Flooz cash, she 
cannot be any happier, and you rest easy (and maybe get a booty call for your 
actions). Interestingly, you could not pay for Flooz transactions with Beenz - 
you had to buy Flooz cash with U.S. currency. 
 
Since we were spending all this time writing this book, we had less and less 
time to spend our lives online. Plus, we needed some cash to pay for the 
research, so, armed with some marketing collateral, we decided to exchange 
our Beenz and Flooz for some good old-fashioned American dollars (because 
we were hungry and McDonald’s didn’t accept Beenz or Flooz, for some 
reason). 
 

Me: Hey, um, I have a bunch of Flooz bucks here and I wanted to 
exchange it for conventional US dollars, please. 
 
Teller: excuse me? 
 
Me: Well, I have probably 75 cents worth of Flooz here. I’m not sure 
what the current exchange rate is, but I’d like U.S. dollars. 
 
Teller: I don’t know what that is, but we only exchange what you see on 
the board. 
 
Me: Well, Flooz is the web’s best gift! You send flooz by email and your 
family and friends spend it online - at the web’s best stores. 
 
Teller: I don’t think we accept that. 
 
Me:  Well, actually for both small and large business, like yourselves, 
Flooz is an innovative way to reward and recognize customers, employees, 
partners and clients. I’m just trying to get the US currency equivalent right now 
because we kind of need it. 
 
Teller: We don’t accept that. We’ll only help you exchange what’s on 
the board. 
 
Me:  Hmm...I see. Well, how about Beenz? I mean, you know the 
internet right?  
   
Teller: Ummm….yes 
 
Me:  Well, I have some Beenz here. You spend Beenz at a variety of 
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online shops, and at beenz.com’s beenzshop. I, myself, earned my 
Beenz by shopping, registering for services and taking surveys online. 
   
Teller: Ummm…. 
 
Me: As a universal currency of the web, beenz are earned and spent 
globally with no geographical restrictions. Unlike other existing 
incentive programs in either the on-line or off-line markets, Beenz can 
be earned and spent at virtually any participating web site worldwide. 
We believe that the simplicity and planned ubiquity of the beenz 
currency makes it an attractive global marketing tool for on-line 
merchants and consumers.  
   
Teller: Sir, we won’t accept those. I don’t even know what you are 
talking about. 
 
Me:  I see. OK. How about Canadian? 
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Memoirs of a Banner Jockey 

 
In their sties with all their backing 
They don’t care what goes on around 
In their eyes there’s something lacking 
What they need’s a damn good whacking. 

-The Beatles, 1968 
 
In the early 90’s, a few short years prior to the revolution, the youth movement was given the label 
“slackers”. This was a generation that cared more for angry rock music and flannel shirts than 
Wall Street pinstriped suits. My generation! I had a definite opinion about the growing Seattle 
music scene’s effect on Poison and Warrant, but ask me about Wall Street and you would get a 
blank stare. Actually, I knew far more about Wall Street than I led on, but I honestly couldn’t care 
less. Just like the greatly underrated rock band Poison, I was looking for “nuthin’ but a good time”, 
and the last thing that looked like a good time was stodgy old men running around a trading floor 
tracking stodgy old companies. Perhaps fittingly, the economy suffered greatly in 1991…or so I’ve 
been told. I came along a bit later, you see. 
 
How ignorant was I when I dropped anchor in the Big Apple to find my first noble job? Pretty 
fucking ignorant. The city was overwhelming. Building after building filled with Really Important 
People doing Really Important Things. This is where all the shit went down. This was going to be 
VERY different from grad school.  
 
Graduate school was a gaggle of useless outcasts, after all. People running around doing useless 
research, stabbing each other in the back in a mad obsession with being published in some 
academic journal read by clusters of like-minded delusional would-be intellectual giants. The profs 
scurried around and played the students against each other. Students battled for that revered spot 
in some conference dedicated to proving once and for all a correlation between breasts and 
erections. We lived in the middle of nowhere – a place where absolutely nothing happened and 
the only press we got was thanks to the basketball team. My “apartment” was basically a shed in 
the woods that would have made the Unabomber proud. It was here I was to unravel the 
mysteries of the “social sciences” – a haven for those who couldn’t make their way through a 
simple algebra problem OR Dostoeyvsky. Social sciences – pseudo sciences – the marriage of 
distorted fact and certain fiction. A perfect spot to kick back and relax for a couple years without 
too much exertion – and away from the “real world” I had heard so much about but never cared to 
join. As long as I could endure the endless political nonsense and suffocating self-importance 
around me in grad school, I was going to coast along and then rise to exultation in a real job in the 
city. I’d leave this petty bunch behind and finally do something important in my life. I often pointed 
out that the whole damn department, with all the research in it, could go up in flames – disappear 
from the planet – and nobody would give a damn except the network of useless eggheads who 
actually care about such academic gibberish. IMPORTANT documents and activities were 
happening out there. I didn’t have any more time for this. Boy was I in for another lesson in life. 
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New York was filled with the same useless people and insignificant activities. The only difference 
was that people were twice as overbearing, three times as cocky, and four times as petty. And 
they operated in buildings 50 times the size of a graduate school department. And they were 
churning out 100 times the number of documents whose incineration would affect nobody and 
nothing. This is especially true in advertising. Combine advertising with useless technology and 
you’re really going to get into trouble. I should have stuck to sheds in the woods and Foucaldian 
gabble.  
 
I dove headlong into this strange, stinking, intimidating concrete beast to find a job. One day my 
grad school buddy called me and asked if I knew where he could find some banner ads for 
clothing. He was doing some sort of study about click tendencies on these banner things. So I 
started pissing around the internet to try to snatch a few banners. It was then that I noticed that 
most of these damn things were being served by this “InternetAdvertisingCompany”.1 
Hmm…maybe I’d find some banners on this “InternetAdvertisingCompany.com” site. No dice. But 
they’re hiring. Hey- I’m looking for a job! “I’ll fire off a resume – what the hell”, I thought. In the 
meantime, as part of a hiring process, I was reviewing an educational CD-ROM for a monstrous 
educational publishing company in midtown Manhattan. I think they were impressed with my 
abilities to sit back and criticize things – but never actually DO them. A shoe-in for management 
for sure. I had also taught a couple classes of glassy-eyed co-eds in college to pay my way 
through. For the first time in my life I actually HAD to attend class, no matter what combination of 
drugs, legal and illegal, had found their way into my system the night (or hour) before. Why am I 
telling you this? I have no fucking clue. Let me get back to something relevant to this book. You 
paid for that, after all. If you wanted a book called “The Trials and Tribulations of an 
underachieving Teacher’s Assistant from a nameless college”, then I might feel inclined to bore 
you to death with such niceties. 
 
InternetAdvertisingCompany wanted to speak with me ASAP. So I had 2 interviews in the big city. 
Perfect. I really didn’t need to send any more resumes or set up any more interviews. I could get 
back to plunking around on my guitar and reconnecting with old high school friends over some 
cheap brew until the wee hours. The first interview was with the big old publishing company. I 
cleverly wore a suit – a necessity in this cavernous morgue. There was no humor here. There was 
no merriment here. There is no time for fun when you are doing important things in a big-ass 
building in New York, I reasoned. All the employees I met were large librarian-looking women that 
reminded me of the parade of elementary school administrators and teachers I had encountered 
in public school. This wasn’t good. But what the hell – they would look to me to review new 
technologies. After all, it looked like these people had never made the move from typewriter to 
word processor. I could be the “guru” around here. And the cold, anti-septic atmosphere was 
exactly what I had expected. This looked like a good career move. But I still had this internet 
company to check out. 
 
The next morning I jumped in my car and headed out to New York again. After a few pots of 
coffee, I entered a very different looking building for this interview. It looked pretty beat up. Gritty. 
This could be good. My suit was nicely pressed and I had my list of “all the right things to say on 
an interview” stamped in my mind. I was greeted by a guy smiley kind of character from HR and 
was brought up to the floor I could be working on to meet the guy I would report to. On the way up, 
the HR guy didn’t ask me any of the usual questions. He used the word “cool” way too often. He 
kept talking about how much partying goes on at InternetAdvertisingCompany. And he wasn’t 
wearing a suit. 
 
I entered the large room where the support staff sat – affectionately known as “The Pit”. NOBODY 
was wearing a suit! People had shorts on! Baseball caps! Tattoos! Music filled the room and 
spitballs flew through the air. And where were the managers? Where were the stiff guys in charge 
of this melee? That question was answered when I met my future boss. He was wearing a goatee 
and was under 40! He had the ambling gait of a deadhead and the vocabulary of a surfer. What 

                                                           
1 Name withheld to protect the innocent 
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was going on here? He quizzed me about how a web browser works and asked me to 
demonstrate how an image is served, using the whiteboard to illustrate the process. I did that. 
Then he explained what InternetAdvertisingCompany did. Fair enough. Then he talked about the 
free sodas. The weekly keggers in the middle of the office. The average age of the employees 
(under 30). He also spent a considerable amount of time talking about the women. And for good 
reason. Most of the girls were hot! It didn’t look like this company hired any 40 year-old New 
Jersey mothers of three. These were girls with tight bodies who had just gotten out of college and 
couldn’t wait to use their paychecks to buy red thong underwear.  
 
It sure sounded like I was interviewing them instead of the other way around. Here I was – a lazy 
scrub that needed an extra couple years and stints at 3 colleges to graduate. I had more arrest 
summons than passing grades. I never knew what to do with my life. The only job I ever enjoyed 
and held for more than 3 months was playing in a band at small dive bars in North Carolina, for 
which I was awarded an annual salary of $52 and free beer (domestic only). That was some track 
record. No wonder these guys were begging for me to work here! They saw “CEO” written all over 
me! 
 
Now the only office day job I’ve had was not even really a job – it was an internship. And my only 
pay was in the form of Frank Zappa CDs. – which suited me just fine. This InternetAdvertising-
Company office job looked like a job I might actually like! But something was really wrong. Frank 
Zappa CD’s are one thing. They cost something like 70 cents to produce. These people were 
going to pay me money! Well, I fooled them throughout my college and postgraduate career. Now 
it was time to fool them here too. Shit – looked like I didn’t have to fool anyone. These 
Birkenstock-wearing clowns were all like me, from what I could tell. We were gonna have a grand 
old time here. As for that publishing company? The one that’s still in business? They could kiss 
my ass. No ties or snooty fifth grade teachers for me! I was part of the Next Big Thing. Step back! 
 
They said I was going to be a sales engineer. They described the job. I would not really do sales, 
and not really do engineering. Basically, I would help the sales monkeys out with mind-boggling 
technical terms like “World Wide Web” and “email” while they recited their sales spiel about how 
this strange little piece of code would turn their lame websites into pots of gold. Conversely, I 
would translate the inane babble of marketers and advertisers into geek talk for the engineers and 
let them sort out what to build. This was a great scam. This was like the social sciences! On the 
one hand, I didn’t have to run around burying my nose in people’s asses all day to meet my quota. 
On the other hand, I didn’t have to sit in front of a computer all day pretending I knew what all that 
C++ stuff was all about. Why hadn’t I heard about this racket before?  
 
I was also given these things called stock options. This was a new concept for me. I spent hours 
running these new terms through my head. OK – maybe it was just a few minutes. Roth IRA, 
Nonqualified options, 401K, IPOs, stock splits, SEC filings. This was too much for my brain. 
Besides, I didn’t have to worry about making money from these things for a while. From what I 
could tell, they sure were a nice perk!  
 
Sales calls were easy. Everybody wanted to use this new technology.  It was supposed to be like 
the SABRE of the newly spawned online ad industry. Our sales people didn’t have to call anyone. 
Everyone called them.  
 

“Sir…we need your product” 
 
“Yes Sir…right away sir…how are the kids?” 
 
“Shut up and lemme sign the deal already”  

 
Then there were the perks. There were expensive parties and huge company outings at private 
yacht clubs. There were dinners that I wouldn’t have dreamed of in North Carolina. There was 
beer. There was always beer. There were company-sponsored happy hours all over the damn 
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island of Manhattan. There were parties with roller-skating transvestites. Everyone was getting 
laid and buying houses, cashing stock options and day trading. There was one stretch there when 
you might have thought we were actually a trading house. The stock message boards and little 
real time quote applications ran on everyone’s desktops like well-oiled machines, churning out 
numbers and ratios and splits and other things I didn’t understand. I just took my paycheck, lived 
large, and chilled. That day trading looked like too much work.  
 
Stories of the bizarre office perks that companies offered were legendary. Anytime I’d go into a 
new company to sell our product, the employees were more than happy to show us their new 
arcade games, their beanbag chairs, their beer taps. It made us wonder whether we were getting 
the best deal: 
 
 

IS YOUR E-COMPANY KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES? 
 
In the fast-paced world of retaining employees, every dot com must ensure that 
its workplace is operating at peak coolness. How many of the following perks do 
you enjoy at your current company? Note: these are all real perks collected from 
real companies. 
 
• ping-pong tables • bean bag chairs in the conference rooms 
• in-house florists • cappuccino/espresso machines 
• frozen yogurt machines (YUM!) • a beer tap 
• free video arcade games • bike rack 
• foosball tables 
• pool tables 
• rooftop basketball court 
• rock-climbing wall 
• on-site spa 
• free catered dinners 
• free catered lunches 
• Twister and other board games 

in the break room 

• stipend of $1000 to each employee for cubicle 
decorations and office furniture 

 
If you enjoy at least 5 of these perks, then life is perfect and you’d be a fool to 
leave! Now shut up, don’t rock the boat, and enjoy the ride. 
 

 
We moved into new digs in a building that used to have an ice-skating rink! We got the top floor. 
Yes – we had the roof. We spent a ton of cash on a fancy basketball court up there, complete with 
a scoreboard. We played basketball over the heads of those dying old dinosaurs, like US News 
and World Report and Chase Manhattan Bank, whose building we had just invaded and 
subsequently made very cool. Ha! Fools! Didn’t they see how moronic they looked? Slaving away 
in their suits for their paltry paychecks? New York was turning out to be a pretty good deal. There 
was an industry bash every night. If we weren’t blowing wads of company cash at some swanky 
lounge in SoHo, we were parading around all the IPO parties in town and swapping funky looking 
dot com business cards like boxers trade punches. We had big parties disguised as 
“conferences” in Paris and famed resorts at Lake Tahoe and Arizona, giving us well-deserved 
breaks from our substance-induced 100-hour+ workweeks. Our executives were just like us. They 
really cared about each and every one of us. They refused to wear ties and played poker with us 
after hours. They weren’t even 40 yet. They were on CNBC talking about how great we were. We 
were young, rich, and famous to boot! 
 
So much for the “slackers”. My friends were jealous. They obviously didn’t play their cards right. 
They wasted their time getting MBAs and JDs and PhDs and other such frivolities. I was busy 
watching the stock ticker and weighing the merits of a house in the suburbs versus a slick 
Manhattan condo. 
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Then some shit started going down. Firstly, the beer flow was slowing. This was extremely 
alarming. This gnawing sobriety was starting to get to me. What the hell was going on here? I 
started caring about work. I sensed trouble ahead. The parties died down. The executives were 
unloading their stocks, yet were telling us how phenomenal the company was doing. Idiots I 
worked with were suddenly managing me and telling me to do shit that made no sense. Titles 
were changing faster than The Street.com’s internet stock index. I found myself breaking my ass 
while management was appending  “strategic” and “senior” on the titles of all the members of the 
"Good Ol' Boys" club that had formed. I was busy cleaning up messes and wallowing in the wee 
hours with grunt work. The people who knew anything at all about what was going on were the 
ones getting the most shit piled on them. After being lied to by the inept monkeys that garnered 
the least respect seven or eight or nine or ten times, I started to get concerned about what the 
fuck I was doing here. 
 
At parties, our stellar management team acted like a group of frat boys on Spring Break. It was a 
total embarrassment. We managed to make asses of ourselves on 5 continents on a regular 
basis. It turned into a cesspool of back patting, beer swilling, public displays of idiocy, and 
dismissals from conference centers and social outings. Sure – these guys had something to party 
about – they already cashed out on their stock options and had made thousands from their stellar 
sales efforts. There was no sense of professionalism at all, and suddenly, I gave a shit. 
 
Suddenly we got fucked by the FCC for trying to merge a database of just about every household 
in America with the mound of treasured web surfing data. I started to seriously think about the fact 
that I was one of the minions of marketing militia I had often railed against. I was on the front lines 
of…banner ads? I was a banner jockey! I helped make the internet a miserable place for millions! 
We started having company meetings in these huge dark rooms where we listened intently to 
empty slogan tossing from the CEO talking head on these monster movie screens. Our CEO 
became a billionaire from stock options and then stepped down. The stock, like all the other loser 
internet stocks, dropped like a bomb. We were getting sued left and right, and hiring armies of 
lawyers to combat the onslaught. We employed a political lobbyist. I started seeing more and 
more “company men” waltz in with no fucking idea what we did – but they were MBAs from 
Harvard – so they surely knew how to turn this company around. Suddenly, there were about 58 
layers of management above me. Somehow I missed the management boat. Was it my lack of 
sexually harassing commentary? Not enough hobnobbing down at the local “Drink-n-Puke”? The 
fact that I didn’t have a house in Westchester County? Maybe they were finally on to me. I didn’t 
belong here anyway. I couldn’t talk about Sex In The City, the Budweiser Wazzup commercial, or 
stock trading. I was worthless. 
 
Soon my fellow employees learned I played in a band and had a website. That brought a deluge of 
“Too much time on your hands” comments – delivered in the same way a priest would address an 
atheist. What the fuck! I began to feel paranoid. We were the disciples of a group of suits who 
didn’t wear suits, and from their teats dangled a slough of pigs, suckling away in the hopes of 
career glory. Fuck – graduate school was WAY more tolerable than this disgusting charade. 
 
I had a group of people I would go to when I needed real answers – not canned bullshit that had 
been carefully packaged by management in the form of tidy little slogans or “pass the buck”-isms 
that disguised their utter ignorance. Then the layoffs came. My people were swept onto the street 
like unwanted filth. Somehow I was still there. It was pretty obvious why. I had garnered the 
reputation of cabin boy. Some client has an issue unworthy of your attention? Send it my way! It 
was time to start playing games too. I was getting sick of this crap. 
 

Lesson 1:  Early on, I had made the mistake of actually sharing information with my 
fellow employees. This needed to stop. The trick is to learn the technology, get things 
done, don’t tell people how, and then spread misinformation when asked. I didn’t make 
this up myself. I learned this. This was how people got “ahead”. 
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Lesson 2:  Get mildly involved in all issues. Get people to come to you for answers. 
Appear too busy to help them. Help them. The misinformation you spread will keep them 
reliant on you. Do this on all fronts. No one will know that you aren’t really doing anything. 
Yet everyone will laud you for being so busy and tackling so many issues. Over time drop 
important nuggets of information – sparingly. Eventually you will be seen as “too busy” 
and not be looked on to do anything. Ride it out and enjoy yourself in the meantime 
 
Lesson 3:  Drop rumors about the company. Layoffs – a re-organization, something you 
“heard” from management. Pit management against employees. Pit one group against 
another. Be careful. Use this approach sparingly. But just enough to get people riled up – 
egg them on. They will come to your side in times of need. 
 
Lesson 4:  Lie 

 
There’s my free stripped-down MBA course. I just saved you $50,000. It sure was apparent that 
this is how these other schmucks got ahead. Of course, this will only work at a dot com, where 
everyone has their head up their ass and nobody has any idea of what they do. But alas, by the 
time this book gets to print, there will be no more dot coms. How saddening. 
 
The execs were starting to worry now. Their guilty riches were driving them to nothing short of 
propaganda. One day I walked into our foyer. I mean – it’s a foyer. You HAVE to walk through it to 
get in the damn building, right? On a large TV screen, a videotape was being played. Over and 
over. What was this tape? It was an endless parade of talking heads – they were 
InternetAdvertising-Company employees. And they were all talking about how great our latest 
product was. You see, there was a contest. These people were walking around with a video 
camera. If they pointed it at you, you were supposed to spout your very best endorsement of our 
product. If you were the best company man, you won a DVD player!!! Sick. And now we all had to 
be treated with the results? Even sicker. To top it off, employees were giving blood that day – right 
under the talking heads. It looked like some sort of Orwellian nightmare. 
 
Carefully crafted emails went out regularly, explaining the layoffs and why we were just helpless 
cherubs of goodness being knocked around by the market and bad press. After every manager 
dutifully announced “No More Layoffs”, the axe came swinging again. It was apparent at this point 
that we were the internet equivalent of the Florida Marlins. We won the World Series, we lost 
money, and it was time to rebuild. Suddenly, there were more Ivy League drones than there were 
people who built the company. I wouldn’t have minded if it weren’t for the lies. 
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Building Up The Cult 

 
"When you meet the friendliest people you have ever known, who introduce you to the most loving group of 
people you've ever encountered, and you find the leader to be the most inspired, caring, compassionate and 
understanding person you've ever met, and then you learn the cause of the group is something you never 
dared hope could be accomplished, and all of this sounds too good to be true-it probably is too good to be true! 
Don't give up your education, your hopes and ambitions to follow a rainbow." 

-Jeannie Mills, ex-member of The People's Temple, later found murdered. 
 

The goal of any marketer in the 90s was “coolness”. Marketers like Tommy Hilfiger, Nike, the 
Gap, and nearly any other retail clothing company embraced hip-hop culture in an effort to shill 
their product to the youth, who have been trained to appreciate urban culture. Journalist Naomi 
Klein exposed this evolution in marketing tactics in her anti-advertising manifesto No Logo: 
 

“As the success of branding superstars like Nike had shown, it was not going to be 
sufficient for companies simply to market their same products to a younger demographic; 
they needed to fashion brand identities would resonate with this new culture. If they were 
going to turn their lackluster products into transcendent meaning machines - as the 
dictates of branding demanded - they would need to make themselves in the image of 
nineties cool: its music, styles and politics.” 

 
In a similar fashion, internet companies needed to out-do one another in “coolness” to appeal 
employees. The young hipsters needed to believe in the brand name of the company to be 
inspired to work those hundred hour weeks.  
 
Thus, motivation was pretty easy - as long as money was being thrown into appropriate areas. 
Common sights included hip decorations with wild colors, expensive furniture, and, above all else, 
a flow of booze. Having a hip CEO with a full head of hair who listened to Led Zeppelin introduce 
himself to all the employees, while they drank to a mind-numbing catharsis, resulted in young, 
devoted people motivated to work hard and put their trust in the grand vision of the "Great Ones" 
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(this means your executive management team, not Jordan, Elway, and Gretzky of MVP.com 
fame).  
 
How efficient! Stodgy old companies had poured billions of dollars over the years on retirement 
plans, pension plans, and other lame ways of retaining employees. All it really took was a couple 
hundred dollars worth of Budweisers to create your very own Jonestown cult. We all understood 
that the CEO’s of the internet age were geniuses, but how did they come up with such an efficient 
system?  
 
Probably from The Cult Information Centre (“centre” because it’s British). The CIC 
(http://www.cultinformation.org.uk) provides information anyone can use to build an organization 
with loyal followers waiting for commands. “Cult” sort of has negative connotations, but in this 
case, we’re talking about the ”biggest trend in history”, so negative connotations don’t really apply.  
 

WHAT IS A CULT? 
 
Every cult can be defined as a group having all of the following five 
characteristics: 
 
1. It uses psychological coercion to recruit, indoctrinate and retain its members 
2. It forms an elitist totalitarian society. 
3. Its founder leader is self-appointed, dogmatic, messianic, not accountable 
and has charisma. 
4. It believes 'the end justifies the means' in order to solicit funds recruit people. 
5. Its wealth does not benefit its members or society. 
 

The two basic principles of psychological coercion are: 
1. If you can make a person BEHAVE the way you want, you can make that 
person BELIEVE the way you want. 
2. Sudden, drastic changes in environment lead to heightened suggestibility 
and to drastic changes in attitudes and beliefs. 

 
 
Simple, eh? The same tactics used by cults to recruit and retain members were adopted by the 
companies long ago for the same purpose. I used to work at Andersen Consulting (now 
Accenture) and saw these tactics being used first-hand. At Andersen, strict dress codes were 
enforced and all training happened on a campus in suburbs of Chicago. Looking around at all the 
young analysts, I immediately knew the hiring strategy Andersen used. For lack of a better term, 
Andersen hired weak-minded people who could easily be molded and assimilated into the 
Andersen “cult”. These people included frat boys, sorority girls, and people from small towns with 
little sense of culture. Put these people in a room, and they will instantly bond. 
 
The dot coms took this strategy one step further. Beyond a simple act like the CEO taking the 
time to meet all of his employees, parties were frequent and lavish. 
 
No one thing was symbolic of the dot com more than the launch party. These were extravagant 
and very expensive parties at local clubs, convention halls, or meeting facilities thrown by the 
company to its employees, investors, customers, or fans. DJ’s spun records, booze flowed early 
and often, people danced and mingled, and great food was always available. The launch party 
generally began or ended with the Messiah (aka: the CEO) speaking out to his loyal followers.  
 
According to the companies, the purpose of the launch party was to make an impact. They could 
celebrate their customers, the launch of their site, an IPO, a new corporate initiative, or a change 
in management. It could also be a celebration of something as lame as a change in the logo and 
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marketing collateral (TellMe, the visionary company that let you surf the internet on your phone, 
celebrated this in one of its expensive parties).  
 
The dot com launch party reached its frenzied height with Pixelon, a company that brought 
television-quality video to the web. The company had raised $23 million in capital and what better 
way to celebrate that then by spending $10 million for iBash, a launch party featuring the Who, 
Kiss, Brian Setzer, and the Dixie Chicks. 
 
In reality, the environment felt great. With things being good, and with no stress to meet sales 
goals, work was fun. It wasn’t like working in some Dilbert-inspiring corporation full of old folks. 
That type of laughable corporate nonsense only goes on at a crotchety old company right? 
Bullshit. 
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POP QUIZ… 
 
“Senior management provides pins to award excellence. Pins come in different 
colors to represent different categories of excellence. Recipients of the awards 
are to wear the pins while those around them are to salute and congratulate.” 
 
The above statement describes: 
 
A.  Nazi Germany’s attempt to build morale and teamwork 
B.  An internet company’s attempt to build morale and teamwork 
 
If you answered A or B, you are only partially correct. The correct answer is A 
AND B! 
 
Here’s a recent email to the “team” from the omnipotent minds of the 
management: 
 
The <department, militia, etc> leaders came up with a fun way to recognize 
hard work and performance on a recurring basis. 
 
We have established 6 performance awards in the form of pins the following 
categories: 
 
* RED – LEADERSHIP 
* GOLD - CUSTOMER SERVICE 
* GREEN - INNOVATION/CREATIVITY 
* BLUE - QUALITY 
* BLACK - IT MEDAL OF HONOR (catch-call category issued rarely for 

effort truly above and beyond the call of duty) 
* DOG PIN - For big time "work like a dog" efforts and sleep deprivation 
 
 
The supply of these awards will be restricted and only issued upon the request 
of a VP. They can be issued at any time. Then, at the end of the year we will 
recognize the most significant contributors in each category in an end of year 
celebration and yes there will be some goodies for each winner. In particular, 
the BLACK pin may or may not even be issued and should be considered our 
version of the Congressional Medal of Honor. Fortunately, being killed is not a 
typical condition to get our award.  
 
At a later date, we'll send out guidelines for recognizing achievement in each of 
the categories but the categories are meant to be broad so we can adapt the 
rewards across all teams and all levels of the team. 
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Is this an “old economy” company? 
 
Is this a “new economy” company? 
 
Is this a chapter from an Aldous Huxley novel? 
 
Is this a military document? 
 
Damn! Being killed is not even a condition to get the award! Well, not in the physical sense at 
least. Get enough medals and you might just shake hands with the Great One (your CEO, not 
Wayne Gretzky). 
 
I remember being in 5th grade and having a very similar structure. A weekly calendar hung up on 
our wall, and each student had an entry. Each week you would get a star. Gold was the highest, 
followed by silver…then…THEN -  the dreaded Red Star. I mean – you couldn’t get anything 
worse than the Red Star. You would rather have nothing instead of the Red Star – just a blank 
spot. You usually only got that if you were absent for the week. 
 
Anyway, when it came time to vote for the class president, I convinced the class to vote for the 
guy with the most red stars. Strangely enough, the teacher wouldn’t have it, because of his poor 
record. How’s that for democracy? We voted for Bush didn’t we?! 
 
Based on these elementary concepts, anyone could create their own company (and back the 
cash-loaded Brinks truck right up to their apartments). There are several basic, key items that 
every company needs to have to appear legitimate to the employees who will be pouring their 
energy and dreams into building it. More importantly, it looks good for venture capitalists. 
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DOT COM CHECKLIST 
 
1. No dot com on the cutting edge of the New World would be complete without a 
catchy name, so the first thing we need to do is create a name for your newly 
founded company (See section on “Cybersquatting” if you need some help.)  
 
__________.com 
 
2. Now we need to select which behavior your company will support. This is a great 
opportunity to justify any deviant actions in which you may be personally involved in.  
 
• e-commerce 
• B2B 
• Provide content in exchange for sticking banner ads all over your site 
• Let people take up space on your expensive servers by creating homepages, in 

exchange for sticking banners all over their sites. 
 
3. As in any legitimate company you will need to have someone to look down upon in 
order to feel better about yourself. Fear has been a great tactic for keeping people in 
cults. To have fear work for you, choose who you believe the Anti-Christ may be.  
 
• Your competitor’s CEO 
• Traditional companies 
• Bill Gates 
• Other: _____________________ 
 
4. There is nothing that brings the people together faster than the threat of the 'end 
times' and the Second Coming, so choose a person who you believe may be the 
Messiah.  
 
• The CEO 
• The Entire Executive Management Team 
• Other: _____________________ 
 

 
Do you have an answer to all these questions? If so, you are well on your way as an internet 
entrepreneur. Too bad the stocks fell, otherwise your IPO would have been easier. But there’s 
hope - Buy.com is still around! 
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Take My Boss…Please! 

 
 

"My country has in its infinite wisdom contrived for me the most insignificant office that ever the 
invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived"  

-John Adams, first Vice President 
 
What do you know about career paths in the dot coms? Probably not much, unless you are one of 
the hopelessly brainwashed (too many “You Are Special”, and “Go Team Win” emails, perhaps?). 
You see, career paths were never part of the plan. Since the dot com world was a bold new 
territory - “The biggest trend in history” - career paths were non-existent. People were simply hired 
into a position in which they were peripherally qualified. 
 
Graduate with some technical degree? Welcome to Operations! Have an Ivy League degree? 
Welcome to the lucrative world of Product Management! Finish up at a community college? Join 
the CIT staff! None of the above? Well, there’s always Sales! No sales background? That’s OK, 
because this is the biggest trend in history and the product will sell itself. What is the product? 
Don’t worry about that, we’ll figure it all out later! Just join, join, join! 
 
Problem was, no one gave a damn about career paths. Whether consciously or subconsciously, 
everyone was united by one goal (no, not drinking as much free soda as possible, or playing 
foosball in the company rec room). The goal was to make as much money as possible in a short 
amount of time. Everyone knew a friend of a friend’s cousin who made millions in two months. 
That was the real career path. “Career paths” as we understood it were for the older generation. 
That’s the generation that worked at some stodgy corporate giant, put on a suit every day for 40 
years, rose the corporate ladder to nirvana (AKA: Middle Management), got early retirement when 
the Company needed young blood, and lived off the 401(k) until death. 
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No sir! We were on the brink of something special. Old people didn’t understand this industry that 
we created. We were young, and, as such, deserved money. Sure, the dot coms would implement 
career path-like initiatives in theory. These initiatives were things like annual reviews, tuition 
reimbursements, meetings with the HR Gestapo, etc. But all these initiatives were lip service. If 
you actually had thoughts about your skillset development or responsibilities, it would go in one 
ear of the manager and out the other. This is because everyone has their role and everyone has 
the ultimate goal of making boatloads of money. 
 
We can’t fault anyone for the pursuit of money. Greed is human nature after all. And besides, 
every stockbroker, CEO, television commercial and grandmother was telling the world about what 
a new environment we were in.  
 
Sure, things soon fell apart. Headcount numbers were designed to be overzealous from the very 
beginning to show off growth to Wall St. and the venture capitalists. When the ax fell, the only 
option was laying off the monkeys who had built the companies. 
 
However, this leaves an excellent opportunity for jobs for anyone interested in having a lengthy 
career in the dot com industry. Therefore, we’re pleased to present a succinct career guide so that 
you will choose the correct role in your drive for self-fulfillment. 
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DOT CONNED CAREER OPPORTUNITY GUIDE 
 

1. CEO 
The dot com CEO comes in 2 varieties. The first is the “Gee Whiz I started 
this company in a basement” Kid. He’s usually a total geek whose peculiar 
habits are worshipped and made legend by the adoring fools that surround 
him. Some of these guys are still around, though the majority of the smart 
ones cashed in on their options and have long since retired, all the while 
laughing at the ridiculous admiration surrounding him. 
 
The second CEO is the 40-or-50-something who convinced some VC’s to 
shell out millions of dollars because he or she was successful in another 
industry. Money was usually obtained by adding “dot com” to said CEO’s 
present company (i.e. toiletpaperrollsdirect.com). Most of these guys are 
not around any more, since the millions they received were spent long ago, 
followed by good ol’ chapter 11. A good portion of these were hired guns 
from the "old economy" – who proceeded to collect a few million, fuck 
things up real good, then go back to the "old economy". “I’m clearly an NBA 
player, and this was a pickup game” – Lloyd Ward, former CEO of Maytag 
and proud father of outdoorliving.com and iMotors.com, 2 blockbusting web 
businesses that went to hell. 
 
2. Product Manager 
It’s good to be a product manager. This is because you get paid a lot and, 
ironically, you need not understand the product, nor do you have to 
manage a damn thing! Product Managers are good at leafing through 
marketing reports that are put out by companies that have a stake in 
forcing useless technology on an unsuspecting dot-commized population. 
We don’t know where they get their market data or revenue projections, 
but they sure do look good, especially when presented by Product 
Managers! Product Managers are also excellent at conducting focus 
groups to generate even more scientifically defective, but very attractive, 
“data”. 
 
3. Sales 
Dot com sales people are not supposed to know the product they are 
selling. We think this is a general business rule no matter what industry 
one chooses to work in, but it is especially true in dot com land. A sales 
person should have absolutely nothing to do with the product being sold. In 
fact, the less one knows about it, the easier it is to say, “Sure – we can do 
that!” to prospects. If they really knew that the product or service was 
useless, they may encounter moral dilemmas that are damaging to the 
bottom line. Keeping a sales person as ignorant as possible just makes 
good business sense. We suggest employing a motivational speaker to 
speak to your sales force at least once a month to instill a constant sense 
of false self-determination. 
 
4. Sales Engineers 
This is an amusing title in and of itself. “Hey – I’m not personable or 
malleable enough to do sales, but I’m too stupid to be a real engineer”. 
Sales engineering alleviates the techie from having to code all day and 
alleviates the sales person from having to meet quotas, cold call, or bullshit 
on the phone. In this way, it is an ideal spot to be in, and a sales engineer 
can always claim that he or she is both a consummate salesperson and 
technical resource, when, in reality, he or she failed out of both business 
and technical school. 
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5. Support 
Support is where you stick anyone with any character, brains, or 
knowledge about your product. Answering the same insipid questions over 
the phone for hours at a time tends to demoralize even the most fortuitous 
and forward-thinking mind. However, being in support has its benefits, and 
the wary employer should keep this in mind. Because they are the only 
ones in the company that actually understand the product, they can easily 
engage in sabotage and royally fuck up an account. No one else in the dot 
com company will know what happened, and before you know it, your 
trusty support rep has stolen the source code, your entire customer 
database, and that enviable behavioral data. That stuff can be sold quicker 
than you can say “boo.com”. Look for ex-support reps lounging around on 
beaches in Maui, Fiji, and The Caymans. 
 
6. Chief Privacy Officers 
Does your dot company engage in any blatantly illegally privacy 
infringements? You can bet your street scooter they do. No problem. Take 
a washed-up lawyer with a laundry list of questionable activities who can’t 
pass the bar, make him an exec, and throw your hands up in amazement! 
How can the pesky FTC or any competitor claim you could be doing 
something wrong when you have a…um…CPO on board?! Chief Privacy 
Officers are like British Royalty. They’re best off just being what they are 
and keeping quiet. Every so often it is good practice for a CPO to appear in 
strategic spots (like Washington D.C.) and espouse the importance of 
privacy invasion in making America a better place. 
  
7. Marketing 
(notice this description is blank) 
 
8. Account Managers 
Account Managers are like well-trained dogs. Their only job is to “sense” 
that something is wrong. They basically look for signs of someone 
somehow attached to their accounts that might possibly be pissed off. This 
is because they know damn well that when an account goes bad, no matter 
whose fault it is, the fingers will point directly at them. Account Managers 
have no idea what goes on with an account. Actually, they have no idea 
what goes on at all. But when those hairs prick up and that sense starts to 
come to them, they will call an immediate conference call that includes just 
about everybody in the department. By spewing a string of such phrases as 
“absolutely!” “understood” and “fantastic”, the AM has successfully covered 
his or her ass for the time being and can go about the day downloading 
porn or chatting on instant messenger. 
 
9. VPs and Directors 
Vice Presidents and directors in dot companies are either hired guns from 
Ivy League schools and/or internal underlings who threaten to blow the 
whistle on the dot company for underhanded business practices or simply, 
utter stupidity. The job of a VP or director is simple. The requirements are 
few. The only 2 duties are bulleted below: 

• Schedule weekly, or at least monthly, swanky offsite re-org 
meetings. Shuffle, hire, and fire personnel to portray a sense of 
growth and development in this now stagnant dot company and 
marketplace. 

• Learn software that will allow you to draw complex boxes and 
arrows all over a document and distribute as an email attachment 
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with the subject of “new <insert department here> processes. This 
tactic can be extremely effective in keeping the staff busy for 
weeks wondering what the fuck they are supposed to do and 
whether they will have a job next week. Excellent motivational 
technique. 

 
10. IT/MIS 
These are the people that hold the most real power in the dot company. It’s 
funny how, even though the dot company is considered a technology 
company, they have no idea how even the windows start menu works. By 
monitoring internal communications, fucking around with administrative 
rights on people’s computers, and shuffling files around, you can really 
send a message to your coworkers as to “who’s boss” around the office. 
You can also go around labeling equipment as defective and make a 
lucrative side business selling hardware and software through alternative 
channels. And that server over there that you have deemed as “off-limits”? 
Well only you know that it is off-limits because it is your own personal 500 
Gig MP3 farm. 
 
11. Creative 
OK…you won’t make much in the creative department, and unless you are 
working for a real agency (“real” here refers to operating before the dot 
crash) you have a good chance of being axed. But shit, where else can you 
smoke dope all day and stare blankly at a screen and get paid for it (wait – 
don’t answer that – that’s admittedly an asinine question). 

 
 

12. Professional Services 
“Professional Services” is a trendy way of saying “Consulting”. Between the 
ages of 18-20, I was employed as a grocery bagger. One day, the grocery 
store management decided to bring in a person described as “a grocery 
bagging expert”. This person was about 40 years old and had been in the 
grocery bagging business for 22 years. He taught us about industry terms 
like “Buildin’ walls”, which meant using things like cereal boxes to build a 
little fort inside the plastic bags, then placing less structured items such as 
vegetables inside. What is the point of this? Well, it was the day I (and all 
the other pimply high-school kids with complete shock on their faces), 
realized the value of consulting. 
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In-House Propaganda 
 
One of the most entertaining aspects of working for a business with a failing business model is 
collecting all the internal propaganda that gets sent out to employees. These types of emails can 
be easily categorized as follows, and then traded with other dead dot com employee friends. 
 

NAME DESCRIPTION WHEN TO SEND TO 
EMPLOYEES 

The Analyst If your company is public, this is 
the carefully researched quotation 
uttered by an obscure analyst who 
says something positive about 
your company. Never mind that 
he also thought that DigiScents1 
was a good fucking investment. 

Use when stock takes a 
nosedive and/or some 
stock investing guru slams 
your company for 
completely lacking a 
business model. 

The “I Felt 
Proud” 

“I was sitting on the toilet at the 
“Useless Technologies” 
conference last week and I 
overheard some industry insiders 
really raving about our company’s 
fantastic group of employees! I 
was so ecstatic I started jerking 
off right there in the stall!! <tears> 
Sniff! Sniff!” 

Use when you come to the 
revelation that you have 
spent the best years of 
your life in an office, your 
wife divorced you, and you 
don’t know your kids at all, 
who are now in college 
and shall never return. 

The 
Research 
Study 

This is usually the result from a 
“research study” whose methods 
would get you thrown out of any 
accredited university for its utter 
lack of validity and reliability. The 
study is always done either by 
your own company or a fellow 
dying dot com that is trying 
desperately to legitimize its 
existence. 

Use when you start to 
sense that all of the other 
employees are realizing 
what you’ve known all 
along: there is no business 
model, there never was 
one, and there never will 
be. 

The Rally 
Cry 

This email often comes on the 
heels of a layoff or news of 
investment pullout. It might utilize 
elements of the “I Felt Proud”, but 
it focuses more on the great 
future the rigor mortis-tinged 
company has. 
 

This one is a pure power 
play. Combat the bad 
news with impossibly 
optimistic, but empty, 
rhetoric and make reality 
look like a nuisance to be 
battled and squelched 

 

                                                           
1 DigiScents offered a device that would allow you to smell objects on certain DigiScent-enabled websites 
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We now provide you with a slightly altered example of a corporate motivational email. This one 
uses the research study approach. These became more and more common as the realization that 
advertising on the internet was perhaps not as effectual as some of us clowns originally believed. 
 

  
Hello all, 
 
The American Lard Association commissioned this study comparing the health 
benefits of pure animal lard to used fast food industrial fryer cooking grease.  
 
While pure animal lard isn't quite as nutritious as fryer grease, it definitely holds 
its own (and much more when you consider the widely different costs) in terms 
of lubing up your arteries and keeping you trim. 
 
Probably too small a sample to be significant, since we only did the study on 4 
people who are already dead, but interesting nonetheless - especially when you 
consider the fact that people are already widely acquainted with the benefits of 
cooking in fryer grease and are not as familiar with our particular brand of 
unadulterated animal lard, which are culled from the finest foot and mouth 
disease-ridden cows and collected in 25-pound buckets for easy mass 
consumption. And it's right in line with the bacon grease research being 
undertaken by the American Association of Disposable Pork By-products. 
 

 
It is interesting to note that these studies were sponsored by, conducted by, and wholly paid for by 
the companies who were in cahoots to convince the world that they had a valuable product or 
service to hawk. The Analyst emails are contrived with similar intention. Take any analyst. I mean 
ANY analyst – there must be at least one out there who digs your company right? Even if there 
isn’t, there are plenty who dropped a small fortune on your stock a few years ago, and he’ll surely 
say something nice about it in the hopes of driving the price up just a little. 
 
As for the other motivational emails, they run the gamut. Let’s look at the management 
communication cycle, starting with start-up and ending at rigor mortis: 
 
1. CEO holds frequent meetings with entire company. Sense of pride and teamwork is swelling. 

Everyone knows where the company’s direction is going. Everyone knows each other by 
name and face. Regular happy hours include frank business discussion across the relatively 
flat organization. 

 
2. Happy Hours go away. Fewer face-to-face meetings. Vice Presidents hold “State of the 

Union” meetings with their groups. However, these come only after surprise announcements 
of re-organizations. Content of meetings turn away from business strategy and closer to 
cheerleading and rhetoric. CEO is nowhere to be seen, as he is in Tahiti. 

 
3. Face-to-face meetings disappear altogether. Hundreds of small meetings go on, led by middle 

managers that present shoddy PowerPoint presentations of bullet-pointed nebulous goals with 
no concrete analysis of how to reach them. 

 
4. The only meetings, other than the vacuous day-to-day meetings that make up any office 

worker’s livelihood, are conference calls explaining yesterday’s layoffs. In this setting, you 
have no opportunity to study nonverbal behavior. Your sense of detachment is enough that 
you wouldn’t dare speak up, and the scowl on your face is meaningless and ineffectual. 

 
The number of motivational emails steadily increases throughout the cycle, because executive 
management knows that some semblance of team communication must be preserved in the 
wake of unfavorable market forces and inept decision-making. Based on the analysis of 
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managerial communication over time, we see a subtle trend. Being the good scientific, empirical 
researchers that we are, we make no assumptions about cause and effect here: 
 

 
 
So what do our dot com tech workers do as a result of these effective motivational 
announcements and emails. They write haiku! We include the actual content of highly sensitive 
corporate email correspondence below. Business leaders take note! 
 
 

please advertise here! 
banner suffocates content 
real editors cry 
 
web web web web web 
tits, cocks, music and pussy 
That’s all its good for 
 
internet commerce 
a global economy 
impoverish all 
  
our generation 
the internet foundation 
electronic souls 
 
no time for artists 
nor space for minds to flourish 
tomorrow is here 
 
ass fucking netwhore 
screen kick disk smash keyboard 
crush 
the sunset is nice 
  
the net is our pimp 
we serve and serve and serve again 
pimp throws change our way 

rushing through office 
hands holding blades and hammers 
reap life-raping souls 
 
kerosene, matches 
a virtual explosion 
the real dot com boom 
 
e-mail in your box 
buy more shit from my clients 
Welcome to my world 
 
step onto subway 
feed on the mass misery 
wretches are abound 
 
meet all of my pets 
metropolitan comrades 
rats and cockroaches 
 
Sing all to my song 
pop up, pop under banners 
The world shall be saved 
 
Can you believe we 
Help online advertising 
Saturate the net? 
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Cybersquatting 

 
"So here we are, for better or for worse, having meaningful committed relationships with our toothpaste 
and co-dependencies on our conditioner. We have almost two-centuries' worth of brand-name history 
under our collective belt, coalescing to create a sort of global pop-cultural Morse code. But there is just 
one catch: while we may all have this code implanted in our brains, we're not really allowed to use it. In 
the name of protecting the brand from dilution, artists and activists who try to engage with the brand as 
equal partners in their "relationships" are routinely dragged into court for violating trademark, copyright, 
libel or "brand disparagement" laws - easily abused states that form an airtight protective seal around 
the brand, allowing it to brand us, but prohibiting us from so much as scruffing it." 

-Naomi Klein, No Logo 
 

Work in a dot com and make millions in TWO months? How about making millions in ONE month. 
Improve your productivity by 100%! 
 

Company Press Release 

23-Year-Old Mogul Seeks Official.com Dollars for MAD.COM! 
DIAMOND BAR, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 21, 2000--Rick Muenyong, at just 23 years of age, looks to make his 
second lucrative entrepreneurial transaction with the sale of the short and appealing domain name MAD.COM.  
 
Speculators have appraised the value of the MAD.COM domain name as high as $4.2 million (Appraisal Source: 
SolutionHome). This valuation places MAD.COM as one of the most desirable domain names currently available on the 
fast-growing domain-name market. 
 
The best domain names have proven to be the long-term standard for internet real estate, and dollars have spoken 
loudly with such domain sales as: Business.com at $7.5 million, AsSeenOnTV.com at $5 million, Loans.com at $3 
million, Autos.com at $2.2 million, just to name a few.  
 
When asked about the latest domain craze, Muenyong said: ``I feel this is still just the very beginning of a mad rush to 
claim the internet's most elite `.com' real estate. A lot of people are amazed by the enormous capital invested in names 
that were once originally purchased for under $100, but what people need to remember is that unlike the real-world real 
estate, internet real estate cannot be duplicated or upgraded!  
 
``There are alternative top-level domains being developed such as .net, .cc, .to, with others to come. Using another real-
world comparison, it would be like comparing land in New York City to land in undeveloped areas like Iowa. The future is 
clear as corporate America continues to invest billions of dollars in `.com' domain names over any other top-level 
domain.''  
 
 
Domain names have a long and nefarious history. Back in the gold rush days of the early nineties, 
nobody but computer nerds knew a damn thing about domain names. Anyway, the internet wasn't 
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supposed to be about e-commerce, shopping carts, and AOL (shiver). It was a place for sharing 
textual information - important information, like nuclear defense and groundbreaking scientific 
research. It wasn't designed for credit card transactions for live sex shows or incessant marketing 
schemes. Some early pioneers saw the internet as a great meeting place…a virtual community - a 
spot for like-minded folk to come together, across space and time, and pursue the meaning of life. 
Sounds great huh? Kind of like paradise? And then those damn marketers came along. 
 
Mathematically, there are 456,976 possible combinations of four-letter strings with the English 
alphabet. Over a 4-month period in 1999, a London computer club registered 75,000 of them as 
domains from the internet registration business Network Solutions.  
 
Network Solutions, based in Herndon, VA, had the most effective business plan of all the internet 
companies that went public. In 1995, the federal government authorized the company to charge 
people fees for addresses used on the internet. Essentially, Network Solutions had a monopoly on 
an industry that was booming, and went public with it. 
 
Registering a domain name simply meant picking a "secondary-level" domain name, (like 
TimsWorld), picking a top-level domain extension (like .com, .org, or .not) and then putting the 
whole thing together (TimsWorld.com). In the mad rash of internet entrepreneurs starting up 
businesses, having an actual domain name was obviously one of the first steps. Amazon could 
not be Amazon without the Amazon.com domain name, get it?. 
 
So, what emerged was a sub-industry around this concept. Companies like Afternic 
(http://www.afternic.com) offered a marketplace where an owner of a domain name could have it 
appraised and then sell it at auction. Dozens of internet "consultancy" firms offered such services 
as recommending names for companies to create a web identity. For example, certain companies 
might have been better suited with a prefix like "Web" (WebPorn.com) or "Net" (NetPorn.com). 
Others could have benefited more from a suffix like "Mania" (PornMania.com). 
 
Additionally, every country was given a domain name. So Japan, for example, got domain ".jp", 
and Tonga got domain ".to". Tonga? Who in Tonga needs the internet? They need computers 
first!!! So these countries did some domain peddling of their own. Tonga did just that. Now anyone 
can buy a domain name with a .to ending. The possibilities are astounding. 
 
The point was that internet domain names were being gobbled up quickly. A particular domain 
name is completely unique across the entire internet, so anyone around the world who types 
ZooDoo.com into their browser will go to the world-renown site that sells elephant crap. This 
uniqueness was the motivation behind "cybersquatting", or registering a domain name that is 
identical or confusingly similar to a trademark held by someone else with the hopes of selling it for 
a profit. 
 
In the beginning days of the internet boom, laws often caused confusion over a person's right to 
own a particular domain. In December of 1999, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Numbers (ICANN) developed a domain name dispute resolution system where people or 
companies could claim domain names they felt they deserved ownership over.  
 
There were different ways that cybersquatters operated. The most popular way was simply 
registering a domain name and waiting for the company to come knocking on the door. Consider 
the World Wrestling Federation. We all love the WWF, right? Soon after the ICANN developed 
this domain resolution system, the first decision applying this policy involved the World Wrestling 
Federation (http://www.wwf.com) forcing a person who had registered 
"worldwrestlingfederation.com" to transfer it to the WWF. The cybersquatter had been 
bodyslammed. 
 
How about professional football star Warren Sapp, who wanted to launch his site? The logical 
choice was, of course, WarrenSapp.com. Turns out that the domain name was registered to a 
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cybersquatter, who belligerently offered to sell it back to Sapp for thousands of dollars. What an 
honorable entrepreneurial spirit! In an interview with ESPN, Sapp later said "Only in America could 
you steal someone's identity and sell it back to them." In Sapp's case, he didn't necessarily have 
the undisputed right to his name because there were others with the same name. In any case, 
Sapp decided against paying the ransom and launched Big99.com (99 was his jersey number) 
instead. 
 
In the "You Can't Always Get What You Want" category, the owner of MickJagger.com, a 
squatter, was forced to turn over the name to the bad boy from Britain. Hundreds of cases like this 
have emerged including Madonna.com, which went all the way up to the WIPO, World Intellectual 
Property Organization, an agency of the United Nations. The Madonna.com site had originally 
been a gateway to a pornography network, no doubt capitalizing on the singer's name.  
 
For the most part, cybersquatting examples are clear and obvious. One study showed that up to 
80% of the cases heard by WIPO resulted in victories for the plaintiffs. 
 
Another way cybersquatters operated was registering variations or misspellings of corporate 
trademarks. The practice had been embraced by pornography websites in an attempt to drive 
traffic in the sites. In late 2000, John Zuccarini and his company, Cupcake Patrol (wait…we had 
cupcake patrollers in kindergarten. They were the moms who made sure the kids didn't steal 
desserts from other kids during recess), were ordered to pay $500,000 in damages and $30,000 
in attorney's fees, after a judge found that five domain names registered to Zuccarini were 
strikingly similar to the computer software company Electronics Boutique, which operates 
electronicsboutique.com and ebworld.com. In addition, these domains (electonicboutique.com, 
eletronicsboutique.com, electronicbotique.com, ebwold.com and ebworl.com) helped his 
cybersquatting business earn up to $1 million dollars per year.  
 
How did it work? With the help of ads, of course. The domains registered by Zuccarini were 
common misspellings that normal users would type when trying to enter the lengthy 
"electronicsboutique.com" or "ebworld.com" names into their browsers. By going into one of 
Zuccarini's sites, the user would essentially enter a mousetrap where a series of ad windows 
shilling a variety of products or services would appear. For every click, an estimated 10 to 25 
cents was collected by Zuccarini. 
 
There are simply too many cases of cybersquatting to cover in this discussion, but they all 
operated in a similar fashion. But before this turns into a diatribe about the how the little guy is 
mistreating the noble corporation, how about cases where people legitimate registered domain 
names only to be abused by corporations? 
 
 
A Case for Nissan 
 
There once were once 2 brothers named Amnon and Uzi who emigrated from Israel and came to 
the young city of Raleigh, North Carolina. Being the clever businessmen that they were, they saw 
opportunity in this burgeoning high-tech area. When the internet came along, the brothers offered 
computer hardware, computer software, internet access, web hosting, and internet consulting. 
Amnon even had a computer talk show on the local radio station and ran a monthly advice column 
in the local paper, where he bequeathed advice on everything from how to make a CD-ROM drive 
work on Windows 3.1 to how to most effectively surf the internet. Brother Uzi was the star of the 
local yearly computer conference, as he always featured young, scantily clad bombshells at his 
booth, where young geeks would flock for the latest installment of Doom or simply an intimate 
glance at some barely concealed silicon flesh-globes. Yes - Uzi was also blessed with plenty of 
business acumen.  
 
Anyway, way back in June of 1994, it was plain that Nissan Incorporated, Uzi's state-registered 
corporate entity, needed an internet presence. This was especially true because the brothers were 
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in the business of offering internet and web services. So he paid his $35 to Network Solutions and 
went about setting up nissan.com. In July of 1995, Uzi obtained a service mark registration for 
Nissan Computer Corporation and his logo from the State of North Carolina. 
 
The site served up all the computer hardware and software specials Uzi had to offer at Nissan 
Computers. All was well at Nissan Computers. Then one day, Uzi received an angry letter from 
some lawyers at Nissan Motor Company - a Japanese organization that had nothing to do with the 
internet and even less to do with Uzi's Hebrew surname, which he was sure had been "Nissan" his 
whole life. 
 
When we heard about Uzi's predicament, we immediately considered the small fortune that could 
come of Mr. Nissan's $35 investment. After all, it was unlikely Uzi could compete with Dell and 
Gateway, so what the hell, right? 
 
I don't remember his exact response, but I think it was something along the lines of "They can kiss 
my ass!" 
 
So Nissan Motors sent another letter. Then another. And another.  
 
The Nissan Motor company feels it has a right to nissan.com. As evidence, they claimed that A 
recent study shows that 92% of internet users expect to find Nissan Motors company, at 
www.nissan.com. Great. So what is the percentage of people who think they're gonna see Bush 
when they type in www.whitehouse.com? Pretty high. And Bush is what they get. 
 
Today The Nissan brothers keep on keepin' on. And unfortunately for Nissan Motors, they must 
languish in cyber-obscurity with the murky and incomprehensible address of 
www.nissanmotors.com, while the Nissan brothers of Raleigh reap the countless rewards of their 
justly monikered cyberspot. All sarcasm aside, it's really all about principal, right? Keep up the 
fight, Uzi! We're with you 100%! 
 
You know the company Verizon, formerly Bell Atlantic and GTE? If you're from the east coast in 
the U.S. you probably have - and you probably know how frustrating the service is. Apparently 
fearing backlash against their monopolistic venture and their poor service, Verizon registered, as 
of Summer 2000, 706 domain names. Let's do the math. That's $24,710 per year. Now this list 
does include a lot of foreseeable Verizon products and services, like verizonb2b.com and 
verizonads1.org. But it also includes such gems as verizon-wireless-blows.com and 
verizonshits.org. For some reason, it is more difficult to look up all a corporation's domain name 
holdings, but you can start by going to "whois" at network solutions' website. We would like to 
thank the hacker's quarterly print magazine "2600" for uncovering all the Verizon holdings. By the 
way, even George Bush's campaign got in on the "Buy all the domain names you can to squelch 
dissent" bandwagon and purchased bushsucks.com - go see for yourself. And buy 
bushreallysucks.com while you're at it. 
 
Ralph Nader, crusading consumer advocate and corporate whistle-blower, organized a 
"Consumer Project on Technology". This group has petitioned internet authorities for permission 
to build 10 new "top level" domain names to join the coms, nets, and orgs of the internet. Those 
names include .union, .isnotfair, .taxpayer and, the most controversial, .sucks. 
  
The domains are to "create non-corporate discussion and organizing areas," according to Jamie 
Love of the Consumer Project on Technology. This would foil even the most creatively fought 
corporate domain name battles.  
 
To date, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) has been cautious 
about opening the field to potentially controversial names. Freedom of speech? Just watch what 
you say. 
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The Little Guy Jackass vs Jackass, Inc. 
 
The act of cybersquatting is driven by greed, of course. A person with $35 to register a domain 
name could make thousands or millions in a very short amount of time. It is a good guess that 
corporations with millions of dollars would gladly cough up a few bucks in order to avoid a lawsuit 
or arbitration over something as simple as a domain name, right? 
 
Not always! When consultant Michael Chaney learned that Microsoft had failed to pay the $35 fee 
for the Passport.com domain name, effectively shutting down Microsoft's Hotmail free email 
service, he purchased the domain name with his personal credit card. For some odd reason, he 
then returned it to Microsoft in a good-natured act to get his email service back online. His 
reward? A whopping $500 check from Microsoft.  
 
Recent history is littered with examples of corporate giants forgetting the trivial task of registering 
a domain name. When Chevron and Texaco put together a $43 BILLION merger, they probably 
didn't think something that costs $35 would be a big issue. But it was. The new company, called 
ChevronTexaco, did not own ChevronTexaco.com or Chevron-Texaco.com.  
 
Adobe had apparently forgotten to re-register adobe.com (they DO expire, you know) and had it 
taken over by a Chinese man who was randomly searching for domains. You would think they 
would learn, but they also lost the Acrobat.com and Photoshop.com domain names.  
 
Why does this continue to happen? Every large corporation these days wants to be seen as being 
hip to technology and the internet age. But, for all intents and purposes, an internet presence 
revolves around having a domain name. Any regular Webmaster operating a small and personal 
site knows to register and secure their domain name. Are these huge companies so constipated 
with bureaucracy that something simply requiring 5 minutes of time and $35 can go unnoticed?  
 
Sadly, the answer appears to be yes. 
 
 
Bullshit! 
 
As for us, we thought we had bought the desirable domain name "bullshit.com", when it was 
available. We registered on the Network Solutions site, and we waited. Finally - an email. The 
email said they were still processing the request. That was odd. We called Network Solutions and 
got to the bottom of this. After going through several people, each one a little higher up on the 
Network Solutions ladder than the last, a woman told us that we couldn't have it because it was on 
a list of domain names that was not allowed. It was too naughty! Huh? Who were these people? 
Was she lying? "I was just surfing through peehole.com last night! How did they get that?" I asked 
her. "Well sir", she says, "these dirty names were made temporarily available during legal 
proceedings. They are not available any longer. 'Shit' cannot be part of the domain name." Man - 
talk about bad timing. A month later we saw an article about this damn New Zealander who was 
selling bullshit.com for 135 grand! What?! Apparently, as soon as they lifted the ban on naughty 
names, he had it. His occupation? Domain Name Dealer! Sound odd?  
 
Turns out this was a very lucrative job. Since the Network Solutions domain name database was 
readily available, all these domain name robber barons had to do was write a little piece of code 
that hammered Network Solutions with requests. Armed with a list of desirable domain names, 
these little programs would scour the database 24 hours a day. If one of the coveted names 
became available, the program would alert the Domain Name Dealer to register it. Network 
Solutions would send an email to the owner for verification, and the owner would have 15 days to 
respond and confirm the purchase. So that's how the writers missed their boat of riches. We 
THOUGHT we had the name. It SAID it was available. Admittedly, we're too damn stupid to write 
anything like that piece of code, so we were out of the running before it began. A visit to 
bullshit.com today reveals an extremely engaging chat room. So engaging, that, according to the 
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front page: "There are currently 0 user in the chat". Marty Hanak, who has probably retired by 
now, had this to say back in 1999: 
 

"I've also got a heap of Viagra ones and I've had a couple of heavy cease-and-desist 
letters from Pfizer's lawyers, but my attitude is that they can buy them off me. I'm actually 
an authorised reseller of Viagra, through a pharmacist in the States, and I think at the end 
of the day they'll write a cheque. What the hell? It's all a game."  - Marty Hanak, Domain 
Name Prospector 

 
Yes - another game lost by the writers of dot com. So close to dot com riches - but oh so far.  
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Are You On Drugs (.com)? 

 
If not, you probably should be. 
 
You know, it’s easy to make fun of Ivy Leaguers. We don’t like them because of their 
pretentiousness, their holier-than-thou attitude, and their elitism. This is especially true as the dot 
coms crashed into oblivion. All the people who slaved away for months (remember, you are 
supposed to make your first million after 2-3 months) saw their prized stock options go straight 
down the toilet. This experience made the executives, who more often than not were Ivy League 
grads, look like complete idiots. How could someone with a Harvard education, the pinnacle of 
American education, lead a company into disarray? Probably because their Ivy League education 
was completely overrated, right? 
  
But you know what? They ARE smarter than the rest of us. How so? They actually MADE their 
money. They were the executives. They cashed out of most of their options. After doing this, they 
had two choices: 
 

1. Cash the checks and get the HELL out! Leave a sinking ship. 
 
2. Stay onboard and pretend to give a damn. The job is something safe to wake up for in the 

mornings, and hey, there is still free soda and foosball, right? 
 
Either way, they pocketed a good deal of money, and often kept their credibility too. So how’s that 
for genius?  
 
We fell in love with the story of Venture Frogs. It’s not just something really cute sounding, it’s also 
a company led by Tony Hsieh and Alfred Lin, two twenty-something Harvard grads. They had the 
foresight (remember, they are Harvard grads, so they have foresight!), to create LinkExchange, 
one of the first companies that capitalized on the banner advertising market, then sell it for 250 
million dollars to Microsoft.  
 
LinkExchange basically worked like this. You have a website, say iHaveHerpes.com, and Billy Bob 
had a website called WhyDoWhoresGetTheClap.com. You both put up two banner ad spots on 
your sites, one at the top and one at the bottom. Then, you get to advertise iHaveHerpes on Billy 
Bob’s site and WhyDoWhoresGetTheClap banners appear on your site. The extra ad spots went 
to LinkExchange to sell to marketers, because there were hundreds of marketers waiting to 
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advertise on such lucrative web properties. Simple concept, eh? Thank you Mr. Microsoft, that’ll 
be 250 million dollars. It’s MILLER TIME! 
 
So, fast forward a few months and we find Mr. Lin and Mr. Hsieh counting all their money. This 
was the Young Millionaires Burden. What to do next? Pursue creative interests? Pursue passions 
that didn’t involve trying to make even more money? Nah, they decided to start Venture Frogs and 
give seed money to other young dot coms.  
 
Sounded risky, but these guys were Harvard grads! They not only had foresight, they had a 
proven track record.  
 
On August 13th, 1999, the wonder boys at Venture Frogs spent $800,000 to get the domain name 
“drugs.com” in an auction. WOW! "In terms of branding on the internet, the URL means a lot right 
now," Hsieh said. "If it's not unusual for someone to spend million to million on marketing to 
improve their brand, it certainly wouldn't be unreasonable for them to pay a fraction of that, say 10 
percent, to buy a domain name. It's a bit too early to go into any specifics, but Drugs.com has the 
potential to be worth much, much more than we paid for it."  
 
This was news to us. You see, the major internet “players” didn’t exactly have such utilitarian 
names as “drugs.com”. eBay didn’t call themselves “auction.com”. Amazon was never 
“books.com”. Yahoo! was not “portal.com”.  
 
But who were we to be shocked? These were the guys who engineered a $250 million sale of a 
company! This was probably going to be a kickass website where anyone could learn about the 
exciting world of freebase cocaine, shrooms, and ecstasy! Compliment that with some banner ads 
and voila…instant revenue! 
 
Months later, we surfed to the drugs.com website and found it to be a less-than-enthralling visit. 
We learned that the boys at Venture Frogs had planned the site to be an information hub that 
linked pharmaceutical manufacturers and drug stores, but the only thing on the site were a bunch 
of dull links that redirected to goto.com. Also, there were no links for Rohypnol, which was bad 
because we were in a particularly frisky mood that day. 
 
The biggest disappointment was that there were no banner ads! Where is the revenue?  
 
We decided to take matters into our own hands. Since Venture Frogs was a venture capital firm 
(that’s the capitalism way of saying philanthropists. It’s so nice of them to just give money away!), 
we decided we wanted to start a business called drugs.com. Surely, they must understand the 
plight of a young company, working hard in a garage to make dreams happen. In order to start a 
company called “drugs.com”, we figured we would need to acquire the drugs.com domain name. 
So we made an offer they could not refuse. 
 

To: owner@drugs.com 
 
Dear sirs/maam’s: 
 
I am interested in purchasing the domain name “drugs.com” and use it to start a business. I 
understand that it is currently registered to you. The market value for domain names is $35 per 
year (or $70 for two years). However, I understand the bureaucracy involved in changing 
registrants. There are many forms to fill out. To address any inconvenience you would have to go 
through, I’m willing to offer $50 for the domain name. 
 
Please respond at your convenience.  
 
Thank you 

 
We never got a response! This was probably because we added the “respond at your 
convenience” line. Email etiquette is so difficult. You try to be forceful, yet polite. These were 
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obviously busy guys we were dealing with, and it was silly to think they had time to reply to a 
random email from a stranger. We figured we’d try again. 
 

 
To: owner@drugs.com 
 
What up! 
 
Hey, I sent an email to you a few days ago regarding the “drugs.com” domain name, but I never 
heard back. I’d like to purchase it to start a business. I’m willing to offer $50 (the extra $15 is to 
cover those annoying administrative tasks).  
 
Please get back to me as soon as possible. I hope we can work together 
 
Thanks! 
 
P.S. Do you know where I could get some venture capital?  
 

 
Still no answer! Pondering it over, we figured the problem was the price we were offering. We 
were dealing with big-time internet celebrities, so our offer was probably not even worth their time 
to respond to. We decided to send another email. 
 

 
To: owner@drugs.com 
 
Hey there! 
 
I’ve sent a few emails regarding the “drugs.com” domain name, which I would like to purchase. I 
haven’t gotten any response back and I’m unclear as to how much you are willing to sell it for. I’m 
now prepared to offer $100 for the domain name, but I’d like to finalize it as soon as possible. We 
have a great idea for a business centering around the drugs.com name, but we’d like to act fast in 
case the dot com mania ever ends. Please reply. 
 
Thanks! 
 

 
Hmm…STILL no answer! We decided to take matters straight to the top. We were sending emails 
to owner@drugs.com, but the actual parent company was the aforementioned Venture Frogs. We 
decided to go onto the Venture Frogs website to find an email address to escalate our request.  
 
Lo and behold, what did we find!? Venture Frogs not only gave mountains of money to dot coms, 
but they also had a restaurant in San Francisco! Talk about diversifying that portfolio! Checking 
out the online menu, we found delicious-sounding, yet reasonably priced meals. How about 
$12.95 for a “DoubleClick Seafood Sampler”? Or $8.95 for an Inktomi Asia Burger (comes with 
Sichaun fries! YUM!). We wouldn’t know what to order as an entree, but we would definitely finish 
off the meal with a $5.95 “LinkExchange Chocolate Cake”. 
 
We had hit pay dirt! If the guys from Venture Frogs weren’t interested in the monetary offers we 
had made for the domain name, we had one more offer up our sleeves. 
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To: vfrogs@vfrogs.com 
 
Hello. 
 
I’ve sent many emails regarding purchasing the “drugs.com” domain name. I’ve gotten no 
response and I don’t blame you. Running a big-time company AND a restaurant is hard work. Tell 
you what. In exchange for the domain name, my partner and I are willing to offer our services as a 
waiter and a chef, respectively, for a period of one full year. I have lots of experience cooking 
because I live by myself, and have to make food for myself at night when all the restaurants are 
closed. My partner works as a bouncer and has no waiting experience, but he’s a big guy and I 
think he can do the job. 
 
In addition to our services, I’m willing to offer $100 for your troubles 
 
Please let me know as soon as you can.. 
 
Thanks and regards. 
 
P.S. I’m looking for some venture capital. Do you know of anyone who can help me out? 
 

 
 
Perfect right? These were a couple of young guys who were really busy running both a VC firm 
and a restaurant. How could they turn down an offer to free themselves from running the 
restaurant? We even found that the menu from the Venture Frogs restaurant was being sold on 
eBay!  
 

# of bids 0 
Country/Region USA/San Francisco  
Shipping Buyer pays fixed shipping charges, Seller ships internationally 
(worldwide),  
 
WANT TO OWN A PIECE OF INTERNET HISTORY?  

The ORIGINAL VENTURE FROGS RESTAURANT MENU is 
NOW AVAILABLE for purchase 
. Dishes such as RED HERRING Seafood Iron Pot, WEBTV Korean 
Pancake, AOL Miso-Glazed Cod, and eBAY Eggplant intergrate the 
menu. Restaurant is located in the heart of San Francisco. Hurry, there 
are ONLY 1 of the ORIGINAL DISCONTINUED menus left. For further 
information about Venture Frogs, please visit www.vfrogs.com 

 
Obviously, Venture Frogs had big plans! Alas, we never got a reply to our inquiries. The guys at 
Venture Frogs were internet masterminds, and they probably had some huge plan for the domain 
name that would rock the world in the same way that LinkExchange did.  
 
…Besides, they were Harvard geniuses. We couldn’t compete with that. 
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Virtual Communities…or Corporate Cesspools? 

 
Back before the web was popular, there was something called a “virtual community”. The idea that 
like-minded people anywhere could congregate electronically was widely regarded as 
revolutionary. There were no fancy flash movies. No images. There were certainly no ad banners. 
Older and wiser Deadheads such as John Perry Barlow led the charge towards new horizons of 
equality and freedom in cyberspace – a newly found utopia. "The Well", based in San Francisco, 
was an example of just such a community, and served as a model for the great things to come – 
especially with the imminent appearance of the World Wide Web, complete with full color 
graphics. We don’t need to tell you that the optimism of these pioneers was crushed into dust, but 
we will tell you how it happened. 
 
We can look at this from a couple different perspectives. Firstly, let’s put our lab coats on and look 
at some of the research that was going on involving virtual communities and how people interact 
with each other through electronic media. Yep – there is nothing like expensive, insignificant 
academic research that turns up common sense to spice up your day. As noted, our dot com 
leaders used this approach all the time. We hope to actually uncover some usefulness here, 
though. 
 
Much of the research around human interaction through computers fell into a couple areas of 
study: Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). HCI 
focused more on the study of computer interfaces and usability issues. CMC studies were geared 
toward how people interacted through various electronic medium, including chat rooms, 
discussion boards, and email. In considering CMC, one needs to draw a distinction between a 
workgroup, which most likely has specifically-defined goals, and a social group, which is merely a 
collection of people with a shared interest. For our discussion, we’ll focus on social groups – but 
we’ll argue that some of the findings from workgroup study apply to the social realms (think 
lesbian chat  – this is what we may call a virtual community). 
 
The Dot Conned staff took a few months off, hit the library, and rifled through hundreds of studies 
about Virtual Communities and computer-mediated communication. For a complete bibliography, 
send $5. 
 
Instead of making this chapter about as engaging as a college thesis, we’ve simply summarized 
the major findings and observations – most of which will make you say, “well no shit! You spent 
months reading this crap to come up with this?” To which we will simply hang our heads in shame. 
And then laugh at you for buying this book.;-) 

 
1. People are more likely to speak their mind. 
 
2. People are socially less inhibited. 
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3. Anonymity encourages communication across social, class, and psychological boundaries 
(we would like to add physical to this list). 

 
4. Deregulation of group behavior occurs. 

 
5. There is more spontaneity, more inventive input, and less “Groupthink”. 

 
6. People can detach and explore as necessary before reattaching. 

 
7. Groups often shift to extreme positions in-group settings. 

 
8. In workgroups, decision-making takes longer. 
 

These conclusions resulted from a cross-study of research of workgroups and social groups, 
through both text and graphical interfaces. As you can see, this can be translated into the 
following summary statement: 

 
“People who communicate online tend to lie, violate social standards, polarize and take extreme 
sides of an issue, rudely speak out of turn, and voice their opinions without thinking for a second 
how idiotic they sound.” 

 
Instead of wasting time and energy on this research, the authors only really needed to turn to their 
own discussion boards. Witness this actual dialog regarding the music industry and it’s struggles 
with Napster, particularly in light of legal proceedings by bands such as Metallica: 

 
look metallica is cool and all but pantera does not suck jes because you and 
mother whom who had an affair with are gay and think pantera sux doesnt 
mean that you can go on the internet and call them gay and queer just because 
un like you they are popular .if you can think that all i got to say is quit but 
fucking your mother and raping your dad and open your ears u ignorant little 
prick  

In Reply to: you suck  posted by Metallifukinfan on June 01, 2000 at 14:45:43:  
Your a fuck head if i ever see you i will ram your face into a pile of shit 
PANTERA RULES 

 
 
 

Here is something positive, however, which came clearly from the studies on workgroups. 
Decision-making takes longer, but the decisions are often regarded as better. This is because of 
the tendencies you see above – everyone contributes. However, in a workgroup, there is a clear 
goal, and the workgroup often falls within a bureaucratic framework. The participants usually know 
each other as well, so they can’t get away with saying things like “Forget about this project for a 
minute and let me know what you’re wearing. I’m hung like a horse, you know. How old are you?” 

 
In the social realm, it’s just a free-for-all. Early virtual community leaders saw this, and rightfully 
designed communities around shared interests and moderated communication, to be sure that 
people were not only behaving, but were actually the types of people wanted in the community. 
After all, in a real community people do not receive Chester Molester with open arms. Another 
method of ensuring a successful virtual community is to make people pay to be in it, despite how 
much that might hurt your ad revenue and bottom line. You can see that these types of 
communities are pretty similar, in some ways, to real communities. You’ve got the town hall 
collecting your taxes, a moderator running the meetings, and you have a group of people who 
have similar interests. 
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So what was the big deal? The virtual community pundits saw some great things that could come 
out of virtual communities. First and foremost, a virtual community has the potential to draw 
groups of people across physical boundaries to social causes. It also allows us to do stuff we can’t 
do in the real world. We can take on multiple personalities, be in more than one “place” at once, 
and we can rise up – the rich and poor – all equal in our new world where there are no social 
classes, no governments, and the free exchange of ideas and thought runs rampant! Not only 
that, these new communities would break the monopoly the media giants enjoyed. Rupert 
Murdoch and his band of merry misinformation mongers would no longer control our 
communication and access to information!  

 
Uh oh. Someone forgot about a little thing called human nature. Well, not everybody. Examine this 
insightful rumination regarding the rise of virtual communities, written in the pre-web early 
nineties: 

 
"Currently in the US, there is no more popular buzzword than "community." This word is 
so empty of meaning that it can be used to describe almost any social manifestation. For 
the most part, it is used to connote sympathy with or identification with a particular social 
aggregate. In this sense, one hears of the gay community or the African-American 
community. There are even oxymorons, such as the international community. Corporate 
marketers from IBM to Microsoft have been quick to capitalize on this empty sign as a 
means to build their commercial campaigns." – Critical Arts Ensemble, 1995 
(http://www.critical-art.net/) 

 
Sure enough, here come the marketers and advertisers, driven by, and driving, the latest and 
greatest technologies to turn your virtual community from a glorious utopian kibbutz into Times 
Fucking Square. All this talk about Virtual Communities had our trusty marketing friends drooling. 
And had financiers rain money on businesses such as theglobe.com – the first major web 
manifestation of a virtual community. Eyeballs awaited. 

 
The Globe was the first “Virtual Community” website. On November 13, 1998, the company went 
public. The target price per share was $9 and on its first day the price had gone as high as 97 
before finishing the day at 63.5 – a market cap of $841.8 million. Today, The Globe hovers around 
15 cents and awaits its imminent death. 

 
We were extremely excited about The Globe when it launched. We typed in the URL, signed up to 
be part of the “in” crowd, handed over all our personal information, and waited for the sense of 
community pride to swell within us and our fellow men, women, and children. But what was this? 
Did I make a wrong turn back at The Well? Advertising! Everywhere. Nothing else. That was it! A 
market value of $840 million for this?! And my email was being bombarded by these idiots! What 
a rude awakening! Surprise surprise. The Globe of today is merely a collection of servers with the 
only moneymaking content that we brilliant humans can come up with: hardcore porn. Bravo! 

 
Actually, The Globe was operating on a fairly reasonable assumption – that the largest virtual 
community one could create – the one that would bring the greatest number of people, would be 
one in which you could buy stuff. Because it doesn’t matter who the hell you are – you like stuff. 
Materialism is the word of the day, and no matter how much you might argue this, the oceans of 
cars at Wal-Mart, the long line at Starbucks, and the throngs of people crowding into one of the 
many thousands of malls filled with useless items should be enough to set your idealistic ass 
straight. 

 
There were actually some other interesting claims about the fall of virtual communities that had 
nothing to do with advertising: 

 
“Because of our credo of rugged individualism, America is more vulnerable than other 
cultures to regard social intercourse in terms of personal feelings rather than in rational or 
objective terms. Thus, our community, our shared sense of collective self, fails to 
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embrace the public and instead becomes enmeshed in the cult of personality. This is the 
manner in which social phenomena are translated into meaningful interpretations. For 
example, politics becomes a show of personality and individual credibility rather than a 
discourse about public issues. Social engagement has, therefore, become centered on 
personality and individualism as people seek to ‘feel’ rather than to ‘think’." - Richard 
Sennett, author of numerous books on cultural theory and professor at the London School 
of Economics. 

 
What does this mean? Essentially, that we humans, being the jackasses that we are – especially 
us American cowboys, tend to use social forums as places to trumpet our own emotions rather 
than actually think and interact like social animals. The limiting technology driving virtual 
communities makes this even more apparent, for all the reasons we cite above in our research. 

 
So where does this leave virtual communities today? Don’t they still exist? Of course they do. One 
of the truly great things about the internet is the fact that, no matter how much hype the media 
giants shove down your throat, there is always a group of free-thinking individuals out there on the 
internet making the world a better place, educating people, and acting in a completely logical and 
rational matter, right? And there is no advertising involved on such sites. 
 
We tried desperately to find such sites, but boy was it tough. We felt we really needed help 
tracking these communities down. So the authors rubbed shoulders with some of these virtual 
gurus at the 2001 Independent Webzine Conference in New York City. We couldn’t wait. This was 
a gathering of independent web publishers who just didn’t give a damn about advertising or 
making money. They just wanted to get their word out to the people and change the world for the 
better. We were going to learn something here. 

 
Well, we sure did learn something. We learned that, for a city of 14 million people, less than 100 
people is a pretty poor showing – especially when Michael Moore, in our eyes a modern-day 
demigod, is the keynote speaker. We also learned that robotfrank.com and emotioneric.com are 
examples of extremely potent vehicles of self-expression and celebrity. On top of that, we met up 
with a crowd of self-righteous dot com idiots that had written, or were gratuitously hawking, 
egregious books about their experiences working at dot coms and the fall of the Internet Economy 
and blah blah blah blah blah. Pretty appalling, we must say. 

 
So why didn’t virtual communities live up to the initial promise? Perhaps we should not assume 
that electronic communication innately represents a “broken” state that needs to be repaired. Poor 
imitation of other communication states is the necessary result. Designers should want to make 
new media preferable to other media by exploiting its capabilities rather than narrowing them in 
attempts to replicate other media. Great, you say. But how? Amihotornot? Yes! And if we knew of 
other ways, we would be doing it ourselves and not bothering with this drivel. But we don’t feel so 
bad. It turns out that many times, inventions fail until an application for the invention brings 
success. 

 
Peter Drucker, widely regarded as THE business management guru of the twentieth century, likes 
to use the invention of the zipper as an example when considering the adoption, or lack of 
adoption, of any technology by the market. The zipper was apparently devised to seal heavy bales 
of grain and other bulky sundries. In this role, it turned out to be ineffective. However, years later, 
the zipper turned up on clothes. This was truly a breakthrough technology! The lesson here is that 
a new technology had a completely different application than the inventor expected. What 
happens with high technology is similar. The inventors dream up better ways of doing things – 
probably like the zipper was thought of as a replacement for a string or tie of some sort. 
Sometimes it happens that the attempts at new and improved technologies end up being poor 
replicas of what we already have. This plagued many of the assumptions about virtual 
communities. Instead of thinking about virtual communities as replicas of communities, it might be 
better to isolate what makes a virtual community DIFFERENT from a real community and focus 
on those variables. Instead of trying to make online communities just like real communities, and 
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invariably failing, perhaps we should focus on the anonymity, the lack of true identity, and the lack 
of physical appearance, and decide how valuable that is. Unfortunately, we arrive at the same 
conclusions we arrived at before. Virtual communities are places where people can lie, 
misrepresent themselves, spout nonsense, and easily aggravate others. Oh – and fulfill sexual 
fantasy. The grand promises of virtual communities, for both business profit and real social 
change, have yet to reveal themselves, unless you stretch your definition of a virtual community to 
include eBay.  
 
Of course, the people who really understood that all of this discourse was complete nonsense, or, 
at the least, trivial, were the business people. Idiots like us were sitting around pondering this 
great new thing called the internet while our financial leaders were busy studying projected 
revenue charts. Smart people saw this coming, though, and didn’t buy into the hype. The words of 
the Critical Art Ensemble, a “collective of five artists of various specializations dedicated to 
exploring the intersections between art, technology, radical politics, and critical theory”, said it 
best: 

 
"As saddened as CAE is to say it, the greater part of the net is capitalism as usual. It is a 
site for repressive order, for the financial business of capital, and for excessive 
consumption. While a small part of the net may be used for humanistic purposes and to 
resist authoritarian structure, its overall function is anything but humanistic. In the same 
way that we would not consider an unregulated bohemian neighborhood to be 
representative of a city, we must also not assume that our own small free zone domains 
are representative of the digital empire. Nor can we trust our futures to the empty 
promises of a seducer that has no love in its heart." – CAE, 1995 
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The Ayn Rand Syndrome 

 
Legitimizing the fascist approach necessary to squeeze the life out of naïve gen-x dot comers, 
many internet entrepreneurs eased their guilt by ascribing to the philosophies of Ayn Rand. By 
leveraging effective “motivational” techniques used by such organizations as Nazi Germany and 
the PR industry (not ironically born in America), dot com executives had no problem convincing 
their monkeys that working 18 hour days for a business plan with no future was healthy and 
worthwhile. After all, isn’t that what made America great? And doesn’t it feel good to be a 
contributor? To help break new ground? To attend lavish IPO parties? Hell yeah! Oh wait…what 
happened? Underwater stock options, layoffs, and a middle management nightmare? So what! 
Mr. CEO is a millionaire and he left a long time ago. Thanks!  
 
Did you ever look an internet CEO and feel like you were looking at a reincarnation of Richard 
Nixon himself? No? Well we have. And if you missed it, all you had to do was go to CNBC when 
the bubble was in full bloom. Those talking heads look too much like a race of cold authoritarian 
beings from a bad Star Trek episode or a Huxley novel. What?! How can we say that?! These 
guys were wearing goatees! They traveled around on hip little street scooters like George Jetson! 
They refused to wear ties! Ha! They got you too huh? Silly rabbit. 
 
One internet CEO remarked, "Ayn Rand changed my life completely. Finally, here was someone 
who said that it's human nature to act in self-interest and that there's nothing wrong with that." 
According to Rand’s philosophy, known as Objectivism, man exists for one reason: to selfishly 
serve his own views and material needs. This is a moral imperative. Finally! Someone who makes 
you feel damn good about exploiting others for personal gain! OK – before we get labeled as 
communists and you throw this book down in disgust, we must admit – this is business and this is 
capitalism, right? But why were all these dot com CEOs obviously feeling a little bit guilty? One 
internet exec, amidst the rubble of a once fantastically overpriced stock, reassured his legions by 
asking them to imagine “what it was like to be a minority in this country just 30 years ago” and 
shared his guilt for “being white” in honor of Martin Luther King. You don’t need a psychology 
degree to see what this is all about. 
 
Oh - by the way, dear reader, I just fucked your wife last night. Hell – I just felt that I had to. Either 
these guys got Ayn Rand’s philosophy wrong or we’re just stupid. Here is an excerpt from the Ayn 
Rand herself:  
 

"Man — every man — is an end in himself, not a means to the ends of others; he must 
live for his own sake, neither sacrificing himself to others nor sacrificing others to himself; 
he must work for his rational self-interest, with the achievement of his own happiness as 
the highest moral purpose of his life." 

 
Recently, thousands of documents have been unearthed that reveal what the large industrial 
chemical companies knew all along – that hundreds of untested chemicals were found to be toxic 
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and directly linked to cancer and other terminal diseases. The proof the companies had was 
irrefutable. These companies knew all along that they were doing something wrong. But shit – it 
was their moral imperative, right? Had reality been exposed – objective reality (ironic, huh) - then 
these companies would have paid for their sins, and their self-interests would quite clearly be at 
stake. So they really didn’t have to tell anyone or bother testing the effects of synthetic chemicals 
on humans. Let them spray toxic hair spray into our hair and damaging pesticides into our food. 
We’re talking about moral imperatives here! Now we’re not saying that internet companies were 
poisoning people. They were just poisoning our economy and this great new medium! That’s 
pretty bad too! 
 
We might buy some sort of utilitarian argument that says something about self-interest being ok if 
it helps others. We attended some great IPO parties and got some funky marketing gear for free 
during the boom. And this was thanks to internet execs helping themselves. We all won. The 
problem is that most employees drank Cosmopolitans and Martinis until they were numbed to the 
fact that the execs were plotting their next move – and that didn’t include them. Is that to say that 
people were wronged? Should we complain? Really, there is nothing strikingly different between 
the internet game and the capitalism game in America for 3 generations. We realize this. What 
was so amazing about this in the nineties was the blindness factor. You could always go to work 
for IBM and you know it’s a huge lifeless beast that cares not for you, one cog in the machine. You 
kiss the right asses and move up in that world, or you work 9-5 and try to live a comfortable life 
where IBM means little more to you than a place to go for a paycheck. You focus on more 
important things in life, like being a good little consumer and buying a bigger television. The 
twenty-something dot commers didn’t see it this way…they were doing something grand, after all. 
And they were a part of the “biggest trend in history”. This was different. 
 
If you want a good counterpoint here, visit The Center for the Moral Defense of Capitalism on the 
web. Or speak to a libertarian. Libertarians are Republicans, but with brains, so they’ll know the 
answers. If not, they’ll at least construct a solid argument in their defense, something Republicans 
can learn from. They’ll tell you that we don’t need the government interfering with what should 
rightfully be laissez-faire capitalism. But they’ll turn a blind eye to monstrous tax breaks and other 
perks awarded to corporations that would feed every leeching welfare mother a thousand times 
over in this country – welfare mothers who we all know are making this great nation a communist 
state! No wonder these people feel guilty. OK…you’ve probably labeled this book as leftist by now. 
That’s fine. You’re probably American and you need to put everything you see and hear into a tidy 
little container with a convenient label. We won’t blame you. To help out our beleaguered dot com 
executives, many of whom are just tragic victims of government interference, pick up a copy of 
Ayn Rand’s essay "America's Persecuted Minority: Big Business," and picket the streets for a “civil 
liberties union for businessmen." We cannot allow these injustices to continue! 
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Organized Crime Dot Com 

 
“A recent Harris poll showed that 6 million Americans believe they were defrauded in some way on the Internet 
last year” 

 – News Quip, 2000 
 
How desperate are fundamentalist Christians to believe there is still some measure of goodness 
in the world? Pretty fucking desperate. How easy was it to convince investors to fork over nearly 
four million dollars to a completely fraudulent, nearly nonexistent dot com? Pretty fucking easy. 
Meet Robert Fiene and Mark Thurman – two aspiring dot com executives who also happen to be 
ex-cons. The two executives and founders of Families On Line claimed to offer an internet access 
service that filtered out violence, gambling, and sex-related content. Did they have any 
technology? No. Did they have any business model? Hell no! But this was the Wild West! 
 
So what did they do with the 4 million bucks they were able to collect from these brilliant 
investors? Well they spent it on cars, gambling, vacations, and “merchandise from adult-oriented 
stores” of course! Not bad for a couple of guys with a $35 domain name, 150 “subscribers”, and 
good understanding of stupidity. 
 
Now not every internet executive was so blatant. After all, there were certainly other underhanded 
techniques available that might make you feel a little guilty but wouldn’t land you straight in the 
state pen. And let’s admit it - there are filthy criminals in all industries, right? But check this out: 
According to a 2000 investigation by Kroll Associates, a New York-based business investigation 
firm, executives at dot-coms were four times as likely to have shady backgrounds than execs at 
old-economy firms.  
 
Of the 70 internet companies Kroll investigated, 39 percent uncovered suspect executives. At 27 
of the dot-coms Kroll investigated, execs were linked to securities violations, insurance frauds, 
undisclosed bankruptcies, overseas fraud, racketeering charges, organized crime and even 
murder! 
 
Are there any other eras in American business where one can find similar criminal trends? After 
the early 1990s real estate crash, background checks on developers turned up lots of 
bankruptcies and bad credit, but nobody was involved in murder, fer chrissakes! There was also 
undoubtedly a lot of shifty business going on during America’s last great economic era – the 
Industrial Revolution. Since some say the nineties represents the “Information Revolution”, we 
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shouldn’t be surprised by the lawless gold rush that ensued. Let’s be fair – give us a new 
playground with no rules, and someone is going to get hurt…even Christian Fundamentalists.  
 
Let’s take a quick look at some of the most notorious new economy criminals: 
 
We Sell Seashells by the Seashore 
Robert Gordon, a former executive at Cisco Systems, was arrested and accused of embezzling 
$10 million. Mr. Gordon, once a Cisco vice president, has been accused of staging a scam 
involving fake stock deals, offshore bank accounts and a shell company. Investigation pending at 
press time. 
 
Identified a Business Competitor? No Problem – Just Kidnap Him! 
According to the Japanese media, the former president of internet music distribution company 
Liquid Audio Japan and four others were arrested on suspicion of confinement of a business 
colleague who was planning to start a similar company in the U.S. Masafumi Okanda and four 
others abducted a 33-year-old executive of Liquid Audio Japan and held him for two days to 
prevent him from taking a business trip to the U.S., Kyodo News reported, quoting Tokyo police. 
At the time Okanda was president of Liquid Audio Japan. The report said the abducted executive 
was taken blindfolded and handcuffed in a car to hotels near Tokyo where he and his abductors 
stayed for two days. He was then released in a forest in Yamanashi prefecture, west of Tokyo. 
 
Liquid Audio Japan was formed in June 1998 and launched into the limelight in late December 
1999 when it became the first stock to debut on Tokyo Stock Exchange's Mothers market - a new 
board created for internet and high potential start-up companies. Happy Mother’s Day! 
 
Rocking the Cradle – Internet style! 
Patrick Naughton, the 35-year-old former internet executive at Disney and a co-author of the Java 
programming language at Sun, was convicted for the crime of crossing state lines with the 
intention of having sex with a minor. The e-mail exchange that led to his conviction was actually 
sent by an FBI agent pretending to be a 13-year-old girl. The court sentenced Naughton to nine 
months in home detention with electronic monitoring, a $20,000 fine and five years probation. 
Naughton had written software for Disney's GO Network to screen foul language and 
pornography.  
 
Now Patrick, we know you are pretty well off and can afford international travel. Save yourself 20 
grand and that pesky probation and set sail for the following destinations, where you can legally 
carouse with females under 14 as a male in at least some, if not all, provinces: 
 

WORLD WIDE AGES OF CONSENT UNDER AGE 14 
 

Argentina - 12 
Burkina Faso - 13 

Chile - 12 
Guyana - 13 
Japan - 13 
Korea - 13 
Malta - 12 

Mexico - 12 
Nigeria - 13 

Panama - 12 
Philippines - 12 

South Korea - 13 
Spain - 13 
Syria - 13 

Zimbabwe - 12 
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Even in Canada, the age of consent is only 14. I mean…it ain’t no 13 but it’s damn close! And so 
easy to get to! We do, however, urge you to explore the laws in each case…you never know what 
the fine print might say. 
 
I Married the Mob (Hey – I Had to Make Some Revenue Somehow) 
In mid 2001, the U.S. saw its biggest crackdown ever on securities fraud, involving 120 alleged 
mobsters, stock promoters and internet company executives accused of strong-arming brokers 
and manipulating penny stocks.  
 
The 120 suspects allegedly include members of all five New York crime families. 
 
According to the U.S. attorney's office in New York, a handful of “entrepreneurs” were involved in 
a scheme to sell securities for a company called Ivy Entertainment.com during a six-month period. 
Among the theme rooms are the James Bond room, which serves 25 kinds of martinis, each 
named for a character in a Bond movie; the Cigar Room; the Champagne Room; and the Poison 
Ivy Room, according to a review of the club in the New York Press, a free weekly newspaper. The 
club's target crowd was "28-year-old investment bankers.” Yikes! Multiple floors filled with martini-
swilling New York investment bankers! Let’s hope the same construction company that built that 
reception hall in Israel that collapsed also built this place. In any case, as it turns out, the owners 
of this Wall Street Wonderland claims no connection to the perpetrators described above. 
 
Bedlam in Belgium 
Jo Lernout and Pol Hauspie, the founders of voice recognition company Lernout & Hauspie, were 
once highly regarded in Belgium. And they were middle-aged professionals – one an accountant. 
These visionaries were not like the goatee-sporting American twenty-something.  
 
Even so, they spent more than 1 billion dollars on US rivals Dragon and Dictaphone, to become 
the leading independent voice recognition company, providing software that allows computers to 
recognize and translate speech. The deal made the company’s value swell to more than $8 billion, 
at least according to their well-honed financial calculations. Being an accountant has its 
advantages.  
 
Documents filed as part of L&H’s acquisitions have helped prompt an investigation into suspected 
financial misreporting. Investigations by financial authorities have forced the shares to be 
suspended on Nasdaq and Easdaq. L&H is in bankruptcy discussions, lawsuits are looming in the 
US, and investigations into fraud by some L&H executives are ongoing. The founders have been 
stripped of their position as joint chairs. Catch them at ihsl.com while you still can. We’re curious 
to see how this voice recognition product works. We want to be able to use our computers, even 
while both our hands are occupied, preferably with a joint in one hand and a glass of Belgian Beer 
in the other. 
 
Caught Jerking Off By Mom 
Seth Warshavsky, “The Prince of Porn”, “The Bill Gates of Smut”, and one of the few internet 
entrepreneurs who has actually been making profit, even got busted. A pioneer in the 
development of "virtual sex" Web sites, his paying customers can interact with young women who 
cavort nude before cameras and microphones online. 
 
Mr. Warshavsky, 28, failed to appear in court as ordered to produce business records for his 
Seattle-based company, Internet Entertainment Group (IEG).  
 
Warshavsky also allegedly ignored a lawsuit filed by another internet company, Netsphere, which 
claimed IEG owed it money. Netsphere alleged that IEG broke its word to pay referral fees to 
Netsphere for sending customers from Netsphere sites to IEG sites under a "Clickbucks" 
program. Sheesh. That resulted in an $180,000 default judgment against Warshavsky and a 
subsequent order that he appear for the hearing he had ditched. To top it off, reports emerged 
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that he was the target of a federal investigation for possible credit-card fraud and income tax 
evasion by the U.S. Attorney's Office in Seattle. 
 
Rumors surfaced that Warshavsky planned a public stock offering – a first for a company 
peddling pure smut. But it never happened, much to our chagrin. That is one IPO party we would 
have loved to attend. Ron Jeremy would be the perfect emcee. 
 
Bullish Economy or Bullshit Economy? 
The Securities and Exchange Commission alleges Jim Brown, 52, and his Sunset Investment 
Group posted false and misleading statements, including bogus testimonials from readers, on 
three of the firm's 17 Web sites from October 1998 to June 2000.  
 
Brown, a former computer programmer who had no securities experience when he launched his 
first investment advisory Web site in 1998, didn't admit or deny the allegations.  
 
In an interview, Brown said he fully cooperated with the SEC in its investigation of the three Web 
sites - OptionInvestor.com, SplitTrader.com and NetBulls.com. The internet newsletters, which 
provide stock market analysis, trading strategies and commentary on individual stocks, claim a 
combined daily readership of 160,000.  
 
"I'm just an entrepreneur," said Brown, who characterized some of the SEC's allegations as "legal 
technicalities." 
 
Hey! Only AOL Could Get Away With That! 
Austin firm Netpliance offered “The internet without a PC for only $199!” They were hawking a 
product called the “i-opener” – a nifty little gadget that will connect you to the internet – without 
those intrusive add-ons. Like audio, video, or the ability to download anything. Customers had eye 
openers of their own when their bills came and they saw they were being charged for usage – 
even though they had not logged on yet. Furthermore, customers were forced to use Netpliance’s 
dial-up service, whether they wanted to or not. We can’t really blame them though. After all, AOL 
pulled the same shit when they hit the market. And look at them now! 
 
$16 Million and You Can Party Like it’s 1999! 
In October of 1999, Streaming Media company Pixelon threw a 16 million-dollar bash in Vegas, 
featuring The Who, Tony Bennett, and the Dixie Chicks. Where is the company’s CEO, Michael 
Fenne, now? Being frequently sodomized in jail – turns out he was actually a fugitive con artist 
named Kim Stanley. Where is Pixelon now? Dead. 
 
Fighting AOL…And Losing 
Earthlink founder Reed Slatkin, his company has confirmed, is being investigated by the SEC on 
suspicions of running a multi million-dollar pyramid scam. Earthlink was second behind AOL in 
subscriber-based internet service providers at this time. 
 
In Progress At Press Time: Massive Attack 
By 2001, it was hard NOT to find some sort of lawsuit being filed against dot coms that failed to 
live up to their promises. It is hard to figure out whether all these lawsuits were really legit, though. 
We have a sneaking suspicion that some of these internet companies really didn’t do anything 
illegal. But they are guilty of sucking – in the first degree. And these investors are really pissed, 
because they lost their summer homes in the Hamptons over this. If at first you don’t succeed, 
sue, sue, and sue again! Check out these investigations: 
 
Reports in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal and other publications state famed 
investment banker Frank Quattrone and several colleagues are being investigated for alleged 
illegal "tie-in" deals, when an investment banker offers a large investor a cheap price on stocks 
poised to go public. In exchange, the investors must pledge to buy additional stock after the 
companies make their debuts on public exchanges like Nasdaq. The tie-in artificially keeps the 
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stock price high, the better to lure more investors to the shares. Quattrone's bank, Credit Suisse 
First Boston, has suspended several junior bankers while the investigation continues. Other major 
underwriting firms are also being investigated.  
 
In 2001, technology companies from Ariba Inc. to VA Linux Systems Inc. and investment banks 
such as Credit Suisse First Boston and Merrill Lynch & Co. face almost 100 lawsuits from 
investors alleging that the 1990s bull market in internet IPOs was rigged. 
 
Besides the regulatory probes, there's been a rush of shareholder lawsuits filed against dot-com 
and tech companies, including Cisco, Priceline.com, Amazon and others. A shareholder lawsuit 
generally alleges that company officers have failed to keep investors fully informed of news that 
will negatively affect the company's share price. By mid 2001, lawsuits had been filed against a 
dozen technology companies including Autoweb.com, Avici Systems, NetZero, Red Hat, 
DoubleClick and PlanetRX.com 
 
The suits also name underwriters Merrill Lynch; CSFB, a unit of Credit Suisse Group; and 
BancBoston Robertson Stephens Inc., now a unit of FleetBoston Financial. 
 
The SEC is also seeking information about trades made by Jeff Bezos, the founder and CEO of 
internet retail giant Amazon.com. An Amazon spokesman confirmed last month that Bezos is 
being asked by the SEC about 800,000 shares of stock he sold just before an analyst's report 
trashed the company's financial prospects. The sale netted Bezos about 11 million dollars. 
Amazon spokesman Bill Curry said the trade was carried out in full compliance with the law and 
company policies.  
 
"One company had this internal motto: 'failure early, fail often' to show how cutting edge they 
were," recalled Smith. "I had to tell them that things like that, when not disclosed to shareholders 
can get them into big trouble. Really big trouble." 
 
Plaintiffs' lawyers predict that at least 100 more companies and their underwriters will be sued and 
that damages may reach into the billions of dollars. 
 
The promise of reaching millions of people at an extremely low cost was not just capitalized by the 
shifty legitimate business folks. It was taken advantage of by thousands of people who had a grip 
on reality and profited on the idea that we human beings are mentally weak creatures. In the past, 
scams were usually elaborately designed and involved a lot of time and expense. On the internet, 
everything was anonymous and everywhere was just a click away.  
 
In an August 2001 cover story called "Ripoff.com", The New York Daily News reported that 
unwary internet users were losing $3 billion per year in internet scams. Not ironically, the FBI 
reported that some of the biggest swindles were run out of New York City. This is the same city 
that brought investors "Silicon Alley", probably the biggest scam of all. The typical scams included 
the following items: 
 
1. Internet Auctions: You see something that seems like a great deal on an auction site. After 
you send in your money, you get nothing back. Hey schmo, guess what? Unbelievable deals don’t 
work out offline, and they don’t work out online either.  
 
2. Internet Access Services: You get a check (usually $20) in the mail and cash it. Well, since 
you are a typical American consumer who doesn’t stop to read fine print or consider why someone 
is giving you a great deal, you don’t notice that you have just signed up for a long-term and 
expensive service.  
 
3. Web Cramming: You get a free custom-designed web page for a trial period. You end up 
getting huge charges on your telephone bill.  
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4. Pyramid Schemes: You make money by selling crap and recruiting others into the pyramid. 
The people on top pocket the money and everyone else is left holding the rubble when it 
crumbles.  
 
5. The Cheap Vacation: "Get a cruise in the Caribbean for only $1". If some shifty sheister 
approached and offered you this deal, would you take it? Hell, no. You end up getting hidden 
charges after you sign up, and horrific accommodations, if the vacation opportunity even exists.  
 
6. Be-Your-Own-Boss Business Opportunities: Why not work from home? You can wake up in 
the afternoons, sit there in your pajamas, and earn a huge salary. The catch? You send in an 
initial investment, and then learn that you get nothing in return.  
 
7. The Day Trading System: Now here’s a scam that preyed on everyone’s dream of trading 
stocks. Remember, everyone was a wannabe day-trader during the internet stock euphoria. In 
fact, according to John Reed Stark, the chief of the SEC’s office of internet enforcement, "the 
nations of ‘Enekio’, ‘New Utopia’, and ‘Mechizedek’ were selling bonds with a very high interest, 
and a lot of people bought them". So this scam allows people to buy a program that predicts stock 
price movements and guarantees results. The catch? If there were a program that would 
guarantee results, wouldn’t the monkeys on Wall St. already have it?  
 
8. Miracle Health Products: Get vitamins, supplements and other products "proven" to cure 
serious illnesses. The catch? How come the FDA hasn’t approved any of these miracle cures?  
 
The internet utopia that allows everyone to be only a click away from everyone else shouldn’t be 
viewed as undisputedly positive. The fact is, the more people you are exposed to, the more 
people who have a potential to take advantage of you. Just like the offline world, there’s one sure 
fire way to avoid scams…STOP BEING A FUCKING IDIOT. As we mentioned in the email 
marketing section earlier, all of our mom’s have told us, at one point or another that a great deal 
always has a catch. Simply ignoring all the spam that accumulates in your email box, or taking the 
time to investigate a deal that sounds too good to be true, all consumers can avoid these primitive 
scam tactics.  
 
If you don’t believe your mother, why not take the advice of John Reed Stark: "this may sound 
trite, but if it seems too good to be true, it usually is".  
 
The Daily News did go on to highlight two other scams that, for better or worse, humans (or, more 
precisely, men) will always fall prey to:  
 
1. Credit Card Fraud: You surf the net and watch porno for free, in exchange for providing your 
credit card number.  
 
2. International Model Dialing: Free access to porno if you download a proprietary "view" 
application.  
 
When it comes to porn, there’s only one thing we can do...capitulate. 
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LAYOFFS.COM 
 

You take a mortal man. 
And put him in control. 
Watch him become a god. 
Watch people’s heads a’roll 
Just like the Pied Piper. 
Led rats through the streets. 
We dance like marionettes. 
Swaying to the symphony of destruction 

 -Dave Mustaine, 1992 
 
Imagine the surprise on the faces on all the dot com "gen-xers" when they arrived for a fresh day 
at work of instant messenger and found themselves cleaning out their desks instead. Unlike 
generations before, these people didn’t even know what the word “layoff” meant. Downsizing? Uh 
uh…never heard of it…what do you think this is a steel plant? Well – at least they make 
something in a steel factory – so we shouldn’t have been surprised. “Streamlining” and “Cost 
Saving” was bound to happen when Wall Street pulled its collective head out of its ass.  
 
We remember it well and we remember it more than once. First the rumors surface. Management 
gets uneasy. Suddenly, regular meetings between management and underlings start getting 
scheduled (what a novel concept). Employees are ensured of their value to the company. 
Management fishes for expectations from underlings. Is this guy a team player? Is he good? Too 
good? Is he after my position? How far would he really go for a sale? Hint: If you haven’t heard a 
rumor and you suddenly start having these types of meetings, consider it a sure sign of layoffs. 
After all, dot coms didn’t need management, right? These new economy companies were all 
“horizontal” organizations. Decisions were made across the company, not from the top-down, 
right? HA! 
 
So then one day, you come to work and find your computer chained down. Your keyboard is 
missing. Your ID card suddenly doesn’t work. You are immediately surrounded by a couple of 
secret service agents who demand that you clean out your desk…and watch it! Don’t try any funny 
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stuff! These guys are trained in the art of dismissal…probably industrial or corporate psychologists 
from the FBI, fer chrissakes. So you have 15 minutes to clean out your drawers and then you are 
escorted out. Dumped into the street. See ya! 
 
Here’s another dot com layoff tactic. You come into the office, and your computer is clamped 
down tighter than the fridge that USED to dispense free sodas. You are immediately corralled into 
a meeting room with your fellow disposable dot com heroes. Your seventies-style shirt-wearin’, 
goatee-sportin’, Sharper Image scooter-cruiser manager has you all lined up like criminals. Your 
job, your ego, and your naïveté are about to be shattered like Afghan Buddha statues by the 
Taliban. But don’t worry…the company has taken 30% of your measly severance pay to provide 
you with a “career-building workshop”. Man! Who runs those workshops? Magicians? Alan 
Greenspan? Let’s hope so, because the MBA programs are chock full of gen-x schmucks like 
you, and there sure aren’t any jobs out there for people who know how to design banner ads or 
online slot machines. Time to throw in the towel and hope you can still get in on the porn 
business, buddy. Better yet, go back to school and LEARN something, if you can. We recommend 
"Art History" or "Gender Studies", unless you want to receive your very own mail order "Dot Con" 
classes. 
 
Once all the beheadings have taken place and all bodies have been disposed of, the letter from 
the CEO goes out: 
 

 
We regret to inform you that your employment with eyeballsucknet.com is 
terminated effective immediately. Although we value your contribution to the 
company, its dire financial condition has dictated such a result. You will be paid 
up to and including today on the regular pay period. 
 

 
Meanwhile, the rest of the crew – the “lucky” ones who still have jobs, receive this email: 
 

 
Whether you are selling or supporting our clients, you must know how to 
manage your precious time. Unfortunately, with the recent reductions in staff, 
we will be asking many of you to work harder and to continue to deliver top 
service to the clients that are most important to our business. It is up to you to 
work with your managers to ensure that you are spending your time wisely and 
accomplishing the first goal. 
 

 
Well gee – that hardly seems fair. You turned a good worker into the street because his salary 
was too high, and now you’re asking me and my little salary to do his job too? Wow…I guess I am 
the lucky one! 
 
We’d love to see a “real” layoff email sent by a high-ranking dot com executive that looks more 
like the following: 
 

 
Dear Friends, 
 
I know we're all a little upset with recent developments. It's been a hard few 
days for us all. I personally had to make some very tough decisions (briefs or 
boxers?? hmmmm...), but I'm confident we've got it right this time. We have 
the right people, the right structure in place. I feel good about it all. I smile at 
myself in the mirror, and stare wistfully into the distances in my head, making a 
mental note to give myself a good old pat on the back for keeping my own ass 
off that list. 
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Over the past few years we have made a rake of blatantly stupid business 
decisions. We made those decisions - not you - but now that we realize how 
shoddy our thinking was, we feel it appropriate that you, rather that us, pay the 
price. So thanks for getting us here, but this is where you get off. We're going 
to pretend the market is responsible for this terrible purge that has been forced 
on us. We all know better, I mean, come on, we're not schoolchildren. We all 
know that if the vast majority of executives and managers weren't simply a 
gaggle of arrogant and overpaid amateurs, with no real business sense or 
understanding of basic market economics, we wouldn’t be in this predicament. 
However, if I hear anyone suggesting this is the case, well…let's just say you 
can expect to hear the whooshing of finely polished tungsten bearing down on 
you out of the darkness - hold on to your head, it may not be attached of its 
own accord any more... 
 
"On so we beat on, boats against the current...." 
 
Guy Smiley 
CEO 
OneMoreFuckeddotcom.net 
 

 
How about this one? Wouldn’t you love to see such candor? 
 

 
All, 
 
As many of you know, we have spent the past few years screwing up royally in 
the Americas and have made continual changes in an attempt to succeed in 
the current marketplace. We are not well positioned to focus on securing new 
business, while further enhancing our current relationships with the more than 
1000 clients who currently use our core products. 
 
Therefore, attached please find a current organizational chart for your 
reference. All issues will be gradually flowing to the same people. You may 
have been noticing this trend over the past few months. Well you're right. The 
further we go, the more we realize that we have very few people who can 
actually do anything, other than move squares around in Visio and copy and 
paste to PowerPoint. We have spent the last few weeks evaluating the current 
structures of the various teams in the Americas and have made some 
important changes that will take advantage of these resources, further 
leveraging their value for the greater good of the company. 
 
We're excited to have these few people left, and look forward to seeing them 
open up new channels and revenue opportunities for all of us. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. Wishing all of you 
great success for the remainder of the year! 
 

 
OK – so maybe those two are not really layoff letters. We took some liberties with those. But part 
of us would rather see something like this come across our mailbox. We would genuinely applaud 
this brutally honest approach. We would love to work for such an employer. Resume and 
references available upon request. 
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The following is a true story. We hope the same thing happens to us. We write a bestseller, and 
then get a severance package to boot! 
 

 
 
Red Herring Chairman Fires Brother  
January 25, 2001 
 
Faced with a free-falling sham of an ad industry, New Technology juggernaut 
Red Herring magazine founding editor Michael Perkins was forced to pull out 
the double-edged axe and start swinging like Mark McGwire. Unfortunately for 
his brother Michael, who works for the magazine, his neck got in the way, and 
his head was sent into the dot cosmos. 
 
That's right. Tony Perkins fired his brother. Michael Perkins declined to 
comment – he couldn’t – he had been decapitated. But he had already co-
authored “The Internet Bubble” – a book correctly predicting the fall of high-
tech stocks. Finally. A luminary. 
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How Did We Get Here? 

 
Way back when, people used to fully analyze and process information. Before calculators, we 
learned how to actually “do” math. Before word processors, we knew how to spell. Before “Who 
Wants To Be A Millionaire”, we knew how old Justine Bateman’s character was when she lost her 
virginity on “Family Ties”. (Alex was 18 and Mallory was 17). The Information Age and the World 
Wide Web changed that. This could be a good thing, right? Instead of wasting brain space on 
such mundane things as political analysis, literary exploration, or creativity, we learned how to use 
our brains purely as storage devices for what we’ll call pointers. Turns out that the brain can only 
hold so many pointers, so we started using technology as extensions to hold more pointers. Let’s 
discuss. 
 
A pointer is a chunk of information that is not information in and of itself. Pointers are totally 
normal, and drive what has been labeled “transactive memory” by some academic types, at least 
where it applies to knowing who to get information from to get a task accomplished. 
 
Here’s the basic scenario: I am an aspiring chemist, but I probably do not know the properties of 
every element because I simply can’t store all of that information in my brain. It is easier for me to 
store the following information instead:  
 

1. The periodic table is located in my upper desk drawer. Or, 
 
2. “My friend Joe is a chemist…his phone number is in my address book that I keep in this 

cabinet.” 
 
We are using transactive memory here - pointers. I don’t want to waste valuable memory space 
on all this information so I just store the chunk that will lead me to the real data that I need. Well 
this is the web – hyperlinks - pointers. And this is how most people function all day long in a high 
tech company. Anyway, this is how the monkeys function, and damn it, we know about being 
monkeys better than anyone. We were good because we had the tools to increase our brain and 
all of our brain extensions (Palm Pilots, cell phones, 2-way pagers, our hard drives, our networks) 
into massive pointer storage devices! Instead of spending the day pondering the role of the 
Shakespearean sonnet in English literature or making decisions based on our innate ability to 
deconstruct logical arguments, we were running around processing information like walking 
calculators! Shitloads of it! Why the hell were we even conscious? All consciousness does for 
these pointer people is make them recognize their sad state of affairs (luckily a martini or five can 
help to alleviate this).  
 
Our generation has heard these Luddite arguments before. Remember when you started using a 
calculator way back when? I think we all felt a little guilty about that. Something wasn’t right 
here…our parents had to learn all this math business and store it themselves. Seemed silly. But 
maybe storing all this math in a brain actually allowed for some higher sense of understanding. 
One could make comparisons…visualize logical relationships…apply mathematical models to 
speech and decision-making…construct effective arguments. Now…damn! We don’t need to do a 
thing except plug in and start “making connections” – retrieve pointers. Shove external data 
around at each other…at breakneck speed! Input/Output. The only thing members of our 
technology generation do is input and output…except when they’re getting laid, eating, or taking a 
dump! (Wait – no – that’s just input/output also). By the way, if necessary, we urge you to use this 
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argument to legitimize your inability to read more than a few paragraphs at a sitting and to 
conveniently explain poor standardized test scores. It damn well could have been the drugs or all 
the television you’ve watched, but this is a much grander scapegoat, eh? 
 
So what up with this? And is this really so bad? We’re not completely sure, but we think yes. The 
powerful are not the ones who lock into technology. The powerful are those who author and drive 
the technology. This is key in understanding where you need to be if you want to escape your 
simian situation. You can be a cyborg or you can control a bunch of other cyborgs. If you’re not 
part of the technocracy, then forget about it. You’re a cyborg. 
 
So now, as we dot com chumps stand here amidst the rubble and look around in disbelief, let’s try 
to forget about "what went wrong" and let’s not point fingers at everybody in an effort to legitimize 
our criticisms. We surely don’t want to be accused of being hopeless naysayers or bitter “told-ya-
sos”. To understand what happened to a great new medium that was supposed to foster virtual 
communities, greater social understanding, to tear down walls and democratize the planet, it is 
necessary to turn back the clock and compare today to yesterday and look at the story of how 
other promising media was turned into a cesspool. 
 
Take the last great explosion of invention that occurred in the modern era - The Industrial 
Revolution. The rise of modern machinery led ultimately to the standardization of the distribution 
of goods, as well as ideas. During the Industrial Revolution in America, the diffusion of material 
items was controlled by the oil barons, the railroad barons, the retail kings – Rockefeller, 
Carnegie, Gould, Vanderbilt. They were the wealthiest because they controlled the flow of material 
goods. The social and political structures that came with the Industrial Revolution served to 
broaden global communication but, at the same time, centralized power to those who controlled 
the movement of materials, based on, and as a result of, the exchange of money. Today we see 
the same story unfolding, but now we know the information barons: Ted Turner, Rupert Murdoch, 
Bill Gates, Stephen Case. They are the most powerful people today because they control the flow 
not of material items, but ideas. We use the term “ideas” here very loosely. We include movies, 
television programming, magazines, books, and news. 
 
Let’s first look at the rise of machines. The benefits of machinery are twofold. Firstly, the cheap 
mass production of things, as well as the transport of those things, make them available to 
everyone, at an affordable cost. Secondly, the automation of tasks leaves more leisure for the 
average individual, who can spend that time doing something productive, but instead, invariably 
chooses to use that time to research things, discuss things, and buy more things. This creates a 
never-ending cycle – the familiar snake eating its tail. If the material items available are cheap 
enough for most consumers, they will become more and more inclined to buy more things. The 
information stream they encounter during leisure time is focused on the purchase of more things. 
Entertainment and news, in the hands of the plutocracy, is itself mass-produced and cheaply 
devised, so it appeals to the greatest number of people. This is done by appealing to humanity’s 
most basic emotions: violence, sex, despair, and cheap laughs. Technology, controlled by the 
powerful, is gladly disseminated to all, and at affordable costs. Now there is a conduit to spread 
the word about more things.  
 
Advertising becomes the main mode of communication at all levels. It is easy to produce “art” and 
“entertainment” at cheaper and cheaper costs. With the help of technology, the spread of such 
cheap entertainment becomes even easier. The need to create art is gone. The individual no 
longer amuses himself. He becomes amused by the deluge of cheap entertainment. The 
entertainment is driven by advertisement, which, in turn, drives the populace to consume. It is a 
perfect system. It is perfect because, while the masses are amused, the plutocracy can make any 
decisions that they want, without the interference of the populace, which is happy watching cheap 
programming on a 24-inch TV. During the commercials, the viewer can yearn to buy a 26-inch TV; 
and a 28-inch TV, and so forth, until technology allows the individual to afford a TV the size of his 
wall. We don’t claim that there is some sort of conspiracy going on here above and beyond 
advertising. People seem to want things. It’s that simple.  
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Meanwhile, the few extremely powerful entities keeps chugging along in the name of “free 
markets”. Free markets in this sense can be defined like this: The right for the few to freely control 
the rest without governmental interaction. This term has been so bastardized and sloganized in 
America that it holds almost the opposite meaning of what it portends to represent.  
 
Let’s look at the Telecommunications Act of 1996, a glowing example of free market legislation 
whose only consequence seems to be the proliferation of 10-10-321 commercials. According to 
the FCC’ website: 
 

“The Telecommunications Act of 1996 is the first major overhaul of telecommunications 
law in almost 62 years. The goal of this new law is to let anyone enter any 
communications business -- to let any communications business compete in any market 
against any other.” 

 
Sounds great, but what did it mean? Forget about the language of the act itself. Let’s instead look 
at the meaning and use some analogies to understand who wins and who loses, and whether this 
act really did level the playing field in the telecommunications market.  
 
When you look at something like cable or a satellite band, or any digital medium, first think in 
terms of your FM radio. It goes from 88Mhz to 108Mhz. That’s it. It is a physical impossibility to get 
“more” stations out of this spectrum than we already have. It is a narrow band of the radio 
spectrum whose frequencies support every few smaller bands of megahertz. We can’t have one 
station at 97.548Mhz and another one at 97.549Mhz. If we were a bit more foresighted, we 
wouldn’t have archaic measurements like “megahertz” at all and just call the damn things stations, 
number ‘em 1 to 50 or so, and that’s that!  
 
Satellite bands, which support mobile phones and other means of broadcasting, work similarly. 
There is only so much real estate available for these information/advertising services. 
 
Digital technology and digital mediums work a little differently. A digital representation of audio or 
video is actually a series of samples of that sound or video or image. If I record a real sound, from 
start to finish, on an analog recording device, and then save that sound as is, without digitally 
compressing it, the computer file is huge. It’s the whole sound. Digital technology analyzes the 
sound, removes unnecessary highs and lows, and samples the analog wave at certain intervals. 
The result is often a cleaner sound, because the unwanted junk was removed. However, pieces of 
the actual sound were removed – enough to make your very large file now very small. Small 
enough so that your song is now so compressed, it can be quickly sent over the internet as an 
mp3. Somehow these engineers are able to create technologies that can make these digital 
representations of content smaller and smaller and smaller. The sampling technology gets more 
and more efficient. This means that, unlike the FM band, I CAN slice up a sound wave or a video 
or a CD into more and more pieces. Just like a pizza. Theoretically, this digital pizza can be sliced 
into an infinite number of pieces. What does this mean? It means that you can easily get a whole 
CD or even a full length Hollywood movie these days – over the internet – thanks to digital 
sampling and high-speed connections. It also means something else, especially as we see more 
and more digital media coming our way, including digital radio, digital cable, and digital telephony. 
 
What if our digital pizza is sliced six ways for six people? We also have one guy who watches 
over the pizza. His job is to make sure that the six at the table each gets a fair shot at a slice. Well 
that’s not really fair, since we’re all supposed to enjoy a slice of pizza with our choice of toppings. 
It’s up to these six guys to make the choicest pizza available for anyone to consume. We deserve 
our stuff. But here’s only so much pizza to go around, right? The six guys who actually own the 
pizza slices get pissed about this pizza watcher. He seems to think it’s OK to let other people sit at 
the table. Who does this guy think he is? The six guys protest and say, “Look at this crap! This 
Pizza Nazi is trying to keep these us from our pizza! We can’t have that. The pizza belongs to 
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EVERYONE and we’re here to give it to you all” True enough. We don’t need any Pizza Nazis 
around here trying to step on anyone’s toes.  
 
So the six guys convince the rest of us that the pizza ITSELF is infinite, and everyone is going to 
get a shot at a slice, and all this Pizza Nazi is doing is trying to keep you – the little guy – from 
getting a piece. He’s just trying to keep the pizza for himself. Everyone hears the arguments and 
agrees. Everyone deserves a slice of the endless pizza! This is a democracy! 
 
So the six guys shell out a few million dollars each and give it to the Pizza Nazi and he agrees to 
let them do as they please with the pizza, but only after the six guys convince everyone else that 
doing so will not only make the pizza magically infinite, it will also be cheaper! 
 
Do you see the flawed logic here? When it comes to control of digital, it doesn’t matter how many 
times Joe slices the pizza. He still owns that piece of the pie. One day we’ll have the technology to 
slice up Joe’s piece into 50 pieces. Then 100. Then 300! But the size of the pizza remains the 
same. So Ted Turner may now own 300 channels when he used to own 50. Ma and Pa’s 
telephone company can get in on the act. But they have to use the wires and infrastructure that 
Verizon already owns! There are only so many wires and cable boxes to go around. The 1996 
Telecommunications Act was a godsend for our telecommunication buddies – it allowed cross-
ownership of cable and telephony holdings, eliminated the cap on the number of television and 
radio stations one entity could own.  
 
Before the act was passed, the powers-that-be had a great television advertisement. It went 
something like this: 
 

“The air we breathe belongs to all of us. The government wants to tax your air and decide 
who is going to get that air. The air is for everyone. Support the 1996 
Telecommunications Act.”  

 
The legislation was supposed to allow anyone to offer telecommunications service, and propel 
competition, thereby lowering prices. However, prices for long-distance telephone, cable, and 
cellular have mostly gone up since 1996. It is also clear that these huge media conglomerates that 
dominate the telephone and cable TV industries prefer mergers and acquisitions to competition. 
They have refused to open their markets, have kept competitors out, and merged with other pizza 
slice owners to make their share even bigger, with more potential for slicing and dicing. This 
scenario is not only a matter of digital spectrums, it is a matter of market share – a measurement 
that is not infinite, unless we spend more and more of our leisure time watching television and 
movies. We don’t need to turn to any numbers to conclude that this is the general trend, especially 
among children, who spend more time watching television than doing homework.  
 
It is apparent that the foundations of the free market philosophy are inherently flawed. New cable 
TV providers have captured 1% of the market since the passage of the act. Deregulation – the 
term used when the government gives business full control of a market in return for campaign 
contributions – leads directly to more concentration, more mergers, and more downsizing. News 
and information, which is supposed to flow freely and objectively in the United States, becomes 
The Information Revolution’s plastic. Cheap, expendable, mass-produced and cross-promoted, it 
becomes a commodity. It is no longer news. It is a big advertisement. Since 1996, the FCC has 
made every move to further relax long-standing bans on media monopoly ownership, causing 
nary a cry of protest in the United States, where the general view is that an unfettered market 
offers the fairest business environment. The prevailing notion is that private ownership of 
communication is a symbol of democracy and benevolence. When the newspaper AND the movie 
AND the television station AND the websites AND the publishing houses AND the magazines are 
all owned by the same entity, which relies on advertising for revenue, how can there possibly be 
anything but advertising?  
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Gather up some Soviet propaganda posters from the 1950’s, a collection of western advertising 
from the same era, grab a friend who speaks Russian and do the following exercise. Mix them all 
up like you’re about to deal a hand of poker. Spread them out. Wherever you see “Lenin”, “The 
Great Army”, and “The State”, replace the phrase with your favorite name brand. Wherever you 
see your favorite brand names, replace with the above phrases. Pretty neat, huh? Are we saying 
it’s better to live in a Stalinist Gulag? Of course not. Resist all temptation to think in terms of polar 
opposites when looking at the results. Freedom is our ability to point this out. In a socialist state, 
we’d be thrown in jail. And for that, we are truly thankful. We HAVE choice. And we’re not talking 
about choosing Coke versus Pepsi. We’re talking about the choice to seek out alternative sources 
of news and information. That includes hopelessly ideological Marxist rags all the way to your 
token radical conservative southern publications that some of our Republican congressmen take 
a shine to. The power of the internet becomes unmistakable here. 
 
The internet – a place where there is a LIMITLESS spectrum of “real estate” (but only a limited 
number of eyeballs), has turned into a highly homogenized, monstrous heap of advertisement 
cross-selling and promoting. This is a decisively telling sign. It tells us that a medium as liberating 
as the internet, where anyone can be heard, is a nearly useless tool for disseminating information. 
This is because people don’t care about anything going on in the world that interferes with their 
freedom to buy stuff. If you believe that they tore down the Berlin wall for any other reason than to 
buy Levi’s, you’re kidding yourself. As long as the citizen of the first world are materially-satisfied 
with the gadgets that are cheaply-produced in the third world, there will be no revolt. This is where 
Marx went wrong. He didn’t foresee that the western world would ravage the third world so 
completely that the worker would be forever content with an endless flow of material items and 
cheap entertainment to make him forget about his lot. On and on the rich and poor divide grows… 
 

"Democracy is the right to buy anything you want. Freedom's just another word for lots of 
things to buy." – James Twitchell, author of “Lead Us Into Temptation: The Triumph of 
American Materialism" 

 
Kevin O’Connor, former CEO of DoubleClick, understood this well. A glance at the DoubleClick 
financial section of Yahoo! tells you how well. Around a billion dollars well. Damn. Why didn’t we 
think of that! A simple piece of code on a website! We’re always operating with hindsight vision 
here at Dot Conned headquarters! 
 
We explored the most popular web sites on the internet in an effort to see what it is that the 
majority of people “do” on the web. 
 

 TOP 10 MOST VISITED WEB SITES, JUNE 2001 (JUPITER MEDIA METRIX) 
 

1. Yahoo 
2. MSN.com (owned by Microsoft) 
3. AOL 
4. X10.com 
5. Microsoft.com 
6. Passport.com (owned by Microsoft) 
7. Hotmail (owned by Microsoft) 
8. Lycos 
9. Amazon (AOL affiliation through $100 million investment) 
10. eBay 

 
 
 
Looks like a solid majority of web surfers like to go to the same places: those places with BIG 
dollars and BIG financial clout. Looking down the list, we see the same story. However, within the 
top 50, we did come across a cutting edge independent group of websites. Flowgo.com, a humor 
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resource, was the 23rd most popular site. A collection of compelling content falls under the 
authoritative “flowgo” umbrella, such as: 
 

Bigfatbaby.com 
cutestuf.com 
Debsfunpages.com 
Funone.com 
Funstun.com 

Funtown.com 
Gotlaughs.com 
Lolfun.com 
Justsaywow.com 
Send4fun.com 

 
In retrospect, advertising revenue fell fast and suddenly across nearly all media outlets, but most 
prominently on the web. Will this trend continue? We doubt it, especially on the internet. Just take 
a look at some of the wonderful new techniques and platforms ripe for effective advertising: 
 
1. Pop-under ads: Just look at X10 
 
2. Jiggling ads: These are ads that, barely discernible to the human eye, um, “jiggle”. That’s right 
– a little shake here and a little shake there. Very promising approach.  
 
3. Plug-ins that make EVERYTHING online an ad: A company called eZula, is peddling 
technology that will install itself on your computer, hide, and make any word - that’s ANY word - on 
any site - up for sale to advertisers. This little virus is know as “HotText”, and installed itself 
without permission on the Dot Conned computers. According to the website, “eZula is an Online 
Advertising Solution Provider that Uses Internet Text to Enable Real Contextual-Based 
Advertising on Every Page Across the Web!” They also declare “Actually Find Information You 
Need!”. Let’s examine their claims. Here is an actual news item on a website we came across, 
armed with “Hottext”:  

 
She said, “I just killed my kids,'’ then led the officer to a back bedroom where four of the 
bodies were found on a bed. Another officer found the body of the oldest child in the 
bathtub, Cannon said. 

 
Luckily, the word "bed" is hot-linked to furniturefind.com! Perfect! The thought of bloody corpses 
had me itching to get a brand new mattress – preferably one soaked in blood! 

 
Here’s a news headline we came across: 
 

“Bin Laden Recruitment Tape Revealed” 
 

The word “recruitment” linked to Hotjobs – an online job search engine. Great. I couldn’t wait to 
join the Taliban and begin training for suicide bombing missions. I’m gonna sign up at 
Hotjobs.com immediately! 

 
We at Dot Conned are convinced that this contextual advertising offers a fantastic ROI. We only 
hope that every person on the planet with a website doesn’t sue these guys right off the planet for 
infringing on copyrighted content and attempting to profit from it. Good luck eZula! 

 
4. Instant Messenger/Chat Advertising: We covered this one already 
 
5. Search Engines: Search engines were traditionally used to find content on the web. Results of 
phrases or words were ranked – usually in terms of popularity, how the web site was designed, 
and other cues. The assumption most of us have grown to expect is that high-ranking results 
indicate stronger relevance to what you are looking for. I mean, when I’m looking for breasts, I 
want tits! I don’t want a link to Dr. Nick Riviera’s Breast Reduction Clinic! Today, this is what 
usually happens. Search engines have put their rankings up for sale to the highest bidder. 
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Goto.com was one of the first search engines to pursue this course. Feeling like the redheaded 
stepchild of search engines for being such sellouts, CEO Jeffrey Brewer made this appeal to Alta 
Vista – a real search engine: 
 

“We hope for the benefit of Alta Vista's users that they come around to the completely open 
process embraced by GoTo which allows all positions to be bid for - a process which we think 
yields the most relevant results for consumers and allows consumers to see the actual prices 
that advertisers pay for their listings.” 
 

Woah, now! Did Mr. Brewer ever entertain the novel concept that not everyone online was looking 
for something to buy? Thankfully, most of the search engines are now plagued by paid search 
engine placements. Yet another internet luminary in our midst! 
 

SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL! 
 
We now bring you this new course – straight from the writers of Dot Conned! Once again, we 
allow YOU to save yourselves thousands of dollars on an Ivy League MBA, just by purchasing our 
12-step CD-ROM course! Here is a sampling! 
 
Dot Com Vice Presidency 201 
How to Use Luck and a Brand-Name University to Rise to an Executive Position in Today's 
Business Climate. 
Are you far removed from reality and actual society? Have you no clue? Are you a qualified 
dumbass? If you answered "YES" to any of these questions, you are a perfect candidate for this 
course. Through case studies, presentations, and essays, students will learn how to hide their 
lack of business skills and lack of overall mental acumen, while still rising to top positions in 
American corporations. Students will learn how to use the fact that they are Harvard alums to 
legitimize rising to such positions, whether they went to Harvard or not.  This is a 200-level 
course. 
 
Prerequisites: 
• Fashion 102: How to dress like a corpse 
• Social Science 105:  How to be a white man 
• Business 103: How to kiss ass and get your ass kissed 
• Psychology 101: The power of double talk and broken promises 
• Public Speaking 101: Speak like a leader: Clichés, historical quotes, and knock-knock jokes. 
 
Dot Com Advertising 201 
How to Flush Money Down the Drain 
Do you think Scooby Doo lunchboxes are “hip”? Do you think Lenny Kravitz is a genius? Do you 
wear shirts from The Gap that look just like shirts from the Salvation Army, but are $80 more 
expensive? Do you still giggle when you see “Porn Star” on a teenager’s shirt? You’re in luck! 
Take this course and learn how to tap into the seventies and fifties for fashion! 
 
Prerequisites: 
• Retro Marketing 101: How the nineties marketing industry successfully leveraged the sixties 

generation 
• Fashion 105: Bell-bottoms, goatees, Scooby Doo, and Charlie’s Angels: a study in 

comparative sociology 
• Business 203: Using Music in Marketing: How to identify desperate rock stars. Spot the signs 

of drug abuse and desperation and pick the perfect time to obtain rights to kitschy, long-
forgotten seventies songs. 

• Self-Indulgent Graphic Design 101: Learn how to create a web page so convoluted and 
soaked in Flash and Shockwave gadgetry that NO ONE would be able to tell that there is no 
business model behind the façade. Comes with a free “fifties design toolkit”, complete with 
campy fifties logo fonts and multimedia retro television commercial jingle presentation. 

• Marketing to Youth 101: “Alternative” means “Mainstream”: How to successfully spot 
underground trends, exploit them, ruin them, and make a shitload of money. 
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Dot Com Sales 301 
Having Skin in the Game 
Wondering where you took a wrong exit in the road of life? Through workshops and team-
building exercises, students in our sales program learn to salvage what dignity they have left. 
This is not an accredited degree program, as students are expected to drop out.  
 
Prerequisites: 
• Drama 205: Effective Mindless Banter 
• Psychology 105: Lying 
• Sexuality, Business, and Society 105: Field Study – the student is required to explore a 

major urban center and submit a paper describing effective prostitution practices 
• Social Anthropology 101: Finding meaning in slogans 
• Fashion 203: Loafers, khakis, and wingtips 
 
Dot Com Middle Management 301  
Suppressed all dreams you might have once had for your life? Consider our program in Middle 
Management. Students will learn the fundamentals of middle management including 
buzzwords, drawing ideas on whiteboards, and firing people. 
 
Prerequisites: 
• Psychology 203: How to not rock the boat 
• Linguistics 201: 15 key words for effective management 
• Philosophy 105: How to justify anything 
  
Dot Com Executive Management Seminar 
Are you the Messiah? If so, you are a great candidate for our seminar “How to amass devoted 
followers”. No prerequisites exist. Interested people must present proof of their god status. 
Participants will learn how to maintain the appearance of being hip in today’s society, how to 
leverage the power of honorary degrees, how to avoid questions, and secrets of building cults. 
Expect guest lectures from high-ranking authority figures in organized religion groups. 
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Memoirs Of A Banner Jockey – Part II 

 
It’s a few months after the fallout now. I’ve seen droves of good employees deposited like bags of 
garbage on the New York sidewalks. But I really don’t care. I haven’t done a lick of work in 
months. Is someone going to lay me off here or what?! How many porno movies do I have to 
download before someone notices? The thing is, they just won’t. I’ve watched the good old boys 
network fall apart. Infighting. It’s like a country. As soon as shit hits the fan the big boys start 
fighting and deposing each other. Looks like the “stay the hell out of it and receive your whippins” 
approach worked out pretty well.  
 
You see, we’re a corporation now, in every sense of the word. I no longer “do” anything. The 
people who actually do things get laid off monthly. Me? I “examine internal processes” and fill in 
for people who got laid off until we do the hokey-pokey again and everyone gets a new 
meaningless title. I think I can say I am a consultant now, but I’m not sure. I stick my nose into 
other people’s business, tell them what to do, and they do it. It gives me - and everyone else - 
something to do. Play the game and you’ll be ok. Naturally, the bottom-dwellers are still doing all 
the work, and the execs are still playing with numbers and fabricating statistics for press releases. 
Don’t get me wrong - I’m still a bottom dweller. But, due to circumstances unknown to me, I’m still 
kickin’ around - proof that following the Dot Conned career advice will allow you to skate through 
any new economy job, provided they still exist when this book gets published. When the 
processes don’t work, I can expect the layoff axe to cleanly separate my head from my body. That 
could very well be the end of my internet career. How could I consider leaving the internet sector? 
It’s such a promising career path! So much to learn! So many growth opportunities! Work is fun! 
Here’s a pretty telling Instant Messenger exchange I recently had with a new economy worker 
bee. It pretty much sums up my generation’s verdant thinking about work: 
 

KhahnArtist: and now i also realized my boss knows less than me 
Dot Conned: bosses always know less 
KhahnArtist: why is that dude 
Dot Conned: you should know that by now 
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KhahnArtist: i never understand that  
Dot Conned: they are paid to make sure YOU do work 
KhahnArtist: yea i do sometimes i forget 
KhahnArtist: yea that makes sense 

 
 
The Report Card 
 
Apparently, faced with the realization that our company was fucked, our corporate visions turned 
toward a new layoff tool: the Report Card. Each of us chose a number of peers to make 
comments about our work habits and rate us on a number of metrics. Naturally, our managers 
also had a heavy hand in our individual reviews. As for metrics, let’s take a look at a couple. 
 
“Personifies Company Values” 
Um, I’m dying to know what that means. Values? Whose value system are we talking about here? 
Trashing the internet with useless advertising and cheapening content and news to sell stuff? Are 
those the values they are referring to? Or do they mean the value of our stock, which is nearly 
zero? 
 
Here’s another:  
 
“Personal Integrity” 
Personal integrity? Here is one where I would expect that the lower you score, the better worker 
you are. Everyone knows that, in the workplace, personal integrity is the first thing tossed into the 
garbage disposal and ground into compost. Anyone who scores high here should be immediately 
flagged for dismissal by HR’s finest. Oddly enough, I think they scored this one backwards.  
 
These reviews also came complete with manager comments. I’ve seen all this before. “Needs to 
control frustration”; “Needs to work more effectively with others”; “Needs to manage his time 
better.” So when does mommy have to sign this fucking thing? Because if she doesn’t have to, I’ll 
just crumple this nonsense up and throw it in the trash like all the rest of my elementary school 
report cards that didn’t require a signature. I don’t need to go to the school counselor for Ritalin 
administration, thank you. I’m frustrated because THIS IS IDIOTIC!” 
 
On the weekends, I get home once in awhile and hang out with my working-class buddies. Believe 
me - hanging out with them is a helluvalot more interesting than socializing with the drones in my 
corporate catacomb. I am a part of the working class myself - I used to think I was not - for a little 
while. I wasn’t getting my hands dirty. I was making good money. I was nurturing a bad back from 
slumping over a desk all day. I was developing an affinity for happy hours and empty debate about 
the future of online marketing and sales goals. Important? Hardly. My only real goal is to shun as 
many duties as possible and still bring home the bacon; to bring the ratio of labor production to 
reward as close to a sliver of a purely theoretical, nearly nonexistent lowly infinite value as 
possible. If my only reward is a pat on the ass from a manager and another mansion in Malibu for 
my CEO - well fuck that. But I’ll let it slide. Just gimme enough cash to let me eat at a fine 
restaurant once in awhile and make believe I’m you for just a few hours, mister executive. One 
day, the American Dream and I will be joined in bliss at the end of this golden road of unlimited 
devotion I’m on, right? I’ll just be damn sure I temper my overpriced, French cuisine with nights of 
Budweiser bliss, good old-fashioned fistfights, and really loud heavy metal. Because THAT’S 
much more fun and I’m not so sure this road is leading me anywhere except to a community 
home in Palm Beach, complete with bingo night and a horseshoe pit. 
 
Let’s face reality, folks. Whether you’re laying bricks, cleaning toilets, writing newspaper editorials, 
selling advertising, or drawing up re-organization charts with Crayolas, you’re giving your time 
away in exchange for the right to buy stuff. To be left alone to purchase. It’s really simple. It’s 
“Capitalism for Dummies”. As soon as we helpless and hairless globs of squirming flesh are 
pumped out of the womb we start trying to figure out what this world is all about. What does it all 
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mean? What is the point? Once we get a little older we filter out that kind of thinking. Why ask why 
any more? Someone else has done the thinking for us. Here’s a dollar bill. There’s why. You want 
to shove something into that eating hole of yours? You better have a dead president on you or you 
can go fuck yourself. So stop pondering the imponderables and get to work, buddy! In exchange 
for your hard work, the master will throw you a bone. One day you’ll get that new DVD player 
you’ve always wanted. One day your Palm Pilot will be so cool, it will allow your employer - and the 
government - to follow your every move. Ain’t toys fun?! You are required to give up your quest for 
purpose in exchange for these toys. And it’s a pretty damn good system. Anybody who disavows 
himself from it is in for a long, lonely, Unabomber kind of lifestyle. If you don’t ascribe to the 
system, you’ll surely end up a patchouli-stinkin’ neo-hippie or a crazed log cabin-livin’ lunatic. 
Nobody really WANTS that, do they? Now get back to work! 
 
Americans live in a free society. Society for the American is free for one reason: because they, as 
individuals, are not. That is, they are not free. Their identities and behaviors must be purchased. 
Such is the market economy.  
 
As an American, you are potentially profitable on three counts. Firstly, you are profitable as a labor 
provider. The difference between your salary and the money your labor generates for your 
employer is called “profit.” Profit here refers to the purchase of your labor by your employer and 
the sale of your labor at a higher value to your employer’s clients or customers. Not saying this is 
so bad, folks. Everybody wins. Except somebody is definitely winning a little more than others. 
 
Secondly, you are profitable simply as a market entity – a demographic identity. As we have seen, 
the direct marketing world spends a great deal of its efforts– shall we say nearly ALL of its efforts, 
matching up a market identity with a real identity. Even if they cannot find that less and less 
elusive real identity, you are still valuable as an anonymous demographic slice. Your profile is 
cash in the bank and junk in your mailbox, provided you have money. Which brings us to the third 
and most important part of your value, which is derived from and feeds the first two: cash to buy 
stuff. The “homeless schizophrenic street beggar” is strangely not a highly prized demographic, 
despite the high visibility of that group. Even the famed “welfare mother” demographic, which we 
all know represents a veritable army of Americans, is not the subject of marketing department 
meetings. Well no shit. They ain’t buyin’!  
 
It is a great system. As long as you spend most of your waking life working, you will hopefully 
make enough money to keep your boss happy, be a member of an elite demographic, and still 
have 1-2 hours a day (because we must eat, drink, piss, shit and sleep the other hours away) to 
consume! Consume a new DVD player; consume a tasty meal at your favorite fast food 
restaurant; consume another TV commercial; consume another eyeful of advertising on your way 
to work! It’s almost a perfect system! Why almost, you say? Because, in reality, the perfect 
system is one in which it is possible to PRODUCE AND CONSUME 24 HOURS A DAY!!! 
Impossible, you say? OK – but with the internet you can spend half a day working (at least to the 
degree of employer-perceived labor value), and the other half buying stuff from Amazon.com. Just 
learn the alt-tab combination on your keyboard. Alt-tab, alt-tab, alt-tab, alt-tab. Spreadsheet, 
Amazon, spreadsheet, Amazon.  
 
What if we could somehow split our brains in half. The consumption half can be completely 
impulse-driven. It only needs to sit there and soak in consumer messages. Each message shoved 
in there may or may not result in a purchase. It’s like one of those amusement park machines 
where you drop in a quarter and it bounces around until it falls through a little tube and ends up in 
the big pile of quarters at the bottom, where that mechanical stair just might push a handful of 
quarters into your greasy little palm. Quarter in, quarter out. Message in, purchase out. Perfect! 
The other half of this wonderful new brain, the production half, is devoted to work. It tells your 
arms how to lay bricks if you’re a bricklayer and it tell you fingers what to type to make PowerPoint 
presentations if you are an office worker. What a wonderful brain this would be! And what a stupid 
fucking idea. What a miserable life that would be! And surprisingly, this is the life many, many 
people actually live. If we can just take these people’s DNA and use it to make an army of robots 
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that never die, we can all be in utopia! We can all just hang around and play drums! Or paint! Or 
play basketball! Or fuck! All day long! Until we reach that zenith, you better just make sure you 
stay employed and employable. Pop a pill and get to work – there’s no place in this society for 
manic-depressive Van Gogh wannabes. So put your paintbrush away and start making a real 
difference in life – be a graphic designer for a big ad agency! Science is coming up with ways right 
now for you to live the life you want while some cryogenic, bionic, immortal slab of organic steel 
can take YOUR job and make YOUR value ZERO. So you better start investing now because if 
you don’t own one of these babies, you’re fucked, buddy. No utopia for you. 
 
In the meantime, life is really not so bad for the working class in a “first world” nation. Some silly 
people (shall we say…ahem…hippies?!) complain about the “growing rift between the haves and 
have-nots.” Snorrrrre. It’s ALWAYS been this way! Thank your lucky stars that you’ve got the 
weekends to get in your SUV and go fishing! The serfs of medieval Europe hardly had it so good. 
Shit - looking back I hardly believe we have written this pathetic book! I mean, we wrote this book 
AT WORK! We’re a bunch of fuckin' slugs. Slackers. Jokers. Darwinian throwaways. 
 
In most countries and in most historical ages, our hands would have been hacked off by now. 
Unless we were members of the aristocracy, that is. Then we’d be ok. But we’re not. We’re just 
working-class schlubs taking advantage of this wonderful system we have been handed to exploit. 
That’s the name of the game folks. Hey - we’re just “capitalizing!” Capitalism! Get it? 
 
So we accept our lot, and so should you. Yeah - we might be a bunch of roustabouts workin’ for 
The Man. But it really ain’t so bad. Watching the dot-economy give birth, destroy itself with greedy 
excess, and die an equitable death in such a short time gives us chumps who fed at the dot com 
troughs a more valuable lesson than any MBA degree would. At least that’s what I’ll say on my 
next job interview. 
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Where Do We Go From Here? 
 
 
We’ve visited a lot of topics in this book. From business models gone awry to the new economy 
workplace to philosophical discussions of the evolution of the internet, we’ve tried to share our 
laymen’s view of what happened and why. We’d like to now share with you our answers to the 
question, “where do we go from here?” 
 
 
Where Do Online Ads Go From Here? 
 
Ads will never go away. A romantic view of the advertising industry would be that it is the driving 
force behind capitalism. A practical view would be that we as a society have grown so 
accustomed to being inundated with ads that we’ve reached a point where we just don’t care.  
 
As we’ve mentioned, emerging technologies may make ads bigger, more colorful, or animated. 
Unless the public understands that ads do not work nearly as well as they think, the online ad 
market will continue to be in existence and bizarre technologies will continue to emerge.  
 
This is because the big players in the online ad industry are an incestuous family united by their 
appalling lack of common sense. When the industry champions the idea that the internet can 
measure ROI, and then has to face the ridicule as ROI figures show how ineffective these ads 
are, “groundbreaking” analysis from Jupiter, NetRatings, or any of these ad research firms 
redirects attention to the immeasurable concept of branding. When a company introduces a new 
ad type, the analysts come out of the woodwork with their thoughts. 
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The industry doesn’t want to be told “this shit doesn’t work”, because that would pretty much put 
them all out of a job. What they want to be told is, “It DOES work, we just approached it incorrectly 
and here’s why”. And it’s always easy to show that something might work when you roll out 
confusing numbers or psychological analysis of how the human mind interacts with visual 
stimulation,  
 
Hell, just look at the IAB, the governing body of internet advertising. “One of IAB's primary goals is 
to foster the use and acceptance of interactive advertising and marketing by providing proof of the 
medium's effectiveness,'' said IAB President & CEO Robin Webster. That means that IAB’s entire 
existence is predicated on the assumption that internet ads do work.  
 
It’s like building an entire industry around the concept that the Earth is flat. Let’s assume that the 
Earth is flat and hundreds of businesses emerge selling flat maps. Then we can create a 
governing body that rolls out evidence and research showing that these flat maps are great, and 
that the Earth is, as we knew all along, flat. For research, they can provide items such as “look 
outside at the street…it’s flat. So stop thinking the Earth is round.” 
 
Evidence points to a digital convergence where ads become content and content become ads. 
BMWfilms.com is a particularly nefarious example. The well-publicized site features short films 
from noted directors. What these films really are, however, are lengthy commercials for BMW 
automobiles. See how crafty those marketers are? They’ve found another way to grab your 
attention and continue shilling their product.  
 
And so, the drummer marches on playing an awkward beat, while people around him imagine 
songs in their heads… 
 
 
Where Does Technology Go From Here? 
 
Fucking Napster! These jackasses were facilitating the theft of copyrighted music through their 
little application. Never mind that the evolution of technology, championed by so many 
entrepreneurs, naturally progressed to the point where such an application could work. Never 
mind that Napster had grown to incredible heights of popularity because they had an obvious 
product that the public was interested in. Napster was stealing money from millionaire musicians 
and record company executives. Who’s looking out for the big guy these days?! 
 
Well, when nobody looks out for the big guy, the big guy has to look out for himself. The music 
industry underwent a major consolidation in the mid-1990’s, leaving only a handful of huge record 
companies and leaving many prominent artists out of jobs. Post-consolidation, we would expect 
them to be streamlined operations capable of adjusting quickly to meet customer demands. Of 
course, we would be dead wrong. 
 
Like any other company that grows to an enormous size, these music companies grew to be so 
constipated with bureaucracy that they probably needed RFPs and escalation plans before 
deciding what to eat for lunch. The industry has spent years coming to a conclusion over digital-
rights, like how to make the MP3 format more secure.  
 
While this happened, a company like Napster came along and understood how the public felt. The 
public wanted easy access to music, from the mainstream to the obscure. They wanted 
convenience since they often couldn’t find the songs they wanted in suburban stores that stock 
only Britney Spears, N’Sync or other marketing puppets. While the record industry was sitting 
around swimming in its bureaucracy, Napster was simply giving the public exactly what it wanted. 
 
Now imagine yourself in the music industry’s position as this killer app was sweeping its way 
across the world. Napster has a 20 year-old cofounder and limited management experience while 
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you have decades of experience and billions upon billions of dollars. With all that clout, would it be 
better to simply muscle your way into the MP3 business that the public obviously loves and make 
even more money, or be threatened and do anything to shut it down? 
 
Like an old man when he sees a punk rocker, the music industry chose the latter option. So much 
for the evolution of technology. “We’ll let technology evolve … on our terms. Because we don’t 
understand it, nor do we understand our customers, we want to continue doing business the old 
way.” 
 
Do you know about the DeCSS controversy? Perhaps not, since it was suppressed very 
successfully in the news. In 1999, the DVD industry filed suit against several websites and 
individuals who had published the code which broke the encryption on DVD movies. Known as the 
Content Scrambling System, the technology had been put in place by the DVD industry as a digital 
defense protecting what studios consider to be near-perfect copies of their films. 
 
The DVD industry reacted to technology the same way as the music industry did - by viewing it as 
a threat. What they should have done is kissed the asses of the people that broke the code and 
given them all $375,000/yr for life (a la, George Shaheen’s package for running Webvan into the 
ground). These people had exposed the flaws in the security system and the DVD industry could 
spend the time studying the flaws and making their systems stronger.  
 
That’s how technology evolves. Caveman Tim invents the square wheel, then gets outdone by 
Caveman Blaine, who invents a round wheel. Caveman Tim doesn’t spend the rest of his life 
trying to suppress the secrets of this round wheel to the rest of the world. 
 
So where does that leave technology? As the power that corporations hold in modern society 
grows at an alarming rate, it is they who dictate the direction of technology. And since we’ve been 
told over and over about the freedom of the internet and what a great world we will live in as 
technology evolves, it is the corporations that ultimately dictate the course of our lives. 
 
 
Where Does The Human Being Go From Here? 
 
I am writing this on an airplane bound for San Francisco from New York. Writing is really 
uncomfortable because I’m one of the unlucky ones who don’t own a $500 multi-color display 
Palm Pilot with foldout keyboard accessory. Instead, I’m writing on a piece of paper with a pen 
baring the logo of TimeDance.com, a now-defunct dot com which had mind-boggling technology 
that allowed people to send invitations to events over the internet. Playfully flipping through the 
pages of “SkyMall”, the in-flight magazine that hawks products (go to http://www.skymall.com for 
more info!), I’ve had a revelation. The products in this magazine are all technology-related: from 
gadgets to accessories. Now, the magazine itself makes sense - business people tend to fly more 
and this is a flight from New York to San Francisco, definitely the two most corporation-
constipated cities in America - but what is interesting are the products available and the pitches 
used to sell them. How about: 
 

• “a hands-free car speakerphone system with adjustable boom microphone so you don’t 
have to miss those important conference calls.” 

 
• “a state of the art digital voice recorder for you to record up to six hours of meeting notes, 

directions, or lectures.” 
 

• “a plastic lap station so you can have a complete office while sitting in your airplane seat. 
This device conveniently folds into a briefcase for people on the go” 

 
• “the ‘eBookman’ – a PDA that features a larger LCD display than most PDA’s.” 
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Notice a trend here? Do you remember a time when work was 9 to 5 and when someone wanted 
to contact you, you had a nice phone with voicemail sitting on your desk? Unless you want to take 
a blue-collar job and be the object of derision by your neighbors for not keeping up with the Jones, 
this is probably a foreign concept.  
 
In fact, when I arrive in San Francisco today (at 6:25 PM), I have to wait about an hour and a half 
for my friend to pick me up. Why? He has a 7:00 PM meeting. Not attending the meeting because 
he has a friend to pick up, and because he’s already put in a 10 hour day, is akin to turning down 
the beer bong at a frat party - you just don’t do it.  
 
Another sight I recently witnessed at a local video store involved six customers standing around in 
the aisles talking on their cell phones.  For each, the conversation topic was work. If technology 
offered a great new world, why was it that interaction between human beings is happening more 
frequently over a fucking cell phone than face-to-face? And why exactly is work such a great 
topic? 
 
So this is how we’ve evolved. The bold new world of the internet has allowed us to become 
orangutans with opposable thumbs. We have meaningful, if not short-term, relationships with our 
techno-gadgets. The great post-internet world lets us communicate by email, cell phone, Instant 
Messenger, pagers, PDA’s, chat rooms, message boards…anything except actual face-to-face 
contact. And for what? It doesn’t exactly seem like the quality of correspondence has improved at 
all. In social situations, we talk about our work, someone else’s work, or where we’d like to work. 
In “virtual communities” conversation invariably deteriorates into juvenile name-calling and 
harassment.  
 
What’s more, we’ve developed a sense of love with these gadgets, to the point where we know all 
about the features of the latest and greatest cell-phone/mp3 player/Palm Pilot, but cannot 
formulate educated opinions about AIDS, poverty, globalization, war, or the myriad of other issues 
that threaten humanity.  
 
We may not have opinions on the homeless, but the homeless have opinions on us. Meet Joe, a 
vagrant on the streets of Manhattan. We found Joe in the heart of “Silicon Alley”, New York’s 
answer to Silicon Valley.  
 

 
Dot Conned: You can now receive email over your cell phone. How does this 
impact you? 
Homeless Joe: What’s this now? 
Dot Conned: You can get email over your cell phone now. Any thoughts? 
Homeless Joe: What the fuck are you talking about? 
Dot Conned: Email? It’s a way of getting your mail on a computer. 
Homeless Joe: What’s wrong with regular mail? 
Dot Conned: Umm ...yes. Anyway, young people all over this country are 
losing millions of dollars on their stocks now that internet companies have died. 
How does this make you feel? 
Homeless Joe: Losing millions of dollars? 
Dot Conned: Yes.  
Homeless Joe: What? What a bunch of fuckin’ morons. Do they have shit for 
brains or somethin’? 
 

 
So are we labeling today’s humans as misinformed lemmings molded by groups of power, be it 
media, government, or big business, for the purpose of profit? Yes, and that is exactly what 
humans have always been! The same social schism that has affected every culture in history 
affects today’s society. Except now, we get the added benefit of having less and less physical 
contact with each other. And now, it is not the Church condemning us all to hell or a feudal 
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landlord with a pack of attack dogs telling us how to behave. It is advertising. So subtle, yet oh so 
compelling! 
 
Maybe that explains why SkyMall sells Sony’s AIBO, a robotic dog that has software that allows it 
to develop a personality and learn commands. At $1600, it’s only $1600 more expensive than a 
real dog from the pound, and you have the added benefit of not having to pretend you have any 
emotions. 
 
 
Where Does Society Go From Here? 
 
Let’s first agree that any claim we make should be empirically supported and adhere to the hard 
sciences. This includes even the most complex and nebulous human behaviors, such as racism, 
religion, and culture. These are all innate vehicles for an “us vs. them” mentality. A cultural theory 
of relativity, if you will. This may sound like a sweeping claim, but it’s conceivable that no matter 
how grand or complex the human behavior is, it is still as basic to survival as your inkling to run 
from a nest of angry hornets. We are essentially animals, and still operate through predetermined 
functions, no matter how complex the basis for our behaviors. Morals are ingrained sets of 
conduct which, when enacted, ensure our success as a race.  
 
This attitude drives us to work with or against our foes, invariably for our group to profit some way. 
The underlying assumption is that when the group profits, the individual profits. This is basic 
survival instinct at the social and microbiological level. Ideally, both sides profit. This is the driving 
force of social evolution, according to Robert Wright, author of Non-Zero, who sees an ultimately 
global culture of non-zero, or, in sales terms, “win-win” situations. 
 
Many scientists, including E.O. Wilson, do believe that all human behavior, no matter how 
complex, can be explained through neurobiology. If we look at it this way, the brain is just a big 
connection of digital switches. Impulse on, impulse off. Clap on, clap off. Ones and zeroes. Grand 
concepts such as “humanity” and “morality” now become a complex set of switches that align 
themselves in such a way as to perpetuate behavior that adheres to rules that optimize our 
individual chance for survival. This is easily illustrated by the common assumption that capital 
punishment, if considered at all, should only be used when there is exceptionally clear evidence 
that a society’s moral system was heinously assaulted. The fear-of-death factor at play. 
 
In western society, the church no longer exerts such a controlling force as it once did. There are 
better, less esoteric methods of managing populations. The west has learned that the society that 
functions optimally is one in which all aspirations toward higher states of existence cease. Like the 
social insects, a small set of ruling elite watch over the masses as they optimize their work. Their 
work consists of moving around materials, as well as sending signals to each other – passing 
information. If we accept a capitalistic society, which apparently the entire first world has, then we 
find that the higher, spiritual realms become unnecessary; even detrimental. Science will 
eventually uncover all the electrical switches in the brain allowing us to easily shut off the neurons 
that wastefully fire away as the brain ponders art or meaning or spirituality.  
 
In the meantime, the system does a decent job holding its own without physically entering the 
brain. Instead, we have a world where the brain is reprogrammed through other means – through 
a new universal language called advertising. The advertisers engage in a form of mind control that 
needs no injections. Advertising grabs hold of our primal urges: the urge to gather food and eat, 
the urge to obtain shelter, and tricks them – steers them toward stuff we don’t need – larger 
televisions and expensive, impractical clothes. It plays on our desire to be accepted by our peers 
– a basic drive crucial for survival in primitive times – and today, in times of need. Our desires are 
easily turned against us. The proof is in the numbers – the immense profits gained from the sale 
of useless items. Advertisers are not involved in a vast conspiracy to enslave the masses. They 
appeal to our animal drives and let the captivated brain do the rest. 
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We cannot be consumers all the time, and we need to continue building the technology that gives 
us more consumer gadgetry and, more importantly, military advantages. A portion of us spends 
the better part of our days in a constant state of information overload - a state where there is no 
room for higher functionality. Where the neurons that seek meaning and spirituality are deadened. 
Should those unnecessary inklings begin to spark, we turn to alcohol, anti-depressants, and 
cheap entertainment. Such things are made readily available, fueling the economy and keeping its 
constituents processing more and more information during work time, and consuming more and 
more stuff during leisure time. 
 
In this scenario, the chemical intervention needed to deaden our senses is self-imposed. Should a 
chemical be found to elate the senses, the government quickly bans it. If the substance numbs 
our senses, yet allows us to carry on our to consume and process information during the day, it is 
deemed legal. We maintain our exploration and manipulation of the lower stations of existence – 
the movement of information and material – and ignore the potential for higher functions. We 
function like the cell, whose job it is to coordinate its parts to send information and matter back 
and forth; to and from – without consciousness or moral imperative. 
 
A fraction of the citizenry understands these processes, seeks to avoid being a part of them, and 
instead seeks to control them. They use the language of advertising. They speak to the masses 
by appealing to the urges that still exist and mislead them toward the wrong ends. If the capitalist 
fantastically succeeds, gaining riches and celebrity that brings him to the thin upper crust of the 
socioeconomic layers, he rises above the confines of social justice and morality. He can buy an 
innocent verdict in a criminal trial. He can control government decisions– if not in name than in 
practice – indirectly through campaign contributions. He can satisfy his sexual urges without 
reproach, regardless off the costs to his family and friends. He can safely shun moral obligations 
to the surrounding social institutions and instead live by a personal code of conduct of his own 
choosing. 
 
Science barrels headlong toward the inevitable discovery of immortality and, consequently, a 
never-ending source of both capital and consumer pools. Human beings will now gladly submit to 
direct chemical adjustment in return for immortality and/or genetic cloning. The superfluous neural 
regions will be identified and removed, ridding the world of the need for chemical and 
pharmaceutical reliance. The resulting cyborg will last forever, and consume forever, as it is easily 
persuaded to consume the produce of the other cyborgs. 
 
Sounds like some sort of NetZero scheme, eh? “Give us your genes and we will give you 
immortality! The ability to see our ads forever!” Their slogan wasn’t “Defenders of the Free World” 
for nothing!!  
 
June 18th, 2001: Two teenagers become America’s first “corporate sponsored college students” 
as First USA Visa agrees to sponsor them. Visit them at http://www.chrisandluke.com, where you 
can see them walking around campus wearing Visa apparel and hawking credit cards. As Chris 
and Luke themselves say, “We sat down with some of our new friends at FUSA and developed 
some cool guidelines for students.” 
 
July 27th, 2001: A New York couple has put the rights to its own child’s name up to the highest 
bidder. Will the world soon meet Mr. Microsoft Jones? 
 
September 30th, 2001: Bernard Hopkins becomes boxings undisputed middleweight champion, 
gains his title while wearing www.goldenpalace.com in marker on his back for a reported 
$100,000. 
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Ten Steps To Creating a New World Order  

 
1. Create unaccountable organizations to act as global agents of the plutocratic interests. 

Since they are not remotely connected to the democratic process, they will have 
incredible powers to regulate an uneven distribution of wealth. These can be military or 
economic organizations whose mission it to take over the world. It will appear that they 
are disconnected and objective entities yet they will be acquiring unprecedented power 
and influence. 

 
2. Capitalize on events that create fear, like terrorist acts, to further eradicate individual 

power and protection of privacy while strengthening your ability to use force and any other 
means necessary to expand plutocratic interest. The mere threat of looking anti-patriotic 
will undermine valid protest. When there isn't a crisis, create a false one to temporarily 
distract the population. Capitalize on media events to take up the consumer population 
interests. Because popular opinion is easy to manipulate you can slip almost anything by. 
Ideally, the masses should always be preoccupied. 

 
3. Drive a wedge into the planet to divide it into those who participate (and lose their 

sovereignty) and those who refuse (and lose their economy). This can be accomplished 
using the massive military power you have created and nurtured. Even if a country is 
democratic or cares about its people, it should still be ruined unless it agrees to pursue 
your agenda. The most effective way to ruin it is through economic devastation. Once the 
population has begun to starve, support the most compliant rebel group and create an 
"election". Rig the election and establish favorable trade relations and malleable groups of 
suppliers and consumers. 

 
4. Eliminate dictatorships and others forms of governments that rule by force and blatant 

government propaganda. They won't be needed after you install the appropriate 
marketing, public relations, and advertising industries. Since these industries appeal to 
the idea of spontaneous wealth creation, make sure to create a highly visible amount of 
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material wealth. Concentration in the hands of a few is not a problem. It is the promise of 
wealth that fuels a consumer culture not actually getting it. 

 
5. Pass laws that concentrate power into the hands of the wealthy. Be sure to establish a 

system that allows only the rich to have a say in their government through basic 
mechanisms like campaign contributions. Another way is to make voting difficult for all but 
the elite classes. DO NOT make the voting day a national holiday as this will encourage 
the lower classes to participate in the democratic process. 

 
6. Establish centralized news and entertainment sources. A government propaganda system 

is not needed as long as media conglomeration is encouraged. This will create a like-
minded population who embrace apathy and can be exploited as a group rather than 
having to appeal to everyone individually. Internal social forces will quell dissention, and 
penalties will be extracted by natural means. You will not need to jail dissenters since they 
can easily be excluded from discussion. Make people feel lucky that they have the right to 
dissent even if it can't be effective. If they don't like it, suggest they leave the country. 

 
7. Define the fringe in the media so that debate can be limited. Periodically invite a member 

of the fringe into the discussion but stack the odds so that they can be successfully 
marginalized. A public broadcasting system can serve this role as long as it must solicit 
money from corporations to survive. Also, create access to raw news but make it difficult 
to understand. It will pale in comparison to the sugar-water on other stations and you will 
give the impression of an open, democratic society. 

 
8. Ensure that every person on this planet is accounted for and properly monetized. Every 

individual should be a producer AND a consumer. The ideal world is one in which all 
people spend 100% of their time either consuming or producing, yield the greater profit at 
the lowest cost to the plutocracy. 

 
9. Create an endless amount of clones that will be able to jettison into space once the planet 

begins to smolder. Given the current and desired rate of consumption, it won't be long 
before the planet completely runs out of resources. Additionally, a handful of corporate 
charters and Lee Iaccoca's latest book must be on board. 

 
10. Create a new race of beings on another planet. Their genes must be programmed to be 

effective drivers of greed, self-serving interest, and manipulation. These clones must be 
very adept at exploiting resources natural, human, and social. This next generation in 
evolution will be able to completely disregard morality to become the new breed of man. 
Anything that disrupts this natural progress should be considered a barrier and you must 
adjust the structure of your world accordingly. 
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